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Abstract v
Abstract
This dissertation describes an exploration of digital tabletop interaction styles, with the ultimate
goal of informing the design of a new model for tabletop interaction. In the context of this thesis
the term digital tabletop refers to an emerging class of devices that afford many novel ways of
interaction with the digital. Allowing users to directly touch information presented on large,
horizontal displays. Being a relatively young field, many developments are in flux; hardware
and software change at a fast pace and many interesting alternative approaches are available
at the same time. In our research we are especially interested in systems that are capable of
sensing multiple contacts (e.g., fingers) and richer information such as the outline of whole hands
or other physical objects. New sensor hardware enable new ways to interact with the digital.
When embarking into the research for this thesis, the question which interaction styles could
be appropriate for this new class of devices was a open question, with many equally promising
answers.
Many everyday activities rely on our hands ability to skillfully control and manipulate physi-
cal objects. We seek to open up different possibilities to exploit our manual dexterity and provide
users with richer interaction possibilities. This could be achieved through the use of physical
objects as input mediators or through virtual interfaces that behave in a more realistic fashion.
In order to gain a better understanding of the underlying design space we choose an approach
organized into two phases. First, two different prototypes, each representing a specific interaction
style – namely gesture-based interaction and tangible interaction – have been implemented. The
flexibility of use afforded by the interface and the level of physicality afforded by the interface
elements are introduced as criteria for evaluation. Each approaches’ suitability to support the
highly dynamic and often unstructured interactions typical for digital tabletops is analyzed based
on these criteria.
In a second stage the learnings from these initial explorations are applied to inform the de-
sign of a novel model for digital tabletop interaction. This model is based on the combination
of rich multi-touch sensing and a three dimensional environment enriched by a gaming physics
simulation. The proposed approach enables users to interact with the virtual through richer quan-
tities such as collision and friction. Enabling a variety of fine-grained interactions using multiple
fingers, whole hands and physical objects.
Our model makes digital tabletop interaction even more “natural”. However, because the
interaction – the sensed input and the displayed output – is still bound to the surface, there is a
fundamental limitation in manipulating objects using the third dimension. To address this issue,
we present a technique that allows users to – conceptually – pick objects off the surface and
control their position in 3D. Our goal has been to define a technique that completes our model
for on-surface interaction and allows for “as-direct-as possible” interactions. We also present
two hardware prototypes capable of sensing the users’ interactions beyond the table’s surface.
Finally, we present visual feedback mechanisms to give the users the sense that they are actually
lifting the objects off the surface.
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This thesis contributes on various levels. We present several novel prototypes that we built and
evaluated. We use these prototypes to systematically explore the design space of digital tabletop
interaction. The flexibility of use afforded by the interaction style is introduced as criterion
alongside the user interface elements’ physicality. Each approaches’ suitability to support the
highly dynamic and often unstructured interactions typical for digital tabletops are analyzed. We
present a new model for tabletop interaction that increases the fidelity of interaction possible in
such settings. Finally, we extend this model so to enable as direct as possible interactions with
3D data, interacting from above the table’s surface.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Thema dieser Dissertation ist die Erforschung von Interaktionsstilen für digitale Tabletop-
Computer. Das ultimative Ziel ist ein neues Interaktionsmodel für die Tabletopinteraktion. Im
Rahmen dieser Arbeit steht der Begriff ‘digital tabletop’ für eine neue, aufstrebende Klasse von
Geräten die viele neue Arten mit digitalen Inhalten zu interagieren ermöglicht. Eine Klasse von
Geräten, die es Benutzern erlauben direkt mit digitaler Information zu interagieren die auf großen,
horizontalen Bildschirmen angezeigt wird. Da es sich um ein relativ junges Forschungsgebiet
handelt, sind viele Entwicklungen im Fluss. Hardware und Software entwickeln sich mit hoher
Geschwindigkeit und zurzeit gibt es viele unterschiedliche, teilweise konkurrierende Ansätze.
Von zentralem Interesse für unsere Forschung sind Geräte die in der Lage sind mehrere Kon-
taktpunkte (z.B. Fingerspitzen) aber auch weitergehende Informationen wie Umrisse von ganzen
Händen oder anderen Objekten zu erfassen.
Wenn wir Objekte in der physikalischen Welt manipulieren, profitieren wir dabei von der
Geschicklichkeit unserer Hände. In dieser Arbeit wird versucht diese händische Geschicklichkeit
auszunutzen um dem Benutzer vielfältigere Interaktionsmöglichkeiten zu eröffnen. Dies ließe
sich zum Beispiel durch physikalische Objekte als Interaktionsmedium erreichen, oder durch die
Verwendung von virtuellen Objekten, deren Verhalten stärker dem realer Objekte ähnelt.
Wir haben einen Forschungsansatz gewählt der sich in zwei Phasen einteilen lässt, um ein
besseres Verständnis der Materie zu erlangen. In einer ersten Phase wurden zwei Interaktions-
stile anhand von Prototypen untersucht. Einerseits gestenbasierte Interaktion und andererseits
Interaktion mit Hilfe von physikalischen Objekten (‘tangible interaction’). Die Flexibilität und
Physikalität dieser Lösungsansätze wird als Kriterium definiert um die Interaktionsstile zu be-
werten. Darauffolgend werden die beiden Paradigmen auf Ihre Tauglichkeit als generelle Inter-
aktionsmodelle hin untersucht.
In der zweiten Phase werden die gewonnenen Erkenntnisse als Grundlage für die Entwick-
lung eines neuen Modells für Tabletop-Interaktion verwendet. Dieses Modell kombiniert fortge-
schrittene multi-touch Sensortechnik mit einer virtuellen 3D-Welt, deren Objekte von einer Phy-
siksimulation aus dem Computerspielebereich kontrolliert werden. Der vorgeschlagene Ansatz
erlaubt es Benutzern mit virtuellen Objekten zu interagieren in dem Konzepte die aus der rea-
len Welt bekannt sind, wie z.B. Kollisionen und Reibung, angewendet werden. Dadurch werden
eine Reihe von komplexen Interaktionen ermöglicht, zum Beispiel Interaktionen mit mehreren
Fingern gleichzeitig, mit der ganzen Hand oder durch Verwendung von physikalischen Objekten.
Das Modell stellt einen Schritt in Richtung noch natürlicherer und intuitiverer Tabletop-
Interaktionen dar. Allerdings sind die vom System wahrgenommenen Benutzeraktionen und die
angezeigten Informationen nach wie vor an die Displayoberfläche gebunden. Dadurch ergibt sich
eine tiefgreifende Einschränkung bei der Manipulation von dreidimensionalen (3D) Objekten.
Um diese Problem zu adressieren, wird eine Technik vorgestellt die es erlaubt Objekte - kon-
zeptionell – vom Tisch aufzuheben und daraufhin deren Position im 3D Raum zu bestimmen.
Hierbei war unser Ziel das ursprüngliche Modell zu ergänzen und eine Interaktionstechnik zu
entwerfen, die es erlaubt so direkt wie nur möglich mit virtuellen Objekten zu interagieren. Um
dies zu bewerkstelligen wurden zwei neue Hardwareprototypen entwickelt, die es ermöglichen
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Benutzerinteraktion zu messen die in größerer Entfernung von der Displayoberfläche stattfin-
det. Darüber hinaus werden visuelle Feedbackmechanismen vorgestellt die die Illusion erzeugen
sollen, dass der Benutzer die virtuellen Objekte tatsächlich von der Oberfläche aufhebt.
Diese Dissertationsschrift leistet auf mehreren Ebenen einen wissenschaftlichen Beitrag.
Mehrere neuartige Prototypen werden vorgestellt die während den Forschungsarbeiten erstellt
und evaluiert wurden. Diese Prototypen werden verwendet um systematisch den Designspace zu
erforschen. Dabei werden die Flexibiltät in der Benutzung und die vermittelte Physikalität als Kri-
terien verwendet. Die betrachteten Interaktionsstile werden daraufhin untersucht, ob sie die hoch
dynamischen und oft unstrukturierten Interaktionen unterstützen die typisch sind für Tabletop-
Interaktionen. In einem weiteren Schritt wird ein neues Modell für die Tabletop-Interaktion vor-
gestellt, das die Qualität dieser Interaktionen steigert. Abschließend wird eine Erweiterung dieses
Modells vorgestellt die es ermöglicht so direkt wie nur möglich mit virtuellen 3D Objekten zu
interagieren. Dabei werden Objekte auf dem (zwei-dimensionalen) Display angezeigt während
die Interaktion im Raum drüber stattfindet.
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Preface
This dissertation has been written and submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Department of Mathematics, Informatics and Statistics at
the Ludwig-Maximilians Universität München.
I was a graduate student at the chair for Media-Informatics from June 2005 to July 2009 where
I also conducted a lot of the research discussed in this dissertation. I also had the opportunity
to complete two research internships at Microsoft Research in Cambridge, UK. That time was
an invaluable experience for me, and the projects that I was part of during my internships form
the basis for some of the central aspects of this thesis. Due to the different locations at which
the research has been conducted and in consequence due to the different ideas I was exposed to
on a day to day basis, my own understanding and convictions about my research topics changed
significantly over time. The resulting thesis, hopefully, benefits from this evolution of ideas as it
does not describe a single strand of research but rather describes a selection of related techniques.
Personally I think each project I did during this timespan fed into the design of the next one even
if none of the prototypes discussed in here is a direct successor to the previous one.
Another consequence of working in different places and with many different collaborators is
that it became impossible for me to separate which aspects of the respective projects were my
contribution and which have been contributed by others. Therefore I chose to write the majority
of the text in this document using the more inclusive scientific plural. In an attempt to clarify my
role in each of the individual projects I added a contribution statement to each of the respective
chapters.
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Part I
Introduction and Motivation

3The following main body of this dissertation is structured into four parts. Each part builds on
the previous ones and hopefully the chosen structure helps the reader to follow the evolution of
the authors thinking throughout the timespan covered in this dissertation. Overall this structure
mirrors the research approach taken. We discuss a variety of interaction techniques that have
been developed and studied. Although these techniques are not direct successors to each other,
clearly the findings from our evaluations have fed into the design of following projects.
Part I lays the foundation to our own work by introducing (Chapter 1) the reader to the general
field of digital tabletop computing. In this part we also briefly touch upon common approaches
to designing interaction techniques for this new class of computing devices. We argue that a
new, improved model for tabletop interaction is necessary and specify requirements for such an
interaction model. The second half of this part of the dissertation is made of a discussion of
related work and recent developments both on the hardware side of things as well as in terms of
interaction techniques (Chapter 2).
Part II then discusses our own initial explorations into tabletop computing based on two pro-
totypes that we have built and evaluated. Here we discuss two common interaction paradigms
and analyze them towards their suitability as general interaction model for digital tabletop com-
puting. We discuss each approaches’ strength but also its shortcomings based on the criteria of
flexibility and physicality.
Part III then builds on the insights gathered from our analysis and proposes a new model for
tabletop interaction that aims to combine the important aspects of physicality and flexibility in a
coherent way. A model that increases the interaction fidelity of direct-touch interfaces beyond
the “finger-as-cursor model” while maintaining a maximum of flexibility. We also discuss an
iteration of the presented model that addresses issues caused by the mismatch of input and output
fidelity in Chapter 9.
Finally Part IV summarizes the work presented in this dissertation and draws conclusions
across all previous parts (Chapter 10). This part also hosts the index and bibliography of this
dissertation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Digital tabletops are an emerging class of computing interfaces characterized by large, horizontal
and interactive displays built into tabletop form factors. These systems defy easy categoriza-
tion and both tabletop hardware and software are changing at a fast pace, making these exciting
times for digital tabletop research. When I started the research that has led to this dissertation,
hardly any interactive tabletops were commercially available, the exception being the Diamond-
Touch [DL01] from Mitsubishi Electronics, but units were sparse and costly (approx. $ 10,000).
Yet, not four years later, new tabletop products from Microsoft, SMART Technologies, Phillips
and the like, in addition to various research prototypes are continuously changing the landscape
we operate on. From an human computer interaction (HCI) research perspective, one appealing
characteristic of digital tabletops is the possibility to directly interact with digital information
by touching on-screen elements with fingers or a stylus. Precisely how this interaction hap-
pens varies greatly across different devices and proposed applications. Finding a new and more
comprehensive model for tabletop interaction become the impetus for my research and is conse-
quentially the main goal of this dissertation.
When we interact with the digital through graphical interfaces based on the traditional
Windows Icons Menus Pointers (WIMP) paradigm, we are stripped of our manual dexterity;
input happens through one single point of contact. In comparison to the flexibility that we pos-
sess when interacting with the real world, this single-pointer model can be limiting. Imagine
unscrewing the lid from a water bottle with just the index finger of one hand. If we are restricted
from using our non-dominant hand to position and hold in place a piece of paper, many of us
would also have difficulties writing on paper. In addition, WIMP software assumes that only one
person interacts with the system at a time and input happens sequentially, in a discrete fashion
(e.g., pointing to a thumbnail, clicking for selection, Ctrl-C for copy). Our aptitude to carry out
complex interactions with the real world is largely dependent on the parallel use of multiple fin-
gers and both hands. The muscle groups of our fingers are controlled by a disproportionally large
area of the motor cortex [CMR98]. Balakrishnan and MacKenzie [BM97] argue that this coordi-
nated effort of many small muscle groups results in a high-input bandwidth. It would therefore
stand to reason that unlocking the full interaction vocabulary of our hands may increase the fi-
delity of input in tabletop computing systems. This logic plays an important role in my research
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which makes the assumption that a more manual and natural style of interaction, which more
closely resembles the fluidity of real-world interactions, will allow users to seamlessly engage in
digital activities using tabletop computers. Allowing users to interact with such systems without
interrupting the activities they were engaging in. That is interacting socially with another user,
without being encumbered or absorbed by the need to also interact with the computer.
While hardware becomes more readily available and matures as a platform for home and
office applications, it is also apparent that the degree to which these devices support multi-touch
input varies greatly. Sometimes input is limited to one or two styli; other systems may provide
recognition for several fingertips simultaneously; while yet another might be able to sense fingers
and objects in parallel. As the hardware arena continues to develop, a variety of interaction styles
have been proposed.
In order to gain a better understanding of the design space, we decided to take a closer look
at some of these interaction techniques. First, we explored several interaction styles using proto-
typical implementations. These prototypes were then evaluated using flexibility and physicality
as criteria. Flexibility refers to the openness of the interaction: how well does the interface lend
itself to experimentation by the users? How easy is it to discover functionality through simple
experimentation and the application of real world knowledge? How well can systems based on
this interaction style be designed for appropriation? Physicality refers primarily to the level of
realism in the behavior of interface elements. It also refers to how well the interactions exploit
our fine-grained motor skills and manual dexterity.
Based on the findings from these initial explorations, we propose a new model for tabletop
interaction aimed at improving the fidelity of interaction with such systems. A model that affords
a variety of fine-grained ways to manipulate virtual objects akin to manipulating real objects.
This approach looks at the intersection of emerging multi-touch hardware and game physics sim-
ulations. The presented model enables richer, more open interaction than previously possible by
removing application logic and scripted behavior from the system. In consequence, this interac-
tion model enables users to apply manipulation strategies from the real world to virtual objects
through the exertion of friction and collision forces, thus allowing for experimentation and ap-
propriation.
One major issue uncovered by studying our proposed model was the mismatch of input and
output dimensionality. While virtual objects are three dimensional and live in a 3D simulation,
input only happens in two dimensions. Imagine interacting with 3D objects through a thin sheet
of transparent film that allows you to push objects around but does not allow you to grab objects
nor does it allow you to pick objects up. This causes severe problems if users were to try to
position objects on top of other objects.
In an attempt to counteract this issue, we began to explore depth-based interaction on interac-
tive surfaces. We present the results of this exploration; a new interaction technique that allows
users to – conceptually – lift 3D objects off the 2D surface, almost as if they were interacting di-
rectly with the virtual object. The technique also allows for fine-grained control over the object’s
position in 3D, enabling for example precise stacking of objects.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: a) A group meets around a traditional table using paper. b) Various objects
found on a typical office desk. Objects are loosely stacked, sometimes organized into piles.
Interaction happens ad hoc.
Tables can be found in practically every environment of our daily lives. We can find them in
work settings as conference tables or as desks, or at home, as dining or coffee tables. Their form
factor supports a variety of uses: for sitting or gathering around in order to interact with others
(see Figure 1.1 a); for working on with pen and paper as well as computers, mice and keyboards.
Objects can be stacked and organized into piles (Figure 1.1 b) on their surface. Finally desks
allow a surface for us to rest our hands and forearms on while carrying out work tasks or engaging
in social activities with friends and family.
Emerging digital tabletops promise to combine the qualities they inherit from their non-
technologically enhanced ancestors combined with the capability to display and interact with
digital information. In work settings this could enhance the ability to display and share digital
work artifacts.In private settings, horizontal interactive surfaces could be used to comfortably
share digital photo or music collections with others while affording eye contact and other social
cues that are so important to face-to-face communication. Of course, computing power brings
other benefits such as permanent storage or replication of data, visualization of large data sets
and the ability to efficiently sort or search for specific content.
In recent years these interactive surfaces have become more and more widespread in research
and as commercial products. Users of these systems often comment on the unique user experi-
ence. Being able to directly touch digital information in combination with rich interactive appli-
cations – providing direct coupling of input and output – is often described as intuitive or natural.
On traditional tables, people also regularly manipulate a variety of physical objects. Digital ta-
bles likewise offer a supporting surface, allowing for physical objects to be used as tangible input
devices. This offers the possibility of intuitive manipulation and a potentially better integration
between digital and physical interaction spaces.
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The many positive properties accredited to digital tabletops have led to much interest among
researchers and commercial companies. Many compelling scenarios have been proposed, such as
browsing and sharing of digital photographs, interacting with maps and other geographical infor-
mation and strategic planning applications. Most state-of-the-art interaction techniques however,
are typically limited to 2D movements and rotations within the surface plane.
Both single-user [WPR+07] and multi-user [MPWS06] scenarios have been investigated
on interactive tabletops with one or several discrete input points from each person, typically
simulating pointing with mice. Others have explored using multiple contact points together
(multiple fingers or both hands) to enrich interaction, for example scaling and rotating objects
[KCST05, MH06], or enabling precise selection [BWB06]. Many of these proposed interaction
techniques rely heavily on two-dimensional pointing and selecting similar to mouse-based inter-
action in WIMP interfaces. We call this the “finger-as-cursor” model. Recently hardware has
become available that allows for much richer sensing than simply identifying multiple fingertips
as cursors. These interactive surfaces can sense whole hands and physical objects placed on them.
This allows for the creation of much richer and more expressive interaction techniques unlocking
the users’ manual dexterity and motor skills accrued through lifelong experiences with the real
world.
1.2 Problem Statement
The hardware arena is changing at a rapid pace. Simultaneously, many different approaches to
interaction design in this space have been proposed including pen-based, multi-touch and tangi-
ble interaction. Many of these interaction styles have similar properties (e.g., directly coupled
input and output, physical interaction quality, support for bi-manualism). However, interaction
techniques have often been designed in an ad-hoc manner and studied in isolation. This the-
sis offers an early exploration into a variety of these interaction styles in order to gain a better
understanding of the design space as a whole.
One aspect that appears to contribute to the popularity of digital tabletops is a physical
interaction quality that simulates real-world interactions. Not surprisingly many interface de-
signs feature some sort of physical behavior. This can be roughly grouped into two cate-
gories: giving virtual objects momentum or physical extent. Examples of the former are flick-
ing – or tossing – based techniques [RGS+06] or the common rotate and translate, where
virtual objects behave analogous to a sheet of paper dragged over a flat surface with one or
more fingers [KCST05, LPS+06]. The latter is formed by techniques such as the data moun-
tain [RCL+98], where objects avoid other objects or push them aside as if they have actual
physical volume. Many of these techniques may feel real or natural, but their behavior is of-
ten preprogrammed or scripted. For example, while a photo rotates and translates with seeming
naturalness, under the hood there still is interaction logic and heuristics that are being executed.
This approach may break down once users interact with the system in ways unanticipated by the
developer.
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The central goal of this thesis is to develop an interaction model that increases the interaction
fidelity of digital tabletop computing, while maintaining maximum interaction flexibility, thus
allowing virtual objects to feel more real and enabling users to interact with these objects by
applying strategies from the real world. In order to tackle this problem, first we had to posit the
important question:
What is the Interface? Real-world interactions benefit from tactile, haptic and other rich sen-
sory feedback. They also benefit from our aptitude to manipulate objects in various ways.
This physicality is only poorly represented by most direct-touch interfaces. This thesis is
an exploration into different possibilities to provide richer interactions, including tangible
interfaces and virtual objects that behave in a more realistic way.
In summary, the goal is to understand the individual properties of various interaction styles
that have been proposed for tabletop interaction. The knowledge gathered from building and
evaluating different prototypes then serves as input to the design of a new model for tabletop
interaction. This new model aims at providing both flexibility and physicality. Flexibility refers
to the possibility to interact with the system through various strategies, or in other words, unre-
stricted by specific, ad-hoc design decisions on the developers side. Physicality refers to both the
behavior of the interface (i.e., realism), as well as the extend to which an interface allows users
to apply their full set of motor skills and manual dexterity.
During the development of our new interaction model a a secondary goal became apparent. In
order to be able to approximate the rich ways in which we interact on regular tables it is necessary
to open up the space directly above the table for interaction. On real tables we routinely pick
objects up flip them around, put them into containers or stack several objects. In consequence the
final parts of this dissertation deal with the following question:
Where is the Interface? Tabletops have planar two-dimensional displays, therefore it is often
assumed that applications and interactions have to be two-dimensional as well. Only re-
cently have researchers begun to look into the possibility of interaction in three dimensions.
Be it through 3D graphics displayed on a tabletop display, or richer sensing that allows for
interaction in the volume above the tabletop. When interacting with 3D content using 2D
input many actions, that are a matter of course in the real world, become difficult. For
example, picking up an object in order to place it on top of another one.
Here the goal is to provide users with interaction techniques to lift objects off the plane and
control their position in 3D. For example, one could imagine a virtual book with pages that behave
just like paper and an interaction technique that allows us to leaf through the book, as effortless
as in the real world. To achieve this goal we have to deal with two subsequent problems. First,
most tabletop devices only detect input that happens directly on the surface. In order to enable 3D
interactions in a seamless fashion we need to extend the currently available sensing capabilities.
Second, when interacting with objects displayed on the surface from above the surface one of
the primary challenges is the lack of feedback during in-the-air interactions. We aim to provide
techniques that compensate for this issue.
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1.3 Thesis Overview
Figure 1.2: Thesis Roadmap
This thesis has an unusual structure due to the explorative nature of the research. The doc-
ument (and indeed research approach) can be organized into four parts. The first two parts in-
troduce to the general field and help gather an understanding of the tabletop interaction design
space through literature review. Then we built several application prototypes, which serve as
study object for direct-touch, gesture-based interaction and tangible interaction in combination
with touch input respectively (Figure 1.3). Both approaches are then analyzed toward their fulfill-
ment of the requirements for flexibility and physicality. In the third part a new model for tabletop
interaction is introduced, enabling fluid and flexible interactions with the virtual, resembling the
rich interactions that we are used to from the real-world. In response to findings from lab-based
user studies, another iteration of this approach is presented enabling users to interact in the space
above the table. The fourth and final part draws conclusions from all previous parts. The thesis
can be broken down into chapters as follows (see also Figure 1.2):
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Chapter 2: Surveys relevant related work in the fields of tabletop interaction. A brief overview
of tabletop hardware is given, followed by a discussion of gesture-based interaction tech-
niques and tangible user interfaces on tabletops.
Chapter 3 and 4: Explore early application prototypes (Figure 1.3). The prototypes are dis-
cussed in detail, with specific attention to their interaction styles. Both prototypes stand for
one of the typical interaction styles common among many tabletop projects: gesture-based
interaction (Chapter 3) and tangible user interfaces in combination with direct-touch input
(Chapter 4).
Chapter 5: Explores the respective qualities of the prototypes detailed in Chapter 3 and Chap-
ter 4. Results from lab-based user studies and observations from many hours of system
usage are presented. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the qualities and limita-
tions of each approach. We use flexibility and physicality as criteria.
Chapter 6: Discusses various approaches to sensing multiple fingers, hands and objects. We
also introduce our own interactive surface prototype based on liquid displacement sensing
(Figure 1.4 a). We discuss various design considerations and trade-offs.
Chapter 7: Debuts our innovative model for interaction on digital tabletops. The model com-
bines rich input from interactive surface hardware, is capable of sensing rich surface input
with a 3D environment, and is powered by a gaming physics simulation (Figure 1.4 b).
We describe various iterations of the model and discuss trade-offs between implementation
alternatives. Finally, we discuss findings from an initial lab-based user study.
Chapter 8: Discusses novel hardware developments which enable the projection of an image
on a display surface while simultaneously capturing the image of users’ hands and other
objects at a distance.
Chapter 9: Offers an initial exploration of depth-based interaction on digital tabletops, which
enable users to – conceptually – pick virtual objects up from the tabletop and manipulate
their 3D positions before placing or dropping them back onto the surface (Figure 1.4 c).
We discuss two rear projection-vision prototypes. Both use special projection-screen mate-
rials to allow sensing at significant depths beyond the display surface. We present a novel
shadow-based technique to help alleviate feedback issues when interacting with objects
displayed on the surface from above the surface.
Chapter 10: Concludes with a discussion of the presented interactive systems and their inter-
action styles. We discuss qualities of the proposed solution and its limitations. We also
present areas for further exploration.
1.4 Contribution
This thesis contributes on various levels. We present several novel prototypes that we have built
and evaluated. We use these prototypes to systematically explore the design space of digital table-
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(a) Brainstorm (b) Photohelix
Figure 1.3: Two initial explorations: a) Gesture based interaction in the Brainstorm sys-
tem. Virtual objects borrow their appearance and behavior from the real world to increase
discoverability and learnability. b) Combining tangible and direct-touch interaction for
collocated sharing of digital photos. Using a physical handle to control interface parame-
ters frees cognitive resources by exploiting motor skills and rich interaction vocabulary of
hands and fingers.
top interaction. In order to analyze and compare interaction techniques we introduce flexibility
and physicality as criteria. We also present a new model for tabletop interaction that increases the
fidelity of interaction possible in such settings. Furthermore, we study this model based on two
prototypes. Finally, we present a third prototype as initial exploration into the most important
issues uncovered by our evaluations. The major contributions are:
Analysis of tabletop interaction. Tabletops afford many ways to interact with them. In
order to understand the design space better we undertook an initial exploration into different
interaction styles. A broad survey of literature on tabletop interaction is presented in Chapter 2.
Here we discuss interaction techniques and high-level interaction styles, such as gesture-based
or tangible interaction. In Chapter 3 we present a prototype that explores how large direct-
touch enabled displays embedded into the environment can facilitate face-to-face communication
and creative group work. We also present results from a user study comparing our system with
paper-based brainstorming. We then present Photohelix (Chapter 4), an exploration into hybrid
interfaces – combining tangible objects and direct-touch input in one application design for co-
located browsing and sharing of pictures. We also discuss results from a quantitative user study.
New criterion for evaluation. As means to position the two presented prototypes and their
respective interaction styles within the broader tabletop design space, we use the concepts of
flexibility and physicality as criteria. We show in Chapter 5 how both prototypes fulfill some
of the requirements of these criteria and highlight conceptual problems rooted in the respective
interaction styles.
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New model for tabletop interaction. Based on our learnings from the initial explorations
we propose a new model for tabletop interaction in order to achieve increased openness and
naturalness in the interaction. To provide an in-depth understanding of the technical founda-
tions (Chapter 6) underlying our interaction model. We discuss emerging tabletop hardware as
discussed in the literature (Section 6.1) and propose our own alternative approach to interactive
surface sensing (Section 6.2). Our model (Chapter 7) is based on virtual objects that behave more
akin to the real world and rich input using fingers, hands and tangible objects. This model allows
users to apply their interaction strategies perfected through everyday manipulation of physical ob-
jects. This model also contributes on a different level as it hides many of the complexities when
developing rich tabletop applications, augmented by a physics gaming engine. Our techniques
are transferable to different hardware devices.
Enabling 3D interaction. The most pressing issue with our model is the lack of 3D control
over objects. For example, since it is not possible to lift objects off the surface, it is difficult
for users to place objects on top of, or into other objects for storage. In Chapter 9 we begin to
address this problem by introducing sensing and interaction techniques that enable interaction in
the space above the table’s surface. Our technique affords fine grained 3D control over virtual
objects. Interacting above the surface in this way opens up many interesting challenges that we
describe in Chapter 9.
(a) Liquid Displacement Sensing (b) Surface Physics (c) Depth Based Interaction
Figure 1.4: A new model for tabletop interaction: a) A novel approach to sensing rich user
input. b) Interacting with virtual objects controlled by a gaming physics engine. Interaction
is possible using whole hands, multiple fingertips and tangible objects. c) 3D Interaction
above the table. It is possible to – conceptually – lift objects off the surface.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
“Curiosity is the essence of the scientific mind.”
– Bill Watterson
This thesis aims at developing new ways to interact with digital tabletops. In order to do so
this chapter starts with a brief overview of various proposed tabletop sensing approaches. Many
of the projects only briefly touched upon in this chapter are discussed in much more detail in
Chapters 6 and 8. Some of the hardware discussed here, has been designed in order to support
a particular application or interaction style, but mostly hardware development happens indepen-
dent from interaction research (due to the complexities of both). In contrast, our own model for
tabletop interaction is tightly interwoven with and sometimes driven by novel hardware devel-
opments. Therefore we chose to discuss the relevant projects closer to the description of our
proposed interaction techniques in Chapters 7 and 9.
To gain a better understanding of the current state of the art in tabletop interaction techniques
we discuss many interaction techniques proposed in the literature in depth in this chapter (cf. 2.2).
We furthermore classify various projects into two main interaction styles: gesture-based (Section
2.2.2) and tangible interaction (Section 2.2.3). The discussion of these interaction styles functions
as basis for our own explorations into these interaction paradigms in Part II. There exist a raft of
direct-touch interaction techniques designed for devices that only support the detection of a single
contact point. A thorough discussion of these interaction techniques would go beyond the scope
of this thesis. One of the appealing qualities of tabletop computing is the possibility to interact
with multiple fingers simultaneously and the focus of this thesis are interaction techniques for
multi-touch enabled tabletops. Therefore this discussion of related work focuses on interaction
techniques designed for multi-touch devices.
2.1 Tabletop Hardware Overview
Sensing fingers and other objects on an interactive surface is a fairly non-trivial task. This has
led researchers to experiment with various techniques. Common approaches to sensing can be
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loosely grouped into two categories: 1) camera-based sensing and 2) sensor electronics integrated
into the surface. In the latter, many techniques have been proposed including ones based on
capacitive [App08, DL01, Wes99], resistive [Jaz08], or IR sensing [HIB+07, IBH+08]. In the
former, numerous systems have been built using the camera as the sensor, coupled with some
form of illumination scheme, be it FTIR [Han05] or other diffuse lighting [Mic08, MR97, Wil04].
Camera-based approaches potentially give higher resolution sensing and can scale to detect-
ing objects beyond fingertips, even supporting unique identification of objects using visual mark-
ers [JGAK07, Wil05]. What is perhaps most compelling about these systems, which has led to
a great deal of adoption in the community, is that the sensing electronics (the camera) is readily
procurable, allowing people to prototype such systems with little electronics expertise.
In these systems, many different arrangements of camera, projector and surface have been
experimented with, including projection and sensing from above [Wel93], from the bottom or rear
[Han05, Mic08, MR97, Wil04] or off axis [Wil05]. To avoid occlusions many systems position
the camera behind the projection surface. Usually an IR light source and a camera equipped with
an IR pass filter are utilized to sense contours of IR reflective objects placed on top or in front
of the surface [JGAK07, MR97, Wil05]. This approach does not only track multiple fingers by
several users but also allows sensing of objects. Objects can also be equipped with reflective
markers or bar codes in order to identify individual objects.
Han [Han05] presents a different approach to multi-touch sensing based on FTIR. It works
by mounting IR LEDs around the edge of a sheet of acrylic (or other material with similar optical
properties). These LEDs shine light into the surface. The light is totally internally reflected
inside the surface, and touching fingers causes some of this light to scatter downwards where it
can be imaged by a camera. This is perhaps one of the most established techniques for sensing
multiple touching fingers, partly because the illumination scheme greatly increases the signal-to-
noise ratio making the processing of the raw sensor data much more straightforward than with
diffuse illumination.
2.2 Tabletop Interaction Techniques
Following the overview of hardware platforms we ill now discuss some proposed interaction
techniques. Due to the head start the DiamondTouch system enjoyed in terms of commercial
availability, it is particular noteworthy. We start our discussions with several techniques and
studies that are tightly bound to the system’s capabilities. We continue with a discussion of
interaction techniques that have been designed without a particular platform in mind or that utilize
custom build prototypes. In the discussion we identify different interaction styles in order to
inform our own explorations in the following Chapters.
2.2.1 Interactions based on the DiamondTouch
The DiamondTouch [DL01] system is particular noteworthy because it is capable of distinguish-
ing input from multiple users reliably which is a feature no other important hardware platform
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supports. Also the system has been used in many academic studies and therefore plays an impor-
tant role in forming our understanding of tabletop usage and interaction. However, the system
enforces a particular interaction style because, in its unmodified state, it reports relatively little
information upon contact. The limitation to an axis-aligned bounding box per user (potentially
stemming from multiple fingers) does not allow for the same flexibility in input interpretation and
therefore user interaction that other systems could provide. Because of these limitations many
applications developed for the DiamondTouch platform feature an interaction style that could be
described as an extension to the traditional WIMP paradigm. Interaction happens mostly through
one single finger tip and is often restricted to 2D pointing, selection and movement.
Ryall, Forlines, Shen and Morris investigated the effect of group and table size on collabo-
rative performance. The experiments were conducted on two differently sized interactive tables.
Group size and its effects on task performance was also studied. Groups of two or four par-
ticipants had to assemble a poem from individual tiles. While no significant effect was found
between the table sizes, larger groups were faster than smaller groups. Furthermore, participants
reported a strong personal preference for the larger table size and felt as if they completed the task
faster. A variety of implications for resource management and social interactions (e.g., level of
individual participation, conflict resolution) are reported. An interesting finding was that where
work resources are displayed influenced work strategies adopted by groups which has strong im-
plications for the design of applications for group collaboration. For larger groups additional
vertical displays might be beneficial especially in data intensive tasks.
Because of the unique user identification capabilities the platform has been utilized to study
techniques that depend or enforce object ownership.
Transitioning from individual to group work is a common practice in collaborative work. This
practice often involves the passing on of work resources to other collaborators or releasing re-
sources to the entire group. Ringel et al. [RRS+04] present and study several interaction tech-
niques that ease the transition of ownership status between group members or from private to
public accessibility. Their “relocate” technique was more efficient and also was preferred over
the “resize”, “reorient” and “release” techniques. In this technique ownership is associated and
enforced via special areas on the tabletop display reserved for private or shared use.
In a later publication [RMRS+04] more general coordination strategies and issues are observed
and discussed. Based on these observations a set of techniques is discussed to improve group
collaboration interfaces through a “coordination policies” framework.
With SIDES [POMW06] Piper et al. present and study ways to help adolescents with As-
perger’s Syndrome practice effective group work skills using a multi-player interactive tabletop
game. The findings indicate that cooperative tabletop computer games can be engaging and may
support the acquisition of effective group work strategies among individuals with special needs
- in particular when the hardware can identify who is interacting. Also several design lessons to
inform the development of similar systems are discussed.
Morris, Paepcke and Winograd [MPW06] present in TeamSearch ways to specify boolean
search queries either collaboratively or concurrently using meta information and query tokens. A
study investigated whether queries constructed via a group effort or performed individually are
more efficient (i.e., faster, better results). The results did not show significant efficiency benefits
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for the group effort, but that collective query formation has advantages in terms of enhancing
group collaboration and awareness, suggesting that group centric UIs may offer other benefits
beyond the efficiency and result quality usually accredited to them.
TeamTag [MPWS06] uses a slightly modified interface to support bio-diversity researchers in
classifying photographs of different animals. Tags may be applied by first touching the appropri-
ate category and then the photograph to be tagged. Of research interest was whether participants
would prefer centralized or replicated controls. Users showed a clear preference for the replicated
controls albeit no efficiency benefits could be found.
The Personal Digital Historian [SLM+01, SLV03] is a photo sharing application specifically
targeted at co-located sharing of photographs and story-telling. The system supports users in
constructing narrations from a vast database of digital pictures by providing different views onto
the image collection. The different layouts are organized along the four “W’s” of storytelling;
where, when, who and what. While many interesting information presentation and interface
aspects for co-located group ware are introduced and discussed the interaction techniques are
mostly limited to point and click interactions.
Forlines and Shen [FS05] present in DTLens interaction techniques to enable multiple users
to interact simultaneously with geo-spatial data such as multi-layered maps. Users may create
magnifying lenses by touching the display with two fingers. The size of the lens is identical to the
bounding box reported by the hardware. Several interaction techniques are available to reposition
and resize the lenses or change its zoom level. The system takes advantage of the user identifying
hardware to mitigate interaction conflicts. Lens parameters may only be adjusted by the creator
of the lens greatly easing transitions between individual and group work.
Wigdor et al. [WPR+07] report findings from a long term case study of one individual user
performing his everyday office work tasks on an interactive tabletop. Relatively few differ-
ences in interaction style were found in comparison to a standard PC (not surprisingly since the
tabletop was used to drive a standard MS Windows environment). However, some actions were
performed using both hands. In most observed cases of bi-manualism the user applied this strat-
egy to increase his reach and therefore optimize task performance, an interesting finding because
many research articles speculate about the particular suitability of tabletop systems to support
bi-manual interaction for complexer interaction styles. Some findings impacting ergonomics are
offered. The user clearly preferred his tabletop mounted angled toward him but had the con-
flicting requirement for dual use of the device as storage space for desk clutter and sometimes
meeting venue. Finally text input issues regarding the usage of a software on-screen keyboard
are highlighted.
Shen et al. [SRF+06] summarize findings from various projects implemented on the Dia-
mondTouch and suggests guidelines informing the design of direct-touch tabletops. An ex-
tensive set of informal observations complemented by results from controlled user studies are
used to illustrate these guidelines. Furthermore, the authors stress the importance of interaction
techniques specifically designed for tabletop interaction rather than simple adaptation of mouse
and keyboard based interaction techniques.
Although many exciting application scenarios for digital tabletops have been explored it is
still not entirely clear what might be the “killer application” for digital tabletops. However, in
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the end this might not be an overly important question – if we look back at the reasons for
adaption and life-cycles of other technologies it can be said that many needed to go through
several iterations and refinements before they were ready for the mass market (e.g., the mouse
was invented in the 60s but only became widespread in the late 80s). It appears that multi-touch
tabletops are not a platform that lends itself toward a simple extension of the desktop computing
paradigm but an entirely independent class of devices best suited for special purpose applications.
We would further argue that for the time being tabletop computing should still be considered as
a discipline in its infancy. If we accept this precondition we should also be willing – and trying
– to openly think about every aspect of the domain (and potentially question it). Therefore, we
will concentrate our discussion of related work, but also our own explorations later on, on aspects
that determine how we interact with the virtual realm. This inevitably shifts the focus away from
applications and application specific design decisions towards more low level questions of how
to move and otherwise manipulate on-screen objects.
2.2.2 Gesture-Based Interaction
Standard PC interfaces rely heavily on icons, buttons menus which are operated from a single
viewpoint with one single pointer. Tabletop UIs are subject to different design constraints, espe-
cially multiple viewpoints, simultaneous interaction and the special role of orientation [KCSG03]
make the usage of precisely these interface elements problematic. For example, buttons that issue
commands which might change the mode or view of the entire interface might be disruptive for
collaborators currently viewing different parts of a large dataset. Regular menus can also be prob-
lematic because they might not be readable or reachable from all sides of the table. Replicating
all menus mitigates the problem but with the cost of wasted screen real estate, especially precious
on typically low resolution tabletop displays. And centralized controls for all group members can
be the source of conflict when several users interact simultaneously [MPWS06].
A particular popular design alternative for tabletop interfaces are gesture-based interfaces.
Hand gestures in HCI can carry different meanings and have been interpreted in various ways by
researchers. Generally speaking they are hand postures or movements that carry some meaning
or express an idea. In order to be used in GUIs these gestures need to be sensed and interpreted
in order to trigger some event or perform a command. They may be simple pointing gestures that
invoke a command in combination with an on-screen tool. They may be heuristically recognized
drawings or traces of more or less abstract glyphs, or they maybe some sort of symbolic gesture
following a real-world metaphor. These different types of gestures can be arranged on the input
continuum defined by Zhai and Milgram [ZM98] ranging from the direct to the indirect. Simple
pointing to touch screen elements could be classified as direct while performing a metaphoric
gesture would reside on the indirect end. In this Section we summarize some of the interfaces
most related to our work that make use of some form of hand gesture. Many of the discussed
techniques follow a hybrid approach where indirect gestures are used to perform some sort of
mode-switch followed by a direct gesture.
An early example of direct gestures was presented by Minsky in 1984 [Min84]. The system
recognized selection, move and path gestures for manipulating virtual elements on a single-user
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touchscreen. There were also virtual elements or tools that could be dragged over other virtual
objects to perform specific actions such as copying.
Another early example of gestural input, albeit on the other end of the spectrum is the Cha-
rade [BBL93] system. A set of gestures is introduced to perform various commands that control
a presentation system such as advancing pages or jumping to the table of content. The hand
postures and movements are recognized using a data glove connected to the presentation system.
In the Charade system input and output are not directly coupled as gestures can be performed
anywhere while the resulting action is always performed on the main projection screen.
An example for a gesture based tabletop application [WB03] is the RoomPlanner system
where two or more users interact simultaneous with a furniture layout application. Several direct
one and two finger gestures are available to position and orient furniture elements. Furthermore
several indirect, pie-menu based gestures are available to copy or create new furniture elements.
A set of whole-hand gestures allows users to interact with several objects at once. An exploratory
user-study revealed that the system successfully leverages multi-finger and whole-hand interac-
tions people perform on traditional tables. Some users reported difficulties in understanding or
remembering particular gestures and requested variations of available gestures or the addition of
new gestures.
In an attempt to ease the design of novel gesture-based touch interfaces Wobbrock, Wilson
and Yang [WWL07] developed the “$1 recognizer” which appears to greatly ease the process
of incorporating gesture recognition in tabletop applications. Besides being simple to implement
(the algorithm is presented in 100 lines of pseudo-code) it achieves high recognition accuracy
with small sets of training data (97% with one template, 99% with 3+ templates). Especially
interesting with regards to tabletop interfaces is that the algorithm provides rotation, scale, and
position invariance. However, the $1 recognizer is a recognition algorithm and does not support-
ing developers in designing and evaluating new gestures, for example through a visual editor or
guidelines for “good” gesture design.
Gestural interfaces are often designed ad-hoc and therefore resulting gestures need to be
learned and memorized by users. In order to guide the design process and to reduce learnability
issues Wu, Shen, Forlines, Ryall and Balakrishnan [WSR+06] developed a set of design princi-
ples (registration, relaxation and gesture and tool reuse). The primary focus of this work is the
reduction of gesture primitives through reuse thereof as well as to provide a systematic approach
to the design of custom gestures. In an example photo-handling application several gestures to
copy, annotate and layout digital photos are presented. A study revealed issues with granularity
of input and need for visual feedback to guide users when performing complex gestures.
Morris et al. [MHPW06] extend the gesture concept to cooperative gestures - multi-user ges-
tural interactions for single display groupware (SDG) applications. A set of gestures is explored
that require different levels of cooperation between multiple users. A pair of users may exchange
photos by different gestures that require input from both partners for example, one partner ini-
tiates the transfer of the photo while the other partner specifies which object to transfer over a
distance. Other gestures require the input of the entire group, examples given are an automatic
layout of the entire screen, wiping the canvas in a drawing application or quitting the applica-
tion. User feedback indicated that group interactions with a clear need for agreement within the
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group were greatly appreciated but users complained about "unnecessary" collaboration in more
mundane interactions which could have been easily performed by a single user. Problems with
accidental triggering of multi-user gestures was reported in cases where actions with a single-user
meaning are overloaded with a multi-user gesture.
Transferring information over greater distances from one user to another situated at different
sides of a larger tabletop is a recurring problem. Reetz et al. [RGS+06] present and compare
several flicking gestures, rapid pen or finger traces performed on an virtual object to indicate
motion direction and initial momentum. The virtual object then slides across the surface where
another user can receive and modify the object. Several variations of the basic flicking principle
are shown and studied. While regular flicking is a fast technique it is also coarse. Superflick adds
accuracy to the gesture by introducing a second aiming step. A comparative study showed that
basic flicking is significantly faster than a standard radar view, albeit less accurate for small
targets. A second study revealed no performance or accuracy differences between the radar
view and superflick, indicating that throwing based techniques are a viable alternative for object
transfer over a distance especially when considering their simplicity and lack of additional space
and mode-switch requirements.
Rekimoto presents various multi finger gestures based on the SmartSkin [Rek02] hardware.
Besides moving objects with one finger, panning the background or a map with two fingers,
users may rotate, scale and translate (RST) objects simultaneously with two or more fingers. The
recognition algorithm uses a least-squares constraint solving approach to compute a RST motion
best suited to the position and relative motion of the user’s fingers. Other examples are a four-
finger technique to manipulate control points of a Bézier curve. The presented multi-finger RST
technique can now be found in virtually every UI of multi-touch capable products (e.g., Apple
iPhone, Microsoft Surface) and especially Apples line of multi-touch capable products made this
the de-facto standard for multi-finger zooming in the mind of many consumers.
Kruger, Carpendale, Scott and Tang [KCST05] present a technique that enables integrated
rotation and translation (RNT) of on-screen objects with just one point of contact. Virtual ob-
jects behave similarly to objects moving against friction or through a current in the real world.
Contact in the center of the object only translates and contact off-center rotates and translates
the object (aligning itself with the virtual current). A user study revealed performance benefits
over the traditional method to scale and rotate objects by manipulating handles on the corner of
selected objects as used in many WIMP UIs. The presented technique can be especially useful
on hardware platforms that only allow one touch point or only one contact per user.
Hancock, Carpendale and Cockburn [HCC07] extend the aforementioned RNT technique to
support “shallow-depth” interactions. Shallow-depth refers to a narrow band of limited width
both above and below the surface. The interaction techniques allow to rotate and translate objects
within the display plane and also allow for additional rotation around all three axes of the three-
dimensional space (5DOF). Starting from one-point of contact, through two- and three-points of
contact techniques are discussed. The one-point technique is designed for simplicity but lacks
efficiency and accuracy when compared to the multi-finger techniques. The three finger technique
is the most complex to learn but offers the best performance in terms of speed and precision.
Users also strongly preferred the three-finger technique for it’s expressive power.
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The size of human fingers and limited resolution of most sensing approaches makes precise
selection on multi-touch screens difficult. Benko, Wilson and Baudisch [BWB06] describe sev-
eral precise selection techniques for multi-touch screens. Three techniques (Stretch, X-Menu and
Slider) are introduced to allow for pixel-precise selection. The first finger controls a cursor while
the second touch-point is used to adjust the control-display ratio. A comparative study pitched
the three techniques versus an offset cursor as baseline. All three techniques outperformed the
baseline and were preferred by the participants. Among the three techniques Stretch performed
best both for speed / accuracy as well as user preference. In Stretch a secondary finger defines
a rectangular area of magnification anchored at the primary finger’s position. The first finger
controls the cursor while the magnification rate can be controlled using the second finger at the
same time.
While gesture-based multi-touch interaction has been demonstrated in various forms and also
studied in the lab relatively few field deployments and long-term studies have been conducted. A
notable exception is the CityWall [PSJ+07]. A large vertical multi-touch display was installed
in the city center of Helsinki, Finland. The display shows information (mostly photographs)
about events happening in and around the city. It also allows users to upload their own con-
tent from mobile devices as well as interacting with content through a set of “standard” multi-
touch gestures. During the period of eight days the usage has been monitored and studied in
depth [PKS+08]. Various typical usage patterns are identified for example, crowding, massively
parallel interaction, teamwork, games and negotiations over conflicts and handovers of objects
between co-present but unfamiliar users. Also several roles that users took on are discussed (e.g.,
teacher-apprentice, comedian, bystander). The system showed that public multi-touch displays
can be engaging and are well perceived but tensions, mostly due to established social “norms”, are
reported regarding personal interaction in the public space and with publicly available resources.
Continuous Tabletop Interaction
Most interaction techniques discussed above use fingertips, pen or styli to control a cursor, trace
gestures or directly select on-screen elements. In theory most of these techniques could be per-
formed with one or many standard pointing devices such as a mouse. With regards to the flex-
ibility and richness of interaction we enjoy in the real world, this cursor model can be limiting.
Recently researchers have begun to explore interaction techniques that do not assume individual
points of contact as basic input primitive but take richer information such as shape or motion into
consideration.
In VIDEOPLACE [KGH85] interaction using whole hands or even the entire body (or the
outlines thereof) was the primary mode of interaction. Identifying individual fingers to use them
as pointers or gesture recognition was the exception (e.g., only used to switch between differ-
ent application modes). However, most interactions within the VIDEOPLACE system were of
artistic or communicative (between humans) nature.
Rekimoto demonstrates another shape-based technique in the SmartSkin [Rek02] system.
The bi-cubic interpolation scheme used to increase the resolution of the sensor data produces a
“potential-field”. Peaks in this data correlate with conductive objects closest to the surface but
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all parts of the object create some elevation (see Figure 6.1). This potential-field is used for a
shape based interaction technique where virtual objects are repelled by peaks in the potential
field and always try to minimize their own potential, thus users may interact with virtual objects
in different ways than the common drag’n’drop paradigm. An exploratory study showed that
users were open to these shape-based interactions and quickly understood that they can use their
hands and even whole arms.
Wilson and Cutrell [WC05] present a related but different approach to achieve more fluid and
analogue interaction techniques. In the FlowMouse system an optical flow algorithm is used
to compute a combined affine transformation for all three RST parameters from the motion de-
tected in the camera stream of the users hand. The proposed mathematical model for motion
calculation has been applied to other hardware platforms and application scenarios. In PlayAny-
where [Wil05] optical flow calculation is again utilized to compute RST transforms for virtual
objects but more examples are given that illustrate the richness of possible interactions. For ex-
ample, users may rotate an object by placing, and rotating, several fingers or an entire hand onto
the center of the virtual object or by placing two hands on two opposing edges of a page and
move them about the center of rotation.
ShapeTouch [CWB+08] explores interactions that exploit shape information. Fluid manipu-
lation of 2D objects is supported by flow-based motion estimation, and a number of new behav-
iors based on contact size are presented. The concept of virtual force is introduced where size
of the surface contact is mapped to amount of force exerted onto virtual objects. For example,
one fingertip has a smaller footprint than the entire hand and therefore a fingertip would only
exert a small force while the palm would exert a large virtual force. This concept is utilized to
implement a number of interaction techniques. For example, the flat of the hand may be used to
scroll a document, while an index finger may be used to perform ink annotations.
The interaction techniques discussed in this section serve as inspiration for our model for
tabletop interaction which we debut in Chapter 7. Especially the idea to utilize all available
information sensed by the hardware such as shape or proximity rather than relying on detection
and tracking of discreet contact points seems to be a promising approach in order to enable richer
interactions with virtual objects while drawing upon users’ everyday experiences of interacting
with physical objects.
2.2.3 Tangible Interaction
On regular tables we often store, view and manipulate a variety of objects such as paper, books
or cups. Given their natural support for physical objects it is not surprising that the integration
of physical objects (sometimes in combination with direct-touch input) as mediators for human-
computer interaction has been explored in various forms. Early work on integrating the physical
with the digital has coined the terms graspable and tangible user interfaces (TUI) [FIB95,
IU97]. In this body of research the tight integration of physical artifacts into the information
manipulation vocabulary for controlling, organizing, manipulating and sometimes representing
digital information is explored. The main motivation is to make use of the affordances of physical
objects, hence exploiting motor skills and manual dexterity as well as the expressiveness of these
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objects. It is argued that using physical handles to digital information unlocks a richer interaction
vocabulary than standard input paradigms, and also is more coherent with mental models of
everyday objects formed through live-long learning.
Inspired by Fitzmaurice’s seminal work [FIB95] a raft of tangible user interfaces in different
forms and application domains have been presented. Some TUI examples are literal instantiations
of metaphors [UI97, UI99b] where the physical and the digital are tightly coupled. Other varia-
tions allow for more generic mixed physical and graphical interaction [RUO01]. Often, uses of
the tangible paradigm are motivated by the goal to support co-located collaboration, for example
TViews [MRD06], and URP [UI99b].
The variety in the presented approaches has in turn motivated several frameworks that de-
scribe and categorize TUIs by their functionality [UI00], and explore possible types of coupling
and representation [HRL99]. These mappings and structuring of the design space have pro-
vided designers with useful tools to make decisions when creating tangible interfaces. For ex-
ample, Benford et al. [BSK+05] describe the relationship between movements that are naturally
carried out by users, movements that can be sensed and movements that are useful in particu-
lar applications, especially with regards to how sensing and movements do or do not overlap.
Fishkin [Fis04] provides a framework for the structural analysis of tangible interaction along the
dimensions of metaphor and embodiment. Hornecker and Buur [HB06] extend previous work by
considering not only the aspects of the interface but also the emotional and social aspects of the
interaction experience itself. These existing frameworks provide excellent concepts and tools to
analyze and map out the design space as well as to characterize systems and to discover uncharted
space. In the remainder of this section we discuss several tangible user interfaces using a cate-
gorization most similar to the frameworks proposed by Holmquist [HRL99] and Fishkin [Fis04].
However, it is important to remember that the used categories tools, containers and navigation
handles are somewhat fuzzy and some TUI instantiations fit on more than one category.
Tools
Tools are physical objects that can be used to manipulate, edit or navigate digital information.
Objects that mediate interaction from the physical domain into the virtual by altering the state of
the digital.
Fitzmaurice, Ishii and Buxton [FIB95] first introduce the concept of graspable interfaces.
Physical entities that can be used as input devices but have certain distinctions from regular
input devices such as mice and keyboards. The input and output is directly spatially coupled –
that is “bricks” are positioned directly on virtual objects, displayed on an interactive surface,
and can be used to change parameters thereof. Several mock-ups illustrate how bricks may be
used to select on-screen objects. Multiple bricks may used to change appearance parameters of
individual objects, such as scale or color, or to move several objects at once. Some of these
concepts are incorporated into GraspDraw a drawing application running on the ActiveDesk, a
back-projected interactive table. Magnetic field tracking (Ascension Bird) is used to sense two
active bricks.
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Similar concepts have been explored in various application domains. The Urban Planner
Workbench (URP) allows users to control several parameters in an urban planning simulation.
Several physical objects are tracked by a vision-based system using an optical tagging scheme.
The system used two classes of objects. First, tangible representations of buildings can be freely
positioned on a top-projected tabletop. Simulation data such as shadows cast by these objects
are projected onto their respective location, corrected for position and orientation of the object
as well as for system wide parameters (e.g., time of day). Second, a set of abstract tools may
be used to manipulate these system-wide settings. A clock is used to set the time of day, a
inverse weather vane controls wind direction and strength in an airflow simulation. The demo
application is followed by a discussion of different roles an object can assume in tangible tabletop
interaction ranging from pure object (a real-world object) to object as reconfigurable tool. An
interesting observation was that the presented prototype and others based on the combination of
tangibles and tabletop displays are, by their nature, strongly engaging and it is argued that the
unique combination of physical and digital is a cognitively powerful and intriguing one. This is
a common and recurring argument throughout the literature. Other intrinsic benefits claimed for
this approach are intuitiveness [IU97], motor memory [KHT06], learnability [RMB+98] and the
possibilities of conveying the rich meanings in social settings [HB06].
In Ullmer and Ishii’s MetaDesk [UI97] the idea of symbolic tools is taken a step further
where physical objects embody the information they manipulate in their shape. For example, a
plastic model of MIT’s great dome - once positioned on a campus map - serves as control over the
map’s translation and orientation. In a similar vein IlluminatingClay [PRI02] and Sandscape
[IRP+04] allow people to interact with real clay (or sand) whose shape is tracked and used to form
virtual 3D imagery. Here the input “device” also serves as projection screen almost eliminating
the distinction between the two concepts.
DataTiles [RUO01] is another example for tangible tools, albeit here the effect of the tool is
constrained locally. Only virtual objects that are directly underneath or next to one of the trans-
parent tiles can be manipulated and configured by the function embodied in the tile. Similarly to
graphical filters, these tiles allow for different visualizations and manipulations of data displayed
underneath. For example, users may fast-forward a video using a tile with an embedded dial.
Several tiles can be combined to form more complex manipulations.
TViews [MRD06] is a generic platform to create applications using tangible devices or
“pucks” as input to digital media applications on interactive tables. Examples are typically aimed
at everyday social activities and domestic environments. In PhotoSorting the physical pucks are
used to select photos and move them around the surface. MapBrowser allows to arrange and nav-
igate photo collections enhanced with geo-information based on their capture location. TViews
is also notable as it is one of the first examples of an deployment of an interactive tabletop out-
side the lab [MRD07]. In this case one unit was left at the home of one participant who used the
device to share his own photo collection with visiting friends and family.
In TViews tangible tools are the only means of input to the system. Recently several hardware
advancements have blurred the line between tangible and direct-touch interaction. In PlayAny-
where [Wil05] a vision-based system is discussed, capable of tracking multiple hands and sheets
of paper and special objects identified by a visual barcode scheme. These barcodes allow the
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identification and tracking of objects (position and orientation) which allows for the usage of
arbitrary objects as tools in applications. For example, audio CDs may be enhanced with such
markers and used to play the respective audio files when detected by the system.
The Reactable by Jordà et al. is a combined platform for direct-touch and tangible interaction
on an interactive tabletop. Plastic objects tagged with another barcode scheme are tracked using
a vision-based system with a camera mounted underneath the back-projected screen (cf. 6.16).
These pucks are used as input to a dynamic, modular synthesizer. Each pucks presence, location,
orientation and spatial relationship to other pucks controls different parameters used to generate
electronic music. By re-arranging the pucks several users may casually interact with the system
and compose music on the fly.
Containers
Tangible containers are defined by Holmquist [HRL99] as “generic objects which can be associ-
ated with any type of digital information”. Usually containers are objects designed to transport
information from one place to another while hiding underlying complexities such as network
connectivity.
An early example for this class of tangibles as described by Crampton Smith [CS95] is Durell
Bishop’s mock-up of the Marble answering machine. In this concept each marble represents
one voice message. Messages can be played back by placing one of the marbles into a special
slot.
mediaBlocks [UI99a] is a tangible interface for physically capturing and transporting online
digital media. Wooden blocks embedded with a digital ID can interface with various devices
such as video cameras, displays and printers allowing digital media to be copied or transported
from one device to another. Documents may be copied from a display (augmented with a reader
for these blocks) then, physically, carried over to a large projection screen to discuss the contents
and finally be dropped off at a printer to retain hard copies.
Besides the tool functionality in DataTiles [RUO01] tiles may also function as containers.
Since the tiles can be recognized and identified by the system, information can be dragged onto
tiles where it is stored until dropped off at another location. A variation of this concept are portal
tiles; tiles that represent real world objects, devices or even people. For example, information
may be sent to a printer, a camera stream may be accessed or an e-mail sent all by placing the
respective tiles and dragging information to or from the tiles.
Navigation Handles
The last class of tangible devices are objects that serve as handles for navigation of digital con-
tent, in many cases exploiting the 3D nature of physical objects, hence increasing interaction
expressivity and reducing the complexity when performing abstract commands or complex inter-
actions with digital media. The reader should bear in mind that due to the scope of this thesis this
discussion has to be limited to tangible input in combination with interactive surfaces. There is
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.1: (a) Rekimoto’s Toolstone. Top: bi-manual input; non-dominant hand operates
ToolStone while dominant hand operates pen. Bottom: Using the ToolStone for 3D ma-
nipulation. (b) Navigational Blocks: Different Blocks are used to navigate through a large
geographical data base based on "who", "what", "when" categories. (c) Top: VisionWand
setup; two webcams track Wand in 3D in order to interact with large displays. Bottom: Per-
forming complex commands from a distance. (d) VoodooIO: a flexible network substrate
can be used to transform everyday surfaces into control areas. Various modular controls
can be used to assemble and (re-)configure interface controls. The substrate can be cut and
interconnected.
an extensive body of literature describing tangible input in spatial augmented and virtual reality
and other fields that can not be discussed here.
Rekimoto and Sciammarella present the ToolStone [RS00] a self-contained tangible high
DOF input device capable of sensing orientation in 3D (Figure 2.1 a). This device is used to
show-case several bi-manual interaction techniques where the dominant hand operates a pen on a
touch enabled surface and the ToolStone is used to manipulate a tool palette or the color chooser
in a painting application. Other interaction techniques are demonstrated that directly map the 3D
rotation of the device to parameters of a virtual 3D object such as orientation and zoom. Finally,
a method to control a virtual camera in 3D has been implemented. It is argued that the passive
haptic feedback provided by the device makes it easier to operate secondary functions in the
interface (mode-switches, tool-parameters) without visual attention and thus decreasing cognitive
load and reducing the necessity to interrupt the current workflow. However, no experimental
evidence is provided but left for future work.
Camarata et al. [CDJG02] follow up on this basic idea and present various Navigational
Blocks. Wooden blocks with embedded sensors for orientation and position measurement. These
blocks are used to navigate tourist information at interactive info points. Each cube is marked
with a token ("who", "what" and "when") and when placed on a special active platform this trig-
gers a query to the attached display (Figure 2.1 b). The respective information can be navigated
by moving the block around the active platform. also embedded in the blocks are elector-magnets
that can be used to communicate relations between different concepts. When two or blocks are
placed on the active platform they will either repel or attract each other based on availability of
related topics in the database.
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Cao and Balakrishnan present the Vision Wand [CB03] a passive wand tracked in 3D by
two ordinary webcams. 3D position and orientation are used to recognize a complex gesture
and posture vocabulary for interaction with large displays (see Figure 2.1 c). A series of direct
manipulation gestures shows how the wand can be used to move digital photos, scale and rotate
them by performing equivalent gestures. In addition, the wand may be used to invoke several
abstract commands. For example, a gesture is introduced that triggers the display of a pie-menu.
Rotating the wand afterward selects menu entries. In another complex command on-screen ob-
jects may be selected by pointing with one end of the wand. Pulling back from the display brings
up a query lens, objects within the radius display additional information in a properties tooltip.
The radius of the query lens can be adjusted by moving the wand to and from the display. An
informal study revealed that participants had no trouble learning and memorizing the complete
gesture set. Also the mapping of distance from the display to various parameters was reportedly
intuitive. An interesting finding was that different users reported different postures and gestures
as most comfortable which might be an issue when designing such systems. The authors also
highlight that more complex gesture sets might be harder to memorize and that the continuous
recognition mode might cause spurious input (aka "clutching error") when users perform ordinary
movements not meant as command.
Voodoo IO [VG07] is an application development framework and toolkit for the rapid de-
velopment of tangible applications. Rather than conventional input devices with a rigid shape
and configuration the authors present a "malleable control structure for softwired interfaces". A
networked substrate allows for the physical addition and reconfiguration of control elements to
a special soft control area, potentially enabling any surface to be turned into a control area by
simply plugging controls such as buttons or sliders into the surface (Figure 2.1 d). Several ex-
ample applications are discussed for example, extending standard input devices in order to gain
dedicated controls for specialty functionality in a gaming scenario (cf. [VGREG06]) or control-
ling a geo-information system on a large horizontal whiteboard enhanced with movable custom
controls.
An often repeated argument in favor of tangible input devices is the assumed reduction in
cognitive load and possibility to exploit motor-skills and motor-memory for eyes-free interac-
tion. However, in over a decade of TUI research it has proved difficult to experimentally show
benefits of the TUI paradigm in regards to efficiency or reduction of cognitive load. In physical
handles at the interactive surface Terrenghi et al. [TKR+08] specifically investigate whether
physical handles for information navigation have measurable benefits over a pure direct-touch
approach. Two versions of a photo-browsing and organizing application have been explored in
a comparative study. No significant differences in efficiency could be found but a couple of
different interaction styles were observed further suggesting that tangibles might have intrinsic
qualities that go beyond efficiency. The discussion echoes Rekimoto’s assumption that TUIs are
particularly engaging and foster curiosity on the users side.
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2.3 Summary
Two major interaction styles have surfaced over recent years. Gesture-based and tangible in-
teraction. Since in a typical tabletop setting no keyboards or mice are available performing
complex commands can be challenging it seems promising to use gestures for command invoca-
tion. Many interesting interaction techniques and applications based on this principle have been
demonstrated. Gesture-based systems allow for an immediate interaction, the possibility to di-
rectly touch information and spatial coupling of input and output make this interaction paradigm
a promising candidate to the special design constraints imposed by the tabletop characteristics.
Tangible interaction promises to design richer interactions making use of manual dexterity
and motor skills. The 3D nature of many physical objects affords specific ways of usage and as
such helps to mitigate learnability and long-term memorization issues. Many researchers have
speculated that motor memory would bear efficancy benefits over other interaction styles. Finally
many positive aspects for embodied interaction and social interaction (e.g., access allocation,
shareability) have been accredited to tangible interaction.
TUI and gesture-based interaction have often been studied in isolation even though they share
many characteristics. To better understand the differences and commonalities of these two ap-
proaches we discuss explorations into both interaction paradigms in the following Chapters. We
then analyze their suitability, strengths and shortcomings for tabletop interaction. Based on this
analysis we suggest a new model for tabletop interaction that allows for richer human computer
interaction more akin to the flexible and continuous ways in which we manipulate objects in the
real world.
In this vein we explore a new model for tabletop interaction in the following chapters of this
dissertation. Combining some of the positive aspects of physicality highlighted in the study of
our initial prototypes with a interaction style that is more open-ended and flexible allowing users
to make sense of the virtual world through (physical) exploration and experimentation.
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“Take a method and try it. If it fails, admit it frankly, and try another. But by all
means, try something.”
– Franklin D. Roosevelt
Drawing upon the analysis of related work in the field of digital tabletop systems presented in
Chapter 2 this Part introduces our own initial explorations into tabletop interaction styles. Chap-
ter 2 revealed two interaction paradigms that can be found in one or the other form across various
proposed tabletop systems: gesture-based interaction and tangible1 interaction. Both interac-
tion paradigms promise appealing characteristics worthwhile exploring in the particular context
of tabletop computing such as potentially more intuitive manipulations and a better integration
between the digital and the physical space.
Often systems applying one of these interaction paradigms have been evaluated in formal
user studies but within the context of their application domain and with respect to the aspects of
particular interest to the underlying motivations. In other words evaluations have often focused on
whether the design choices were sufficient or appropriate to efficiently complete particular tasks
or interact with a single system. In this Chapter we perform a meta analysis of two systems we
have built and evaluated – our original evaluations were designed to answer similar questions, for
example "do our design choices work in this particular context?" and are detailed in the respective
publications.
In this Part we want to take a step back and use the chance to revisit the results and obser-
vations we made during long hours of studying our prototypes. In order to be able to judge the
potential of the interaction styles as generic paradigms for tabletop computing. Anticipating that
interactions with digital tabletops will be different from standard computers, more ad-hoc, dy-
namic and also more embedded into the social interactions with other users we use flexibility and
physicality as criteria for our analysis. Flexibility refers to the openness of the interaction; mean-
ing how well does the interface lend itself for experimentation on the users side? How easy is it to
discover functionality through simple experimentation and application of real world knowledge?
How well can systems based on this interaction style be designed for appropriation? Physicality
refers to the level of realism in the behavior of interface elements and how well the interactions
exploit our fine-grained motor skills and manual dexterity.
Our insights from these explorations serve then as input for a new model for tabletop interac-
tion discussed in detail in Part III of this dissertation.
1in the context of tabletop systems the TUI approach is often combined with direct-touch interaction; we refer to
interfaces like this as hybrid interfaces
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Our discussion in Chapter 2 highlighted a variety of tabletop technologies and applications that
have been proposed in recent years. Clearly this new class of devices has caught the imagination
of researchers and practitioners alike leading to a raft of experimentations with and applications
for digital tabletops. Although as of now it is not clear what the model of interaction for tabletop
computing is, early research in the field has shown that tabletop interfaces are subject to different
design constraints than traditional GUIs. For example, one of the appealing characteristics of
digital tabletops is their natural support for co-located collaboration – users can sit around the
table and maintain eye-contact while they interact with the computer. When considering that
each user has a unique viewpoint it becomes immediately clear that many WIMP concepts such
as menus and buttons at fixed locations become a hurdle for simultaneous interaction with the
system. Furthermore, orientation of on-screen objects plays an important role for text readabil-
ity and for group collaboration, interaction and coordination [KCSG03, KCST05] (orientation
problem).
Another appealing quality of tabletop interaction is the possibility to directly touch informa-
tion in a way often commented on as being natural. While it has been shown that direct-touch
interaction can be effective in pointing tasks [SS91] (for bigger targets) direct-touch interaction
can be problematic when interacting with typical (smaller) elements often found in traditional
interfaces such as menus, buttons or sliders. This is mostly caused by two problems; the users
finger occludes the region of interest in the critical moment before touching the display and the
finger’s size is many times larger than individual pixels which makes it difficult to accurately
select small targets such as buttons (occlusion and fat-finger problem [WFB+07]).
The absence of keyboards and mice from tabletop setups together with the orientation, occlu-
sion and fat-finger problems have lead to experimentations with alternative interaction paradigms
for digital tabletops. Gesture-based systems allow for an immediate interaction, the possibil-
ity to directly touch information and spatial coupling of input and output make this interaction
paradigm a promising candidate to the special design constraints imposed by the tabletop char-
acteristics.
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Of course “gesture-based interfaces” is a loosely defined term and can be applied to many dif-
ferent approaches. In the context of this thesis we focus on finger or pen-trace gesture interfaces
as discussed in Section 2.2.2. Pen-trace gesture interfaces usually require some form of gesture
recognizer that interprets geometric shapes drawn by the user with a finger or a stylus. These
interfaces are often accredited with three main advantages:
Discoverability because gestures can be designed so that they resemble an activity or metaphor
from the real world they are believed to be particular easy to learn.
Ease of use for similar reasons it is often claimed that gestures are easier to operate and use than
interfaces based on abstract menus, buttons or textual commands.
Visibility of action given appropriate visual feedback gesture-based interfaces can provide users
with awareness of their own actions due to tight spatial coupling of input and output and
also provide group awareness in collaborative settings. In the latter case users’ interaction
with the interface helps to reveal to one another what the task at hand is, and also helps
collaborators to understand which parts of the information are presently being inspected
(“look at this”).
In the following sections we discuss our exploration into gesture-based interfaces for inter-
active surface computing. In order to gain a better understanding of this interaction paradigm
we built and studied a prototypical application – called Brainstorm – for collaborative problem
solving in an environment enhanced with several interactive surfaces. The system uses gestures
to invoke almost every single command in the system and we carefully designed the interface to
address the orientation and occlusion problem. We designed several gestures ranging from literal
real world metaphors to more abstract gesture to interact with a graphical user interface. the UI
itself draws many clues and inspirations from the real world to increase discoverability and ease
of use. We discuss our design choices and present results from a lab based user study. Finally we
reflect on our observations from many hours of formal evaluation and informal system use.
3.1 Brainstorm: A Case Study
Brainstorm is a system built using several interactive surfaces including a digital tabletop and
several wall-mounted displays. The system is intended for supporting co-located collaborative
problem solving. Collaborative problem solving requires knowledge and information to be ex-
changed among team members; different skills have to be coordinated and the information com-
municated by others needs interpretation, so that new ideas can be created and new solutions
can be found. This process - with its core requirements of communication, coordination, and
interpretation - is called collaborative creative problem solving [Ama96].
The design of the Brainstorm socio-technical system is meant to explore the possibility
of merging the physical and social qualities of a traditional face-to-face collaborative creative
environment together with some of the benefits of digital technology, such as persistent data
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storage, distributed information access, and the possibility to review previous processes or to
undo certain actions. Thus, this section discusses the design challenge of embedding digital
technology in a collaborative creative process without causing communication breakdowns, while
still taking advantage of some of the qualities of Electronic Brainstorming Systems (EBS).
The issue of more fluid interaction with large, high-resolution displays that support creative
group processes has been treated in [GSW01, KNF+01]. A summary of recent advances in the
field of interaction techniques for large displays can be found in Czerwinski et al. [CRM+06].
Most of this research has focused either on the properties and design implications for vertical
large displays [RCB+05] or on the influence of horizontal displays on co-located collaborative
work [SGM03].
Probably most related to our work, especially with regards to our attempts at blurring the line
between the physical and the digital, is the Designers’ Outpost by Klemmer et al. [KNF+01].
The Designers’ Outpost is a support tool for web designers that combines the benefits of a large,
vertical workspace, the flexibility of physical media (post-its) and the benefits of electronic media
to annotate and structure information. A SmartBoard [SMA03] is augmented with a computer
vision system to capture physical media that can be attached to the display and to capture in-
teraction with tangible interface elements such as a physical rubber and a move tool. In many
ways this system served as inspiration for the Brainstorm system discussed in this chapter, only
that we were interested in building a purely virtual interface, fully harnessing the benefits of the
digital. Of course one of the design goals for Brainstorm was to mimic the flexibility afforded
by lightweight physical artifacts such as post-it notes. However, in Section 3.5 we shall learn that
we only succeeded partially.
Contribution Statement: Most of the work discussed in this Section has been
published in [HTB+07]. I am the first author on that publication and I have ini-
tiated and lead the project. As with any other scientific publication all of my co-
authors have contributed significantly. Sebastian Boring has built and implemented
many aspects of the interactive wall display used in this project [BHB07]. David
Kim has contributed to the implementation and user study. All other authors have
had significant input on the design of the system and the study as well as on writing
the paper.
3.2 A Side Note on Brainstorming
Brainstorming is a technique for divergent thinking. It can be individual, although the term more
usually refers to a group process for generating as many ideas or options as possible in response
to an open question. Thus, it is frequently used for collaborative creative problem solving and
it builds on a few main principles: i.e., quantity over quality of ideas, elaboration on others’
ideas, and absence of criticism [Osb53]. The technique relies on the communication among
group members to stimulate idea generation, and on coordination to maximize the individuals’
involvement and interpretation of ideas in order to create new intellectual associations, i.e., to
increase the production of ideas.
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Although Osborn [Osb53] claimed synergy effects of brainstorming, which positively affect
the productivity of ideas, other studies (e.g., [DM87], [DR04]) have shown that these benefits are
apparently outweighed by several negative social implications of the technique, such as appre-
hension of social judgments in face-to-face conditions. Those studies claim that nominal brain-
storming groups (aggregating ideas from separate individuals) outperform face-to-face groups.
In this context, EBSs that support distributed collaborators have been successful in increasing
productivity of ideas, apparently because they allow for anonymity, which reduces evaluation
apprehension.
On the other hand, face-to-face collaborative creative problem solving is still common in
practice, and its value is probably not to be associated with the number of generated ideas only.
The individuals’ subjective perception of the outcome of the process plays indeed an important
role as well, and depends on the degree to which personal interests are represented and valued in
the group’s output. Furthermore, the face-to-face brainstorming situation has qualities which, in
the long run, might even outweigh pure productivity measurements, namely the positive social
aspects of team building, group awareness, and a shared sense of achievement.
In such contexts of face-to-face brainstorming, EBSs seem to perform poorly in comparison
to nominal (i.e., distributed) brainstorming settings because of their disruptive effect. Using
single-user systems, such as laptops, in a co-located collaborative setting leads, in most cases,
to a communication breakdown since the user’s concentration has to shift away from the group
toward the device in order to use it. Furthermore, the size of a personal computer screen or
the keyboard, as well as the turn taking implied by devices for single usage, seem to hinder the
communication process.
For this reason, in face-to-face contexts digital technology is often absent or shut down be-
cause it results disruptive of the group communication and of the “creative flow” [Csi96]. There-
fore, instead of relying on digital technologies, co-located creative meetings commonly rely on
the physical benefits (e.g., gathering around a shared space) and social benefits (e.g., having equal
access to information) afforded by physical surfaces, such as tables and walls, to exchange and
visualize different types of information artifacts (e.g., post-its, paper documents, pictures, etc.)
in an immediate way. The results of such processes are often turned into a digital format in the
end, by taking pictures of whiteboards and posters, or typing notes in digital documents in order
to distribute and archive those results. Several transitions from physical to digital media occur
which require additional work, and are mostly unable to capture and represent how the creative
process has unfolded in time.
Considering this trade-off between the social and physical benefits of face-to-face collabora-
tion, and the benefits of storage in digital format provided by EBSs, the design of the Brainstorm
electronic system tries to combine those benefits in order to:
• maintain the social benefits of face-to-face collaborative creativity: These depend on the
individuals’ subjective perception of the group process.
• exploit the benefits of EBSs which are normally recognized in distributed collaboration,
such as the capability to archive and easily review the collaborative process in different
locations and points in time.
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• explore how such a combination can affect creative collaborative patterns in terms of gen-
eration and organization of ideas, communication, and subjective experience.
3.3 Designing the Brainstorm System
Building on these considerations we have developed a system that spans across several interac-
tive displays embedded into tables and walls. The displays used in this system are commercially
available SmartboardsTMin case of the table and the center display of the interactive wall (see
Figure 3.1). The wall display is extended by two additional, back-projected displays. In addition
to the contact reporting by the Smartboard the entire wall is turned into an interactive surface by a
custom built finger tracking system [BHB07]. This allows an almost seamless information trans-
fer from one display to another. The utilized Smartboards sensing is limited to two simultaneous
points of contact. Therefore, our system was designed with only two users in mind.
Figure 3.1: Overview of the physical setup in Brainstorm. Smartboards embedded into
the table and wall function as primary input surfaces. In the periphery additional interac-
tive displays can be used to store information not currently used. A custom user interface
has been implemented mimicking paper-based brainstorming but enhancing the technique
through additional functionality invoked through gesture-based interaction.
The design of the user interface builds metaphorically on paper post-its, on the ways in which
they are socially used, as well as on their manipulation vocabulary in the physical world in order
to suggest ways in which ideas can be generated and manipulated as information units in the
EBS appliance. Studies of paper in work practice, in fact, show that paper continues to be widely
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used [SH03], some of the reasons including its spatial flexibility (it can be quickly arranged in
the physical space), sociability (it facilitates face-to-face communication by being passed on),
and tailorability (it is easily annotated). Post-its, in particular, are commonly used in the the idea
card method for brainwriting, which is based on Geschka’s [Ges78] and Van Gundy’s [VG88]
“Interactive Brainwriting Pool Technique”. In this method, group members write their ideas on
a piece of paper that is then placed in the center of the table for another member to read prior to
writing their next comment. In this way, post-its afford the externalization and record of ideas in
written rather than just verbal form in the generative phase. Furthermore, they support a certain
territoriality and the creation of semantic regions. When participants are given a stack of post-
its and start sticking them around their working area, they define their personal region, which
remains visible to others, thus creating a mutual awareness among participants. Using post-its
on vertical surfaces supports the convergent thinking phase too, when group members stick and
move post-its on flip charts or whiteboards in order to recognize relationships and create clusters.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: (a) Creating a post-it by drawing a rectangular closed path. (b) Writing on an
enlarged post-it. Handwriting is recognized and stored for later retrieval. (c) Two users
interacting with the system at the same time.
Drawing upon these considerations, the Brainstorm interface was designed around the paper-
based brainwriting technique. Users can start creating ideas by drawing a square on the table
surface.The system provides immediate visual feedback by rendering the recognized path and a
prediction of the area enclosed by the user-drawn path (see Figure 3.2 (a)). Upon recognition this
gesture triggers the appearance of a large yellow square, resembling a post-it, thus defining the
area to write in (Figure 3.2 (b)). By tapping a designated area marked as a small square in the
center of the post-it, the latter shrinks to a smaller size and becomes movable.
The user can then create new post-its/ideas by drawing new squares in a blank region of
the table and writing within the yellow region. This choice was made in order to create visual
constraints for writing, so as to identify ideas as units, and to create visual cues for distinguishing
territories and patterns. When the post-it is shrunk, its content is still readable. Such graphical
post-its can be edited, moved, deleted, and copied by any participant after they have been created.
Furthermore both users can create and edited post-its simultaneously (Figure 3.2 (c)). To delete a
post-it, this can be dragged to the edge of the screen till it disappears. To copy a post-it, it can be
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: Flicking of virtual post-its across the table. (a) Post-its have varying velocity de-
pending on speed and impulse strength of dragging gesture. (b) Sudden increase in velocity
causes post-its to accelerate according to the user generated impulse. (c) This interaction
technique can be used to transfer information across a distance greater than arms reach.
virtually flipped by tapping on its plied bottom right corner; then, it can be duplicated by tapping
on the “copy” icon displayed on its back side.
Additionally, a mechanism to encourage users to build on each other’s ideas was imple-
mented: post-its have a “sense” of velocity and inertia. When dragged around the table at slow
speeds they follow the point of contact directly. But users can send the post-its sliding across the
table by performing a quick flick of the wrist. Causing the post-it to accelerate and slide across
the table (see Figure 3.3. Once it approaches the opposing edge of the table it smoothly reorients
itself toward the other user: This was intended to support the explicit sharing of ideas so as to
encourage the creation of association chains.
To this end, the design of Brainstorm implements a limited manipulation vocabulary and
relies on simple marking gestures for direct manipulation such as drawing a square, writing text,
and stroking for moving, whose direct feedback is augmented by the coincident spatial mapping
of input and output (i.e., there is no such device as a pointer or a remote controller). This creates
a transparent causal relationship between gestures and output, and supports visibility of gestures.
Furthermore, by simply dragging the post-its, temporal spatial arrangements can be created.
The immediate and visible change of the shared visual landscape is supported by the system in
additional ways. As the participants create post-its in their working areas, thus already creating
a distinct territorial set-up, the post-its appear simultaneously on the vertical display, which is
located next to the table. On the vertical display, the post-its are reoriented upright, i.e., readable
for both readers, but they maintain a spatial mapping to the territorial set-up on the table display
(Figure 3.4 (a)). In this sense, the perception of territoriality and group awareness are supported:
A participant will recognize his/her own “territory” (i.e., contribution) on the wall, and at the
same time will gain an overview of the ideas created by the group.
When users move from the interactive table to the wall display, they can spatially organize
the ideas which were automatically displayed by rearranging them on the wall. In addition, they
can create clusters by drawing a circle around several post-its (Figure 3.4 (b)).
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Clusters are merged by dragging them close together. Drawing a cross on the border of a
cluster causes it to dissolve into single post-its again. Clusters can be connected to each other or
to single post-its by drawing a line from the border of one cluster to the border of another one or
to the center of a post-it (Figure 3.4 (c)). Finally, whole clusters can be moved across the display,
thus moving all the post-its they contain. This set of clustering techniques clearly extends the
functionality of a physical whiteboard or flip chart while it maintains the direct manipulation
characteristics thereof. This aspect, in turn, can facilitate the creation of a structured knowledge
representation (e.g., a mind map) easily editable by every participant.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: Interaction across displays: (a) Post-its created on the table appear spatially
mapped on the wall display. (b) Creating new clusters by drawing circular enclosure around
several post-its. (c) Connecting clusters by drawing connecting lines. Clusters can also be
annotated with additional post-it notes.
3.4 Evaluation
In order to assess these design choices with respect to their underlying motivations, the Brain-
storm EBS was compared to the paper-based brainstorming process. The detailed results on the
comparative study are published in [HTB+07]. Here the goal was to understand the implications
of blending such an EBS in the physical space, in comparison to a traditional paper-based brain-
storming technique. However, in the context of this thesis we will focus on discussing results
and observations relevant to the analysis and assessment of the chosen gesture-based approach
as interaction style for tabletop computing. Therefore the discussion in Section 3.5 focuses more
on the qualitative observations made during the study. Aspects of particular interest were:
• the interface with the Brainstorm system at a pragmatic level and whether the chosen in-
teraction elements allowed for a fluid and continuous interaction when generating ideas,
discussing ideas with others and spatially organizing ideas. We also highlight commonal-
ities and differences in respect to the interactions in the real world (i.e., the paper based
condition)
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• the discoverability of the interface elements or how much instructions the participants
needed in order to master the interface initially.
• the memorability of the interface elements or how well participants could remember ges-
tures after extended use of the system. We discuss differences across different types of
gestures – more abstract gestures (e.g., copying, deleting) – and more concrete or physi-
cally inspired gestures (e.g., flicking, creating post-its).
3.4.1 Technical Setup and Procedure
The system was deployed in the FLUIDUM instrumented environment, containing an interactive
meeting table as well as displays embedded into an interactive wall. This wall consists of an
interactive surface with a width of 5 meters and a height of 2.5 meters containing three back-
projected displays. The two side displays as well as the rest of the wall are tracked by four
cameras mounted in the four corners. The center display additionally provides high precision
input through a DViT panel (cf. [BHB07] for more details). Two single points of contact can
simultaneously be tracked both on the table and on the wall, thus enabling parallel interaction of
two users.
We conducted a within-group comparative study between the Brainstorm EBS and the origi-
nal paper-based brainstorming technique with 30 participants in 15 teams, dealing with two tasks
each. The participants represented a variety of professional backgrounds (e.g., computer science
students, architects, designers, civil engineers, musicians, as well as journalists), ages (between
20 and 50 years old), and nationalities (5 countries).
The participants had to complete one different task/problem per technique, the techniques
were presented in counterbalanced order. In the first task, the teams were asked to take care
of an Inuit coming to a foreign country neither speaking the country’s language, nor having
any useful equipment for the new environment. In the second task, the teams had to discuss
their own needs when they would leave their home country for emigration into harsh, icy arctic
territories. The subjects were asked to collect all material and immaterial items they would
consider necessary for survival under these conditions. Taking into account the broad variance
in participants’ professional education, these tasks were chosen because they could be addressed
without any domain specific knowledge. Furthermore, they were rather simple tasks to which
everybody could relate, and thus contribute a significant number of ideas.
3.5 Observations and Implications
Adopting a qualitative approach, we ran questionnaires before and after the task to evaluate the
subjective expectations, perception and assessment of the Brainstorm system (cf. [HTB+07]).
Furthermore, the sessions were video taped for later analysis in order to recognize association
chains and communication patterns.
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Figure 3.5: Subjective judgement on how hard/easy participants found particular gestures
to learn in the Brainstorm system.
In the post-test questionnaire we asked the participants about the learnability of the imple-
mented gestures. Figure 3.5 summarizes the results of users’ ratings of the different gestures.
Here we received consistently good results regarding all interactions. Only the hand-writing text-
entry on the table received rather low ratings. We think that this might be due to the clumsy
pen used, and the slightly unusual hand posture which was required in order not to confuse the
DViT tracking system. The “copy post-it” interaction was also rated ambiguously, however this
interaction is not really a gesture (it resembels more a traditional menu based interaction) so it is
hard to compare against the other interactions. Participants stated that they found the interface
of the system easy to learn. We credit this on the close resemblance of each interface element to
the real world. For example, the interface contains visual elements that resemble the real world
equivalents (e.g. post-it notes). These elements are also manipulated in similar ways as they
would be in the real world (writing on paper with a pen). This allows users to build on knowl-
edge they gathered from a life-long learning experience with the real world and the objects in
it. Touch sensitive interfaces and fluid gestures make using the technology more continuous and
analog. This allows users to apply strategies they already use in the real world to both implicitly
and explicitly convey information about the objects in the environment (e.g., territoriality).
3.5.1 Physicality
Even if the close resemblance of virtual items to real world artifacts is beneficial to the ease
of learning the interface, it is worth exploring the specific and different affordances of digital
media. These can augment physical actions, providing effects which are only possible in the
digital realm (e.g. the automatic re-orientation and appearance on the wall of virtual post-its).
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As long as objects have a clearly distinct and explainable behavior, users seem to be willing to
accept and use a technique even if it is unrealistic in the strict sense. For example, the participants
reacted positively to the possibility to skid post-its across the table, even if this is not as easily
achieved with real paper (due to its weight and friction). Although the system does not provide an
accurate simulation of the physical world it clearly benefits from borrowing visual and behavioral
metaphors from the real-world. However, this limited degree of physicality also possesses some
limitations. These become apparent when paying close attention to the differences in interaction
strategies applied by participants in the digital vs. the physical realm when organizing ideas into
clusters in the structural phase of the brainstorming process.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Applying different strategies to semantically sort post-its. (a) Background an-
notations; various stroke patterns and region (sub)-division in the paper condition. (b)
Spatially arranging post-its to convey meaning in digital condition.
An obvious advantage of the digital is that many objects can be moved, copied or deleted
at once and we could observe how participants made frequent use of this feature. In fact in the
digital condition spatially arranging post-its was the predominant strategy and was preferred even
to clustering. The other features such as connecting clusters and especially annotating clusters
were only rarely used. In harsh contrast participants showed a variety of strategies to work around
the more laborious task of physically moving clusters of post-its in the traditional conditions. For
example, they labeled clusters, created sub-clusters or divided existing clusters into semantically
disjunct areas by using differently stroked lines or background patterns (Figure 3.6). Of course
these functionalities could be implemented in the digital as well but a fundamental differences
exists: In general the users showed great aptitude in appropriating the available materials to work
around the absence of features (e.g., copying, mass moving) by exploiting the physical properties
of objects. For example, scribbling onto various parts of the background, annotating connecting
lines or sticking several post-its on-top of each other.
3.5.2 Flexibility
One fundamental problem is that the behavior of on-screen elements appears to be physical
or realistic only at first sight – and this helps in reducing the learning threshold – but is pre-
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programmed or scripted after all. The underlying problem here is that the user interface is subject
to a limited set of pre-defined reactions to user input. Therefore, the designers and programmers
had to anticipate each users needs at any given moment in any given situation. When observ-
ing the frequency and creativity with which participants made use of the affordances of simple
tools such as pen and paper in the real world condition it becomes quite obvious that not all of
these could have been anticipated in advance let alone the difficulties in sensing, recognizing and
differentiating subtle changes in user interaction. In hindsight we would argue that the pseudo-
physicality in the Brainstorm system was successful as measurement to lower the initial learning
threshold but can be a limiting aspect in terms of flexibility.
The following aspects illustrate as to why and how this lack of flexibility can be a problem.
While we have discussed benefits for learnability of our real-world inspired gesture-based in-
terface this design choice raised false, sometimes problematic, users’ expectations. This led to
frustrations when the system did not respond as they expected based on their real-world knowl-
edge. In the simplest cases this was a matter of gesture recognition; in the real world we have
a variety of strategies to push objects around. We can touch them from the top and drag them
or we can use one or more fingers to push objects from the side. Brainstorm only implemented
the former and we frequently observed users trying to perform the latter – often repeating their
attempts under growing frustration and comments that this "should work like this if it was the real
thing". Clearly here a mismatch between implementation and mental model can be observed.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Problems with explicit mode switching in Brainstorm: (a) Awkward posture
for handwriting. Only one hand is used to write on paper. (b) Artifacts caused by the user
trying to move the post-it while in writing mode.
In other cases the need to recognize certain user intentions and the limitations in the sensing
technology caused similar problems. For example, input in Brainstorm happens through a single
point of contact (per user) so that for many functionalities we had to design abstract or iconic
gestures to switch modes. The most prominent example is how users have to switch between
writing on post-its and moving them. A double tap within a designated area enlarges post-is and
makes them writable but fixes them to their location, a second double tap shrinks them and makes
them mobile again. We frequently observed how this mode switch caused problems (even after
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extended use). Often users would try to move objects when in writing mode, causing unwanted
inking across the written text or users tried to quickly scribble something onto post-its without
enlarging them first (see Figure 3.7). In the latter case users often tried to hold onto the post-it
with the second hand to hold it in place for writing (before they remembered that they had to
double-tap post-its to switch modes).
3.5.3 Summary
In summary we would argue that exploiting physical affordances in the virtual interface was
successful to a certain degree, especially as a learning aid. However, some of our design choices
turned out to be problematic. These can be categorized in two ways. First, over-simplifying New-
tonian physics caused user frustration especially when they could not apply real world strategies
to achieve seemingly simple things such as moving objects but had to perform a specific gesture
in a particular, pre-defined way. Second, the resemblance of the interface to physical objects
seemed to encourage users to interact with the system in more analogue, richer ways than just
through a single point of contact. We observed bi-manual interactions and attempts to use mul-
tiple fingers at once to manipulate one object or even whole hands to move several objects at
once.
From our exploration into gesture-based interaction we can distill the following key aspects
to inform the next steps in our research endeavor:
• Real world resemblance and metaphoric gestures can lower the learning threshold. This
interaction style could be appropriate for applications with limited feature sets and casual
application domains so that problems with long term memorization are not as important.
• The need for gesture recognition (and therefore anticipation of user intentions) can be
a limiting factor in terms of interaction flexibility. In the worst case this limitation can
frustrate users and render a design in-successful.
• Using a pen or stylus in combination with pen-trace gestures does not mimic the rich ways
of interaction we enjoy when manipulating real world objects sufficiently.
• Limiting input to a single point of contact can be problematic in some situations - especially
if graphical elements resemble real world objects but can only be manipulated through a
pointer based interaction model.
These observations are the main motivation for our next exploration into tangible objects in
combination with interactive surfaces to further unlock our manual dexterity.
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Chapter 4
Tangible and Hybrid Interaction on
Tabletops
Tangible user interfaces (TUIs), inspired by the seminal work of Fitzmaurice et al. [FIB95] ex-
pand the interaction vocabulary by exploiting fine grained motor skills that humans possess when
manipulating tangible objects. The main benefits claimed in this area of research are intuitive-
ness [IU97], motor memory [KHT06], learnability [RMB+98] and the possibilities of conveying
the rich meanings in social settings [HB06]. Some TUI examples are literal instantiations of
metaphors [UI97, UI99b] where the physical and the digital are tightly coupled. Other varia-
tions allow for more generic mixed physical and graphical interaction [RUO01]. Often uses of
the tangible paradigm are motivated by the goal to support co-located collaboration, for example
TViews [MRD06], and Urp.
Recent hardware advances have made it feasible to sense and identify tangible objects on
tabletop displays. Wilson [Wil05] demonstrates a vision-based system capable of tracking phys-
ical objects through visual barcodes, hands and sheets of paper using IR-illumination and an
off-axis camera equipped with an IR cutoff filter. A similar technique is used in the reacTable
[JGAK07] to track objects that serve as input to a virtual musical instrument. This hybrid ap-
proach to interface design appears as particularly promising because of two reasons: First, direct-
touch interaction alone is an intuitive and easy to learn interaction style. However, the bandwidth
of input and the interaction vocabulary are limited in comparison to the flexibility we enjoy when
interacting with the real world. Second, in the light of our analysis of a purely gesture-based
approach (cf. 3) and recalling the user frustration caused by the limited degree of physicality
in the purely virtual interface of the Brainstorm system using physical objects as handles for
interaction appears as an interesting avenue for exploration.
In this Chapter we describe our exploration of hybrid interaction (i.e., tangible interaction
combined with direct-touch interaction) using Photohelix [HBB07], a system designed for shar-
ing personal photo collections on a digital table, as vehicle. We report findings from several user
studies. At the end of this Chapter we furthermore discuss the suitability of this approach as a
general interaction model for tabletop computing.
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4.1 Motivation
Interactive surfaces and digital tabletops in particular, offer a compelling platform for shared dis-
play collaboration, allowing multiple users to interact simultaneously with a shared information
landscape. These platforms provide the same (social) functions as traditional tables allowing
multiple people to sit around the table and share artifacts on the surface of the table only with
the difference that the artifacts can be digital. An often heard explanation is that digital tabletops
afford mutual eye contact and body language as well as other properties important for verbal and
non-verbal communication such as the possibility to interact with and exchange data artifacts
through direct-touch interaction.
One of the main advantages of interactive surfaces is the flexibility of the interface; because it
is purely virtual the interface can be dynamically reconfigured to serve different purposes be it for
work or play. However, touch sensitive surfaces do not offer the same tactile feedback which tra-
ditional (non touchscreen) interfaces provide through physical buttons, knobs and switches. This
feedback is important for motor learning and the automation of repetitive tasks such as touch typ-
ing on a QWERTY-keyboard (text entry is a task still notoriously difficult on direct-touch inter-
faces cf. [HHCC07]). Using physical controls in combination with interactive surfaces promises
to combine the best of two worlds – dynamically reconfigurable graphical output coupled with
the possibility to directly interact with digital content and at the same time physical handles for
interaction. These promise to unlock the operation of an interface – or key elements thereof –
without visual attention in a multitasking situation such as sharing of digital photos.
An understanding of the operation of user interface (UI) elements without looking at them (or
only briefly) from an embodied cognition perspective [Cla00] would though suggest that the use
of 3D elements at the interface offers a form of tactile feedback unavailable in a direct touch en-
abled UI. This tactile feedback should theoretically redistribute cognitive effort into other sensory
modalities. So whereas with the direct-touch UI the cognitive effort is largely expended through
visual attention, with the tangible interface some of the effort of control (i.e. feedback loops gov-
erning appropriate interface manipulation and understanding that you are still within the bounds
of reasonable control movement) becomes tied to tactile interaction. We call this eyes-free ma-
nipulation. To give a simple analogy we could consider driving a car. This is a visually intensive
activity, visually monitoring the road and traffic is mandatory. If for example, the controls for
driving required additional visual monitoring such as in a car that was completely drive-by-wire
and the control mechanisms were based entirely on a direct-touch UI system, then the car would
become too dangerous to drive. Consequently cars have maintained physical analogue controls
which provide tactile feedback of their manipulations (e.g. steering wheels and pedals) so that
the visual resources are kept free for relevant activity.
A second argument for the usage of physical handles is the expressiveness and flexibility
provided by real 3D objects as input devices. Designing tangible interfaces promises to exploit
fine-grained motor skills and exploiting 3D shape and mechanical constraints to implicitly convey
the correct usage of an artifact. For example, a well designed door handle communicates without
further instruction how to operate it. In addition to their main purpose physical objects can be
repurposed to serve other uses. For example, imagine the plethora of applications a simple screw
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driver can be put to (besides driving screws). Along those different uses come various ways
how we grasp and manipulate physical objects depending on the current task. When fixing a
screw we hold the screwdriver differently as when punching holes into the lid of a shoebox or
when simply carrying the tool around. In general our motor skills allow for a variety of object
manipulations ranging from fine-grained to coarse interactions. Direct-touch interfaces usually
do not discriminate between different ways of touch, in contrast tangible objects naturally afford
this richer interaction vocabulary.
In the following section we explore hybrid (e.g., tangible plus direct-touch) interfaces with
special focus on the following aspects:
Physical affordances: We explore how physical handles on interactive surfaces can exploit the
manipulation fidelity and tactile feedback afforded by tangible interfaces in order to create
a richer interaction vocabulary.
Flexibility of interaction we’re also interested in learning how users make sense of physical
artifacts and how they exploit the physical properties to re-purpose the interface to serve
their current needs.
Support for bi-manual interaction: In the real-world we often use both hands to manipulate
various objects. Previous studies have accredited several cognitive and manual benefits to
bi-manual input [LZB98]. Although interactive surfaces often allow for bi-manual input
they do not seem to encourage it per se [TKSI07]. We are interested whether physical
objects offer themselves for this particular interaction style.
Eyes-free manipulation: Again due to the tactile feedback provided by tangible objects we ex-
pect that physical handles can be used to operate elements of the interface in an eyes-free
fashion freeing up resources for other aspects in multi-task contexts.
Contribution Statement: Two papers on Photohelix, the system serving as basis
for discussion in this Chapter, have been published [HBB07, HK09]. I am the first
author on both publication and I have initiated and lead the project(s). Domikus
Baur has contributed significantly on the implementation of the original system.
David Kirk has helped in designing the user study and evaluating the data in the
second publication [HK09]. All other authors have had significant input on the
design of the system and the study as well as on writing the papers.
4.2 Designing the PhotoHelix
We developed Photohelix (see Figure 4.1), an application tailored for co-located browsing and
sharing of pictures on a digital tabletop (cf. [HBB07]). The system uses the notion of time and
events to organize collections. Events are represented as image piles on a helix-shaped calendar
(Figure 4.1 (b)). Events and pictures are accessed, manipulated and inspected using a hybrid,
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: (a) Photohelix overview: A physical handle is used to position and control a
spiral-shaped calendar. Pictures are loosely grouped into events. (b) Users can (re-)arrange
event structure as well as individual photos using a set of lightweight interaction techniques
to facilitate dialogue about the photos. (c) Two users engaged in photo-talk using the Pho-
tohelix.
bi-manual interaction technique. One hand operates a physical handle to position and control the
calendar view (rotation adjusts the current time setting). The other hand is used to inspect and
modify events as well as individual pictures for browsing and sharing purposes.
The system was developed and deployed on a custom interactive table, which contains a 42-
inch LCD display with a native resolution of 1360× 768 pixels and an overlaid touch-sensitive
DViT [SMA03] panel for interactivity.
To fashion the physical control object, we disassembled an IKEA kitchen timer and equipped
it with the electronics of a wireless mouse to measure rotation. Turning the upper part of the
control object results in a standard mouse event that translates to the rotation of the helix. The
position of the control object on the table is tracked by the DViT panel (see Figure 4.1 (a + b)).
Photohelix was written in Java with a graphical presentation layer based on the University
of Maryland’s Piccolo framework [BGM04]. We wrote an additional event-handling system that
merges and interprets rotary encoder and touch events. These events are fed into a gesture rec-
ognizer, which enables gesture-based interaction with, and manipulation of, the photo collection
and individual pictures. Metadata for individual photos, such as the capture date, is taken from
the EXIF data.
4.2.1 Visualization
Tightly coupled to the physical control object is its virtual counterpart, a graphical visualization
of the photo collection. It has the shape of a spiral and represents a timeline, on which the photos
are organized, according to their capture date. Initially, photos are grouped into piles if they
belong to a temporally continuous sequence (see Figure 4.2 on the left). This gives users an
overview of their collection and supports orientation within the collection by narrowing down
the search space.
The position and rotation of the spiral are controlled by the physical control object, hence
it serves as a natural token to facilitate control allocation and turn taking in face-to-face com-
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Figure 4.2: A screenshot of Photohelix. The distinct functional areas (here: details above
the helix, storage to the right) evolve dynamically and can be rearranged individually.
munication and as a physical embodiment of the entire collection. The timeline is dynamically
generated and spans from the oldest image in the collection – placed in the center of the spiral, to
the most recent image – placed at the outer end of the spiral. The inner spiral windings are shorter
than the outer ones. This implies, that more space is available to place image piles in the outer, or
newer, regions of the spiral. This nicely matches the observation, that people tend to take more
photos with increased frequency over time. Furthermore, newer piles are depicted bigger and
hence are easier to decipher. This also correlates with the observation that newer collection items
are more frequently accessed than older ones [KSRW06].
Another component to Photohelix’s spiral-shaped timeline is a semi-transparent lens that is
overlaid on a certain section of the spiral. Pictures and piles of pictures that fall under the lens
are shown in more detail thus providing "details on demand" (see Figure 4.2 above the helix).
Photohelix works in two organizational forms: spatial arrangement and semantic grouping. Pic-
tures are either shown individually (but arranged chronologically) or as so-called events. Events
denote a stronger, more semantical coherence of the images therein and have to be created by
the user (see Figure 4.3). Events are similar to folders in standard file managers. Each picture or
event, when it falls under the lens, is called out and enlarged. It remains connected to the respec-
tive pile on the helix by an "umbilical cord". These images are again arranged chronologically
along an imaginary line that runs parallel to the spiral’s timeline. This leaves temporal relations
intact and, in most cases, is equivalent to a semantic grouping, since temporal sorting tends to
create spatial arrangements that are perceived as coherent [RW03].
4.2.2 Interaction
When the control device is set down onto the table, the spiral appears. For a few seconds, it
remains semi-transparent and both the lens and the spiral rotate with the physical handle. During
this time, a user can determine the initial position of the lens. Right-handers will, for example,
move the lens to the upper right side of the spiral (see Figures 4.1, 4.2) so that they can conve-
niently turn the handle with the left hand, while using their right hand and a pen for interaction
with the enlarged photos.
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Figure 4.3: Grouping photos into a new event.
This mechanism also solves the general orientation problem by allowing each user around the
table to adjust their Photohelix to best suit their needs (if several helices are available). It is also
possible to reorient the whole interface at any time by just lifting it up, if several people share one
helix or if the seating arrangement changes. To always ensure a comfortable working position,
the helix can also be repositioned at any time by moving the physical handle to another spot on
the table.
After the user has adjusted the initial orientation, the spiral is rendered solid and the lens
remains fixed on an imaginary line running along the radius of the spiral. The spiral now turns
with the handle, and the user can bring different areas of the spiral underneath the lens. The lens
will travel inward and outward with the spiral windings, with every full turn applied by the user.
To scroll faster, the handle can be twisted and then let run freely, to scroll back or forth several
windings. The physical inertia of the handle in connection with a non-linear mapping of the time
scale thus supports fast physical scrolling to cover larger time frames.
Individual images and events can be moved freely on the table surface, for example, when
overriding the default chronological arrangement or organizing larger arrangements into sub-
groups. To create events of closely related images, the user can simply circle the individual
images with the pen. These are then automatically grouped into a new event, rendered as a
slightly curved box containing semi-overlapping images (see Figure 4.3). New events also appear
as new piles on the spiral and are connected to their pile by the umbilical cord. Cutting this cord
dissolves the event again. To inspect the contents of events, the user can flip through the stack
with the pen and see each individual photo in full (see Figure 4.4). This interaction technique
resembles the handling of flip-books.
When a photo is dragged out of such a group, a full-size copy of the image is created and
Figure 4.4: Flipping through an event to inspect images. Dragging images out of the event
to create an enlarged copy.
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positioned on the table (see Figure 4.4, third image), which can then be moved with the pen
or a finger. With the dedicated widget at one of its corners, it can be scaled and rotated (see
Figure 4.5). This mechanism specifically supports the creation of temporary structures (e.g.,
several shots of the same person in one pile), without modifying the long term organization of
the collection.
4.3 Browsing, Filing and Sharing
Throughout the body of literature, a set of typical activities performed with media collections can
be found. Future applications should try to support these activities, which are: 1) Filing - The
task of sorting media into folders or albums. 2) Selecting - A repetitive activity in which users
go through their collections and decide which items to keep and which to get rid of. 3) Sharing
- Often the ultimate usage of media at the end of its lifecycle. This can be performed remotely
via e-mail or websites but also (and preferably [CRM04]) co-located for communication and
storytelling, such as updating friends and family about recent events. 4) Browsing - Users look at
pictures from different time periods, possibly to revive old and forgotten memories.In this section
we will discuss how the presented visualization and interaction techniques support the activities
(browsing, filing, selecting, sharing).
Figure 4.5: Rotating and resizing pictures in Photohelix.
Browsing a photo collection can be done on different scales: Large-scale browsing indicates
the act of going through a collection to identify a certain set of pictures. Small-scale browsing
refers to inspecting events and images in more detail, for example, comparing several similar im-
ages to further use them for sharing or printing. Photohelix provides a convenient overview of the
entire collection, structured by time. The automatic grouping of photos into piles of thumbnails
serves two functions. First, the collection is presented in a space efficient way to avoid infor-
mation overflow. Second, specific events or situations can be recognized on the basis of their
representatives and the pile’s position in time. Turning the helix brings different time intervals
under closer inspection. Events and pictures displayed in the detail view (see Figure 4.2) convey
more information to the user since all images are (at least partly) visible. This presentation is still
space-efficient, and also resembles the way in which printed photos can be spread out. Flipping
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through events allows a fast inspection of large sequences. And the photos found while browsing,
can easily be dragged out of the sequence in order to inspect the full-size version of individual
pictures in further detail. The filing process is made more efficient by the automatic arrangement
by time, and the ability to freely manipulate photos and events. This eliminates additional steps
such as navigating folders. In many cases, the chronological sorting already meets the users’
organizational intent. In addition, photos can be spatially arranged on the entire surface of the
desk, which allows individual semantic mappings. For example one can create piles (e.g., left is
for bad photos, right for good ones, top for funny, bottom for serious).
Photohelix particularly supports the sharing of photos, in this scenario, showing the photos
to the people around the table. For this purpose, they can be freely moved and rotated toward
others. In fact, the individual arrangement on the table can be used to convey parts or the structure
of the story to the observers. For example, users can create a heap of pictures close to their edge
of the table. While telling a story they can subsequently move and orient currently discussed
images toward the audience. Additionally, collaborators can pick photos up and further inspect
them at any time. It is also easy to hand over the entire collection since it is represented by and
linked to the physical handle.
The current implementation of Photohelix does not support the selecting activity. In order
to support this, it would be mandatory to delete “bad” pictures. We experimented with several
interaction techniques to delete pictures. However, all of them where prone to in-accurate or
faulty input. Furthermore, we encountered difficulties in attaining “raw” images, since many
users already performed the selection process during or directly after downloading images from
their camera. Furthermore selecting or curating a collection of photographs is more likely to
happen alone and on a Standard PC rather than on a tabletop computer in the presence of others.
Therefore, we solely focused on the first three activities.
4.4 Evaluation
To verify our design decisions, we evaluated Photohelix in a qualitative user study. We were
specifically interested in whether our interaction techniques actively support the highly dynamic
and informal activities associated with photo handling and the results are summarized here (de-
tails can be found in [HBB07]. Later we discuss the suitability of this hybrid interaction approach
in general in section 4.5.
Participants Twenty participants (13 male, 7 female) between the ages of 18 and 34 were re-
cruited from amongst our students and the local community. All of them had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision and were right-handed. All participants were power users who worked on a PC
for four or more hours daily. In contrast, most participants had little to no exposure to interactive
surfaces (including PDAs and Tablet PCs). Only one participant reported an occasional usage of
interactive whiteboards. All participants own a digital camera (33% use it 3 to 5 times a year,
48% take pictures once or twice a month 19% use it weekly or daily) and image collection sizes
ranged from approximately 100 to 10,000 pictures (with an average of 3340).
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Study Setup and Tasks We envisioned a scenario that includes elements of storytelling and
picture-sharing, which required that participants be familiar with the images. Participants were
therefore asked to bring a subset of their own collection. Typical image sets included 80 to 100
pictures from a time frame of approximately two years. They were also distributed over 6 to 8
different occasions (e.g., vacation, barbecue). While the size of these sample collections were
not realistic, their distribution over occasions and time seemed to resemble real configurations
(cf. [KSRW06]).
The four tasks were designed so that users would gain exposure to all aspects of Photohelix’s
functionality, and so that we could map tasks to the different activities identified in our require-
ments analysis. After completing an explorative warm-up task scaffolded with instructions on
using Photohelix, participants were asked in Task 1 to file the images of their collections into
events, thus permanently archiving the pictures. In Task 2 they should browse the entire collec-
tion and choose one particular event. They were subsequently asked to select one representative
photo, enlarge it and explain why they had chosen it. Task 3 was aimed at sharing and partici-
pants had to give an update about a recent vacation. During the course of this process they were
asked to enlarge several images and show them to the study conductor, who played the role of
a friend or acquaintance. Task 4 was to choose four possible candidates from each of the four
seasons to be used as the desktop wallpaper.
4.4.1 Results
In our experiments we gathered quantitative data (i.e., Likert-scale responses) as well as qualita-
tive data from a semi-structured interview with open-ended fill-in responses. We also video taped
every session and analyzed these recordings afterwards.
We wanted to find out whether users liked our system, and which aspects were especially
appreciated or needed improvement. To answer these questions we evaluated the responses to
several Likert-Scale questions (Scale: disagree (1) – neutral (3) – agree (5)) as well as the free-
form comments. In general people liked Photohelix (4.1/5) and thought it was “easy” and to use
(3.7/5). They also liked the look and feel of the interface (4.2/5). Additionally, they thought that
the visualization provides a good overview of the photo collection (3.9/5). When asked to rate
specific functionalities of the system (see Figure 4.6), users liked the chronological sorting of pic-
tures (4.85/5) and the visualization of time using a spiral-shaped calender (3.8/5). Furthermore,
the possibility to freely position the spiral (4/5) and images (4.35/5) on the table received good
ratings, as did the usage of the physical handle to adjust the time (3.85/5). Users appreciated the
interaction techniques to create (4.1/5), flip through (3.7/5) and dissolve (4/5) events as well as
the interaction techniques to rotate and scale images (4.3/5).
The qualitative comments we received further emphasize the above ratings. Several com-
ments suggest that our design goals have had a positive impact. One participant said “I like that
all the pictures are already ordered by time. I like that I could see all the pictures quickly, just
by turning the dial or flipping through the photos, and that I don’t have to click into a folder in
order to retrieve pictures.” Several other comments along these lines suggest that the overview
at all times and details on demand paradigms are indeed beneficial for the browsing and filing
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Figure 4.6: Appreciation of different functionalities in Photohelix. (Scale: dislike (1) –
neutral (3) – appreciate (5))
activities. We also received many comments on the flexibility of the interface: “... it was very
intuitive, cumbersome copying of images becomes obsolete due to the possibility to create copies
and temporal collections by simple dragging”; and on its qualities for sharing: “... browsing and
viewing photos together is nicer with this kind of interface. It’s more fun, too.”
4.5 Observations and Implications
The results from our evaluation suggest that the current design provides several benefits for
browsing, organizing and sharing (as in storytelling) digital photo collections. The physical han-
dle serves as a graspable representation of the entire collection and the helix shaped calendar
functions as a possible visualization that is coherent with most users’ mental model of their col-
lection. Thus the combination of the two provides effective means to access the collection and
to retrieve individual pictures for further inspection. For a discussion of issues in the particular
context of photo handling please refer to [HBB07].
In the remainder of this section we discuss aspects of the interaction styles along the criteria
of flexibility and physicality introduced earlier in this Chapter. In addition to our findings and
observations from the user study discussed in Section 4.4 we have collected much more data
from users interacting with the Photohelix over the span of two additional experiments. One
user study (as of now unpublished) was performed to learn more about particular differences and
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commonalities between direct-touch and tangible interaction. A third user study investigated a
particular conversational aspect, called sidetracking, that we observed frequently in participants
engaging in photo-talk [HK09].
4.5.1 Physicality
When launching into our exploration we had a set of expectations (listed in 4.1) motivating the
use of a physical handle for interaction. Some of them could be confirmed some require further
study.
First, we wanted to unlock manual dexterity and exploit physical affordances to create a
richer interaction vocabulary. Although the virtual manipulations in Photohelix are limited (i.e.,
positioning the calendar, adjusting the lens position) we could observe how users exploited their
fine-grained motor skills (and how they quickly learned to operate the device) and the mechanical
properties of the device in order to accomplish their current task at hand. Figure 4.7 illustrates
a typical learning process. Many times participants would initially treat and touch the dial with
great care and pay a great deal of visual attention when attempting to figure out the mechanics
of the device (Figure 4.7 a). Often both hands are used, possibly to gain more control over
the object. In this stage turning of the upper half of the device was usually very slow almost
as if participants were worried to damage the device or otherwise cause malfunctioning of the
system (e.g., confusing the tracking). After a couple of minutes confidence rose significantly.
Usually participants reverted to on-handed operation of the device and also relaxed their posture;
sitting more upright and resting the forearm on the table’s edge (Figure 4.7 b). However, in this
intermediate stage most participants did always look at the device when turning the dial. After
further familiarization with the system and the physical device participants ended up using the
device without spending much visual attention for example, solely focusing on events brought
under inspection in order to find a particular set of pictures.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7: Evolution of manipulation style over time. (a) Careful, two-handed manip-
ulation of physical object, full visual attention. (b) one-handed manipulation, full visual
attention. (c) one-handed manipulation, shared visual attention.
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Furthermore, we could observe how users exploited the physical properties of the dial. After
they had gained confidence in operating the device we could observe how they used different
grasping and manipulation strategies in different situations. For example, grasping the dial with
all four fingers to precisely adjust the position of the lens (e.g., when two picture sets were close
to each other). Or using just the index finger to accelerate the dial and let it spin afterward to
fast-forward, sacrificing precision for additional speed. This is an example where users flexibly
re-purpose the device in ways not anticipated during the design of the system and not possible
in a pure direct-touch version. However, this flexibility is limited to what can be sensed by the
system; instances where this can be problematic are discussed in the flexibility section of this
discussion.
Our third concern was whether the physical handle in Photohelix would encourage bi-manual
interaction. Given the possibility to operate the device without paying much attention we did ex-
pect users to simultaneously interact with photos using their fingers or the pen and operate the
device using the non-dominant hand. Figure 4.8 illustrates various degrees of bi-manual interac-
tion. We did observe both symmetric and asymmetric bi-manual interaction. That is interacting
with both hands in an coordinated effort to accomplish one task (e.g., scaling a photo with one
hand, while moving the entire helix away to avoid overlap of visual elements as in Figure 4.8 c)
or using the two hands simultaneous but with separate concerns (e.g., closing open photos while
beginning to scroll and search for new images). However, the majority of interactions with the
Photohelix did not happen in a bi-manual fashion – or at least hands were not used in parallel very
often. Predominantly participants would use the dominant hand to manipulate individual images
while resting the non-dominant hand on the table’s edge (Figure 4.8 a) or use the non-dominant
hand to operate the physical device to access particular events (Figure 4.8 (b)). Finally, some
users only used their dominant hand to operate both the direct-touch elements and the physical
handle.
Although bi-manual interaction did occur – within our studies we did not see it as much
as anticipated. The reasons ultimately remain unclear but one possible explanation is that the
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Various degrees of bi-manualism when interacting with the Photohelix. (a)
one-handed manipulation of individual photos. (b) one-handed manipulation of physical
interaction handle. (c) simultaneous manipulation of physical handle and individual photos.
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task allocation to the dominant and non-dominant hand was too diverse. Usually one manipu-
lates and views individual photos or browses the entire collection – both happened seldomly in
parallel. Another possible explanation, especially for the participants that always or predomi-
nantly used their dominant hand, is that there might be a strong influence due to the acquaintance
with the WIMP paradigm and its single cursor model (we did not actively encourage bi-manual
interaction during our instructions). A theory that can be found elsewhere in the literature as
well [TKR+08, TKSI07]. Finally, it is conceivable that we have been observing the natural hu-
man tendency to minimize efforts. Why use both hands if the one is enough? Although we can not
provide any experimental evidence to when and why participants would use two hands it seems
plausible to assume that they would only use both hands when there is an immediate benefit such
as quicker task completion, more control or reduced work load. This puts our initial assumption
that physical objects would naturally encourage bi-manualism somewhat into perspective.
Our last expectation concerned the operation of hybrid interfaces without visual attention or
eyes-free. The use of physical 3D elements at the interface offers a form of tactile feedback
unavailable in a direct-touch enabled GUI. This tactile feedback should theoretically redistribute
cognitive effort into other sensory modalities. So while with the GUI the cognitive effort is
largely expended through visual attention, with the tangible interface some of the effort of control
(i.e. feedback loops governing appropriate extent of interface manipulation and understanding
that you are still within the bounds of reasonable control movement) becomes tied to tactile
interactions. Consequently, this should free up the resources of visual attention to engage in
social processes, for which eye contact is arguably important for maintaining the flow of human-
to-human interaction.
To further assess our assumptions we performed a comparative user study with the Photohe-
lix system. As alternative to the hybrid version of the interface we designed a pure direct-touch
version of the interface incorporating precisely the same functionality. We hypothesized that
the tangible interface would free visual and cognitive resources and reduce visual monitoring of
the dial during social (i.e., two-user story-telling) use. 20 participants were asked to bring their
own photos to talk about and were divided into two conditions (tangible and direct-touch). We
recorded log data (e.g., type and duration of interaction with the system) and recorded each ses-
sion using two cameras, one mounted overhead to monitor manual interaction with the interface
and one over the experimenters’ shoulder giving full-face view of participant and some surface
information. Post-experiment, we analyzed the log data and counted instances of eye-contact and
instances of visual device monitoring using an open-coding method.
To attain more qualitative data about the social interaction between the participant and the
experimenter we applied a technique referred to as “thin-slicing”. This technique is adapted from
a research methodology used in social psychology [AR92], a technique that harnesses the ability
of human observers to make accurate snap judgments about certain social situations from the pre-
sentation of short-duration video-clips, referred to as ‘thin slices of behavior’. The technique has
originally been used to determine key indicators of social behavior, for example to measure com-
municative efficacy. This methodology has been productively adapted and validated as a research
technique for analyzing social interactions during novel technology use by Lindley [Lin06] and
it is in this vein that we used the technique. This approach offers a more objective analysis,
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free from participant-experimenter expectation bias (the participant might be inclined otherwise
to respond favorably to the experimenter in self-rated analysis) and which can be analyzed for
reliability with blind comparisons of multiple raters.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Comparison of eye use patterns across conditions. (a) Participant talking about
photo and interacting with dial in tangible condition. (b) The same interactions in the
direct-touch condition.
In contrast to our expectations, post study analysis of all three data collections did not re-
veal any significant differences between the two conditions. Furthermore, the log data, count
for incidence of surface and device monitoring as well as scores given by independent raters
were virtually identical across conditions. In consequence our data did not allow to draw any
conclusions how tangibility might affect patterns of eye use during interaction with an otherwise
direct-touch interface. Looking closely at Figure 4.9 might suggest a simple explanation for these
results; since our setup (relatively large display, small interface elements for navigation) and the
task (photo-talk) are extremely visual it is reasonable to assume that the displayed information
was dominant in this task. In consequence, should an effect exist that can be accredited to tan-
gibility in the context of eyes-free usage, it was overshadowed by other aspects of our particular
application scenario.
It might be tempting to try to isolate the effects of tangibility further in order to get a more
accurate measurement of its benefits. For example, one could construct a similar experiment
where physical interface and graphics are not directly (physically) co-located (an approach taken
in [WWJ+09]). We chose not to do this because we were interested in how well tangibles work
within the context of surface computing and therefore the co-located graphics are an essential
aspect.
It remains open for debate whether measured effects that might be overshadowed by an in-
tegral aspect of the type of systems we’re looking at (co-located graphics) can be transfered or
generalized into real world settings. Re-visiting our earlier example of driving a car might be
helpful in this context. Here clearly the physicality of the controls has an important impact on the
safety of the vehicle’s operation. It is important though that learning how to drive a car requires a
lot of training and many sequences are repeated countless times. Repeating certain activities is a
key aspect in motor learning and an irreplaceable one. Of course the tactile feedback provided by
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the controls plays an important role in the moment of interaction but when re-collecting our own
initial attempts at driving a car most of us would agree that this aspect alone does not suffice.
Of course this raises questions whether many of the qualities often accredited to tangible in-
terface artifacts can be translated to a hybrid tangible / interactive surfaces context. For further
reading we would also like to draw the readers attention to two recent studies which compared
pure direct-touch interfaces with hybrid interfaces in multi-media navigation scenarios. While the
former study [TKR+08] could not find experimental differences across the two conditions, the lat-
ter study reports statistically significant efficiency benefits for the tangible condition [WWJ+09].
While this question warrants further research and is certainly an interesting one we would argue
that the usage of tangibles in this context should be considered carefully in future applications.
Also claims about assumed benefits of tangibility should be treated with care.
4.5.2 Flexibility
Because we are using tangible input devices (physical objects and touch surfaces) to manipulate
virtual things, people bring with them many experiences from the physical world. Due to the
almost unconstrained freedom of interaction we have in the real world, it is easy to frustrate
or confuse users through a disparity of performed action and system response. To clarify, one
should consider the following example often observed during our user studies. Participants often
raised the complaint that the arrangement of photos on the calendar is fixed and linear (sometimes
causing manual effort to reach chronologically distant events) they also expressed the wish for
some sort of zooming mechanism many times simultaneously lifting the handle off the table to
indicate how this could be implemented. When using tangibles as input devices it is practically
impossible to anticipate all possible expected (ab)-uses of the device.
Consequently, it is easy to generate an unexpected or confusing system response. It is neces-
sary to consider these physical experiences and to try and match the effect of a person’s actions
with their expectations. Although more studies would be necessary to further investigate this
issue, the authors hunch is that consistency and externalization of rules is a key issue here. For
example, participants responded well to limitations through mechanical constraints, possibly be-
cause they understood certain manipulations are impossible with this particular device. Other
interactions that are mechanically possible (such as lifting the device or tilting it), but were not
sensed, could be observed repeatedly. Often complemented by user comments on what event the
particular manipulation should trigger in the virtual interface.
4.5.3 Summary
In summary we have showcased many interesting aspects of physical handles for interaction in
the context of surface computing. In particular we have demonstrated how tangible elements
can help to enable richer interaction strategies through their physical affordances, how 3D shape
and mechanical constraints can make hybrid interfaces more approachable, easier to learn and
how they invite for exploration. We have also explored other characteristics and benefits often
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accredited to tangibles such as their suitability for bi-manual interaction and eyes-free operation.
However, here we could not find experimental evidence for an actual benefit when compared
to direct-touch interfaces. Finally we highlighted how tangible interface elements share similar
problems in terms of flexibility with gesture-based interfaces.
From our exploration into hybrid interaction on tabletops we can distill the following key
aspects to inform the next steps in our research endeavor:
• Physical affordances make system functionality more accessible for exploration. Physical
handles also seem to encourage learning through experimentation.
• The 3D nature inherently possessed by tangibles, externalize some of the functionality built
into the system. This can mitigate learning and memorization issues.
• Tactile feedback and mechanical constraints can afford a richer interaction vocabulary.
• Sensing and differentiating of fine-grained manipulations can be a limiting factor.
• Predefined mappings from sensed input to system behavior can also pose a problem in
respect to flexibility.
Chapter 5
Discussion
In Chapters 3, 4 we discussed two interaction paradigms typical for many tabletop applica-
tions; gesture-based [Min84, ZM98] and tangible interaction [IU97, UI00]. Tabletop settings
often lack keyboards and mice, therefore performing complex commands can be challenging
[SRF+06, MCP+06]. It seems promising to use gestures for command invocation [WB03]. Many
interesting interaction techniques and applications based on this principle have been demon-
strated [MHPW06, WB03, WSR+06, FS05, WMW09]. The gesture-based interaction paradigm
is a promising candidate to address the special design constraints imposed by the tabletop char-
acteristics, such as orientation (text and otherwise), coordination of (multi-user) interaction
[KCSG03] and lack of standard input devices. Gesture-based input allows for an immediate
interaction, the possibility to directly touch information and spatial coupling of input and output.
Also the possibility to design applications without abstract menu or command interfaces seems
promising in terms of learnability and general ease of use. However, many gesture-based appli-
cations have been designed ad-hoc and little knowledge about how to design such interfaces is
available. Furthermore, studies have revealed that too complex gesture sets can be challenging
for the user and hard to remember (especially for interactions that are not performed on a regular
basis) [HTB+07].
Our own studies of the gesture-based interaction style using a prototypical application for col-
laborative problem solving confirmed some of the assumptions often claimed in favor of gesture-
based interaction. In particular the low learning threshold for novice users. Another positive
aspect of this interaction style is the possibility to design more organic or pseudo-physical inter-
faces and thereby create a tighter coupling between the digital and physical domain. However,
our experiences with the BrainStorm system (cf 3.1, [HTB+07]) and other gesture-based proto-
types unveiled several issues with this approach. Two aspects seem to be especially problematic;
due to the lack of feed-forward (visualization of possible commands before gesture registration)
many participants had difficulties in memorizing certain gestures - a problem that is likely to
become even more severe in systems with a higher complexity and more commands.
Based on our observations the lack of flexibility was the most severe issue. Here the need
to recognize a pre-defined set of gestures and the need to map these gestures to scripted system
response seems to be fundamentally problematic. One might argue that our gestures were not
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designed well enough and some of the problems we encountered in terms of user frustration
could indeed be mitigated through additional feedback or better interface design. Although recent
work by Wobbrock et al. [WMW09] has yielded interesting results from user defined gestures on
tabletop computers, it remains debatable whether statically defined gestures and scripted gesture-
command mappings are a good fit as an interaction style, especially when compared to the rich,
flexible and often dynamically adaptive ways in which we engage with real-world objects and
how we use these to solve problems or make use of them.
Tangible interaction [IU97, UI00] promises to design richer interactions making use of man-
ual dexterity and motor skills. The 3D nature of many physical objects affords specific ways
of usage and as such helps to mitigate learnability and long-term memorization issues [Cla00].
Many researchers have speculated that motor memory would bear efficiency benefits over other
interaction styles (e.g., [RS00]) (although experimental evidence thereof is lacking as of now).
Finally many positive aspects for embodied interaction and social interaction (e.g., access alloca-
tion, shareability) have been accredited to tangible interaction [HB06, BSK+05]. One drawback
of tangible interaction is the need for special purpose devices as well as sensing hard- and soft-
ware. In order to optimally exploit physical affordances one would have to custom build many
different devices for every conceivable application. Furthermore, the flexibility and richness
of interaction undoubtedly a quality of physical objects can be severely limited by the sensing
scheme utilized. Interaction with real-world objects is often not restricted to simply functional
modifications but consists of a myriad of nuances. For example, it might not be enough to be able
to sense if an object has been touched in some situations but how it has been touched in order
to correctly deduce the users intention. Even if sensing of interactions was not a problem, the
recorded data still needs to be interpreted and mapped to some kind of response on the systems
side. These mappings are usually designed and implemented a priori and might not appropriately
capture the users intention in every situation.
Our experiences from Photohelix [HBB07, HK09] and other hybrid prototypes [TKR+08,
Hil07, HWTB07] revealed interesting but not entirely unambiguous results. Our designs were
received well by user study participants and the tangible aspects were commented on as being
“natural” to use, easy to learn and also “more fun” than purely digital interfaces. We could also
observe how the usage of tangible objects enables richer manipulations and also re-purposing
or re-designing of interaction elements – of course only to a limited degree, restricted by the
limitations of the virtual interface. But it is noteworthy that we could not, across several user
studies, unearth any experimental evidence for or against some of the claimed benefits of tangible
input devices on digital tabletops (listed in 4.1) over pure direct-touch interfaces. However, in 4.5
we discussed and showcased several interesting aspects of physicality in hybrid interfaces such
as the Photohelix that warrant further investigation of this interaction paradigm.
The tangible interaction paradigm suffers from similar limitations as the gesture-based inter-
action style discussed in Chapter 3 in the context of flexibility. Although we have seen how the
physical handle enabled richer manipulations and various strategies as how exactly an object can
be manipulated in the end these manipulations have to be sensed and mapped to events in the
graphical user interface. In other words the recognition and interpretation bottleneck persists.
Mechanical constraints and possibly actuation can mitigate this problem somehow but can not do
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away with the more fundamental problem of scripted and predefined system behavior. This con-
straint suffers from the asymmetry in knowledge about the systems innards. While the developer
knows (and defines) the rules of system behavior the user has to rely on system feedback to make
sense of these rules. In the real world we all have developed an understanding about the laws
of physics, through schooling and through first hand experience – therefore it is much easier to
predict the behavior of individual objects and that of more complex mechanisms.
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Part III
A New Model for Tabletop Interaction
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In the first two parts of this thesis we explored interaction styles for tabletop computing
based on a literature review (cf. Chapter 2) followed by our own explorations and the analysis
thereof (Part II). As discussed in 5 we have seen that both gesture-based and tangible (or hybrid)
interaction are viable options for tabletop computing applications. We have also uncovered some
limitations for both paradigms. Primarily aspects of physicality in our prototypes have shown to
be valuable. Real world resemblance of on-screen elements such as the pseudo-physical gestures
and behavior in the case of BrainStorm (cf. 3) and physical affordances of tangible artifacts in the
case of Photohelix (cf. 4). However, both approaches were limited by the lack of flexibility in the
interface which is caused by pre-programmed or scripted behavior of virtual interface elements.
In the following Part we discuss a new model for tabletop interaction that aims to combine
the important aspects of physicality and flexibility in a coherent way. A model that increases the
interaction fidelity of direct-touch interfaces beyond the “finger-as-cursor model” while main-
taining a maximum of flexibility and ridding the interface of scripted and static behavior. This
model is based on two fundamental concepts:
• Allowing users to make use of their full manual dexterity when interacting with virtual
worlds by enabling rich interactions with multiple fingers and whole hands, both hands at
the same time and also through physical objects.
• Making virtual objects feel more real so that users can apply real world knowledge to ma-
nipulate virtual objects and apply various manipulation strategies as they see fit. Realistic
behavior of virtual objects may also help to make interfaces easier to explore and discover
functionality. In our interaction model the rules that apply to virtual objects are similar to
those of the real world.
One important precondition for this new model is hardware capable of sensing these rich
ways of direct-touch interaction. Our own early explorations have been carried out with tabletop
hardware with sensing capabilities limited to two contact points. Furthermore, the used Smart-
boards [SMA03] only provide a single x,y coordinate for each touching object thus poorly ap-
proximating the shape and size of contacts – that is not differentiating between a flat hand and
a fingertip for example. These limitations have shown in various ways during our explorations.
For example, effectively limiting Photohelix to a single-user application. Another effect of these
limitations prevented users from assuming a more natural posture for handwriting in Brainstorm
(i.e., holding down the sheet of paper with the flat of one hand and writing with the other hand).
Emerging tabletop hardware promises to address these limitations by sensing multiple points
of contact (such as fingertips) simultaneously and whole hands or even the outlines of objects –
both of hands and of other physical objects – in contact with the display surface. Enabling multi-
ple users to interact with the system simultaneously and enabling individual users to interact with
the system in more natural and flexible ways, applying different manipulation strategies similar
to interactions with the real world. To provide an overview of available hardware platforms and
approaches to rich interactive surface sensing we discuss solutions proposed and demonstrated
by the research community and products now being offered by various companies in Chapter 6.
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After the related work we discuss our own interactive surface prototype capable of sensing multi-
ple simultaneous contacts by fingers, hands and objects in Section 6.2, followed by a comparison
and assessment of various sensing approaches in Section 6.3.
In Chapter 7 we then discuss our interaction model combining rich input from interactive
surface hardware with a 3D environment powered by a gaming physics simulation. We describe
various iterations of the model and discuss trade-offs between implementation alternatives. We
showcase some of the compelling interactions enabled by this new model. Finally we discuss
results and observations from a lab-based user study. This study revealed interesting insights into
users’ reactions to our new model for tabletop interaction.
During our evaluations of this model we discovered one major limitation. Because sensing
in most surface hardware is optimized toward detecting on-surface contact and to discriminate it
from fingers and other objects above the surface, the sensed data is usually 2D. In contrast, our
proposed model is based on a gaming physics engine which is inherently 3D. Here the mismatch
of input and output dimensionality is a fundamental limitation in manipulating objects using the
third dimension. When interacting in the real world we routinely manipulate objects in 3D – even
on tables – such as leafing through the pages of a book, stacking objects on top of each other or
holding sheets of paper in various ways to reveal or hide content from others. The mismatch
of sensed input and displayed graphics makes some of the simplest real-world actions such as
stacking objects or placing them in containers difficult if not impossible using these interfaces.
In Chapter 8 we discuss several emerging display and sensing technologies that allow to,
simultaneously, project a stable image onto the surface and image through the display to capture
the users’ hands at a greater distance than possible in traditional setups. Allowing us to develop
techniques that include the space above the tabletop into the interaction with the digital realm.
This part of the thesis is then concluded by a chapter on a technique based on these emerg-
ing display technologies developed to enable interactions on the surface and above the surface
(Chapter 9). Our goal has been to define a technique that feels as natural and as direct as possible,
giving users the sense they are actually lifting the objects off the surface. We chart the evolution
of this technique, implemented on two rear projection-vision prototypes. Both use special projec-
tion screen materials to allow sensing at significant depths beyond the display surface. Existing
and new computer vision techniques are employed to detect hand gestures and poses to allow
object manipulation in 3D.
Chapter 6
Technical Foundation
“People who are really serious about software should make their own hardware.”
Alan D. Kay
6.1 Multi-touch Input Technologies
Digital tabletops share many commonalities with regular (often single user) touchpads. Early
research into multi-touch capable touchpads has been undertaken by Lee, Buxton and Smith in
1985 [LBS85]. Their digitizer is capable of detecting multiple fingers simultaneously with an
array of capacitive proximity sensors (the fingers serve as the second plate of the capacitor). In
addition to the location of fingertips the hardware is capable of approximating pressure values
through the increase of capacitance as the fingertip flattens against the sensors surface. Many
tabletop systems that have been proposed later to support co-located multi user collaboration
are based on the same capacitive sensing principle. For example, DiamondTouch [DL01] and
SmartSkin [Rek02] are based on this idea and are discussed in detail later in this chapter along-
side other systems that stand for this first category of tabletop hardware: embedded multi-touch
sensing (Section 6.1.1).
Another way to sense contact with a digitally enhanced surface is through computer vision.
Usually a camera is pointed directly at the users hand or a camera is positioned behind a pro-
jection screen. Vision algorithms are then used to detect fingers and other objects touching
the screen. One of the earliest vision systems for full hand interaction is Krueger’s VIDEO-
PLACE [KGH85] a system that combines a participants live video image with computer gen-
erated graphics. A video image of the user’s hand is segmented and used as input for various
aesthetic and practically motivated applications. VIDEOPLACE allows for full hand interaction
and does not introduce abstract concepts such as pointers. Wellner’s DigitalDesk system [Wel93]
uses thresholding techniques to differentiate a pointing finger from a cluttered background. Con-
tact with the desks surface is detected using a microphone built into the surface. The system
demonstrated rich interaction techniques with real paper and virtual elements projected onto the
desk. Later many systems have explored various ways of detecting when users touch a display
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surface, in many cases using some kind of infrared illumination scheme and image thresholding
technique. Examples are Matsushita and Rekimoto’s HoloWall [MR97] or Wilson’s PlayAny-
where [Wil05] system. These and other vision-based approaches are discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 6.1.2.
Categorizing the different approaches is not only interesting for classification purposes but
also and more important has significant impact on interaction styles that are enabled or restricted
by the properties of the hardware and its chosen sensing approach. The properties of these dif-
ferent classes of devices typically support one interaction style well while they sometimes are
limiting for others as we have seen in Chapters 3 and 4. Furthermore, novel sensing develop-
ments will always directly impact the user experience as they change how users can interact with
the system. Therefore new interaction techniques are sometimes enabled by novel sensing ap-
proaches as in the case for our new model for tabletop interaction (Chapter 7 – or they trigger
the development and refinement of novel hardware, as is the case with our interaction technique
discussed in Chapter 9.
To gain an even better understanding of the properties of this kind of interactive devices
we discuss our own experiences from building such a vision-based sensor in Section 6.2. This
chapter is then concluded by a discussion of the pros and cons of the respective approaches
categorized and discussed here in Section 6.3.
6.1.1 Embedded Multi-Touch Sensing
In the following sections we discuss several systems that use embedded sensors to detect touch
in different ways. The main advantage of embedding the sensing infrastructure into the display
surface is the enabled form-factor. Devices using embedded sensing can be placed onto, or build
into, a normal table allowing users to sit comfortably around the table while resting their feet
underneath it.
Capacitive Sensing
Touchpads that can sense multiple fingers were first presented by Lee, Buxton and Smith in
1985 [LBS85]. The digitizer tablet was composed of a matrix of small metal plates, each serv-
ing as capacitive proximity sensor where the finger and metal sensor serve as the two plates of
a capacitor. A row and column scheme was used to read the capacitance between finger and
sensor. The system was capable of accurately determining the position of several simultaneously
touching finger tips. In addition the system could approximate pressure applied by each finger
as the capacitance changes with the finger tip flattening against the surface. The authors also
provide early motivation why multi-touch capabilities are indeed wishful. Examples given are
a polyphonic piano simulation or graphical applications where each contact point controls one
parameter of a multi-parametric command simultaneously. The ability to sense pressure could be
used to introduce a hover state in cursor control applications usually missing from most touch-
pads. The system was designed as pure input device and all graphical output was displayed on
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an additional monitor. Hence, the digitizer lacked one crucial property essential for tabletop
systems; the direct spacial coupling of input and output.
Utilizing a similar sensing scheme but adding direct coupling of input and information dis-
play is the DiamondTouch system by Dietz and Leigh [DL01]. Developed as a prototype by
Mitsubishi Electronics Research Laboratories (MERL) it is now available as commercial prod-
uct. At this stage units are still hand produced and costly. More information is available online 1.
The DiamondTouch system is an early example of single display groupware (SDG) [SBD99]
– a term now commonly applied to most tabletop applications supporting multiple users. The
digitizer is composed of a lattice of antennas embedded in a projection screen. The antennas
couple capacitively with the finger of users upon touch, again enabling the accurate detection of
multiple simultaneous touches. In addition to other systems DiamondTouch hardware is capable
of identifying individual users. In order to do so users are also coupled to a receiver through a
capacitor plate embedded in the chairs around the table. By driving each of the antennas with
a unique signal the system is able to discriminate which finger belongs to which user offering
unique interaction possibilities. The system uses time-division multiplexing to cycle through
the rows and columns of antennas. Therefore the provided signal only yields the margins of a
contact region. A user touching with two or more fingers produces an ambiguous signal leaving
room for several interpretations of the actual contact position. In these cases the system only
reports an axis-aligned bounding box around the area touched by the user. This limitation also
has implications on the interaction techniques that have been proposed for DiamondTouch sys-
tems. Another drawback is the fact that the sensing surface is completely opaque and requires
top-down projection to produce an image. This increases the size of the system and causes oc-
clusions from hands and forearms when users interact digital information shown on the table’s
surface. However, it is noteworthy that this system has been used in many research projects and
tabletop studies. In consequence the DiamondTouch system has a significant impact on both
interaction techniques and the communities understanding of tabletop computing in general.
Also based on the capacitive coupling principle is Rekimoto’s SmartSkin [Rek02]. Smart-
Skin uses a grid of 72, 100 mm square sensors rather then the 160 + 96 (256), 5 mm-wide strips
in DiamondTouch. The sensors measure the electrode’s self-capacitance, or capacitance from
electrode to ground (other touchpads such as the DiamondTouch system often measure mutual-
capacitance between electrodes). This self-capacitance changes when a grounded conductive
object approaches the electrode and concentrates electric field lines. As a conductive object ap-
proaches one of the sensors the signal drops and the system can defer proximity to the object.
Applying bicubic interpolation over its sensor values the system can produce a higher resolution
proximity map. In a later stage computer vision techniques are used to process this proximity
map and detect multiple contacts and complex contact regions as well as an approximation of the
distance between the surface and conductive objects such as hands. This approach enables richer
interactions not limited to the fingertips as it provides more detailed sensing data including out-
lines of whole hands or forearms in contrast to a simple bounding box. However, the system can
not determine which user is in contact with the surface. The paper also briefly discusses several
interesting interaction techniques. For example, exploiting the ability to determine proximity to
1http://www.circletwelve.com/home.html - verified 13/1/2009
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implement a hover state in mouse based interactions. Another example makes use of the available
rich shape information, interpreting the sensor data as potential fields where approaching objects
(hands, forearms) repel virtual objects (See Figure 6.1).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.1: Smartskin [Rek02] shape based interaction techniques. (a) Objects approach-
ing the surface create a potential field virtual objects are repelled. (b) Users can interact
with multiple fingers and both hands. (c) Entire arms can be used to gather several objects
at once.
Wayne Westerman describes a similar sensing scheme in his dissertation [Wes99] albeit in
a different form factor. This work has been the foundation for various products that have been
commercially available from FingerWorks such as the iGesturePad [Fin08]. FingerWorks now
has ceased operation. The hardware was aimed at replacing conventional keyboards and therefore
had a similar size (20 cm x 40 cm). The sensor Matrix had a higher resolution than the Smart-
Skin system (using 1600 electrodes plates). Making use of the high resolution proximity map
generated by the hardware Westerman also details a variety of advanced computer vision algo-
rithms that reliably detect and discriminate multiple simultaneous finger contacts. The thesis also
introduces techniques to differentiate palms from fingers and identification of individual fingers
in order to improve text input experience and performance. Finally, the system allowed to per-
form various gestures to control high degree of freedom graphical applications without removing
the hands from the touchpad.
Resistive Sensing
Most traditional single-touch screens are based on the resistive sensing principle. This involves
two resistive thin, metallic layers embedded in the screen itself. These layers are usually sepa-
rated by a thin air gap. When an object touches the screen the two layers connect and a voltage
change can be measured using two electrodes (X&Y ) and interpreted as touch event. Being based
on pressure, resistive touch screens can be used with non-conductive objects such as styli or
gloved hands. However, touchscreens based on resistive sensing need to be calibrated (some-
times calibration needs to be repeated routinely) and more important usually do not support
multi-touch. In general if two fingers are in contact with the screen the barycenter between those
points will be reported as cursor position.
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Several multi-touch devices have been produced commercially, although their exact mech-
anism of operation is not always known both the JazzMutant Lemur [Jaz08] and the Tactiva
TactaPad [Tac05] seem to apply a variation of resistive sensing that enables multi-touch detec-
tion and in case of the TactaPad also pressure sensitivity.
Optical Sensing
One major advantage of embedded sensing is the compact form factor this approach enables. By
embedding some kind of electronics into the actual surface no space underneath is required as it
is the case with most camera based systems (see Section 6.1.2). However, most systems that are
based on sensing electrical signals use an opaque surface material to cover the sensing electronics
from view (and to shield users from electric currents). In consequence these systems have to rely
on top down projection in order to produce visuals. This reduces the compactness of the setup
significantly and also yields a variety of other problems such as occlusion caused by the users
hands and forearms (or even heads when users try to lean over the display in order to inspect
information up close). Recently a new approach to interactive surface sensing has emerged. In
order to fully integrate sensing and graphical output researchers have begun to embed optical
sensing capabilities into regular thin form factor displays (e.g., a laptop’s LCD display) and other
compact setups.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.2: (a) Thinsight [HIB+07] embedded optical multi-touch sensing. (b) schematic of
sensing principle using retro-reflective optosensors. (c) tangible interaction demonstrated
on second generation prototype [IBH+08]
Thinsight [HIB+07] is a new approach, fully integrated into a thin form factor, to sensing
multiple fingers and physical objects in front of or on top of a regular LCD display (see Figure 6.2
a). In order to image through the display and identify fingers and objects custom built hardware
has been embedded behind the LCD panel. At the core of the system is a grid of retro-reflective
optosensors (see Figure 6.2 b). These devices serve two functions: IR-light is shown through
the display by small IR-emitters; the optosensors also contain photodiodes sensitive to IR light
optically isolated from the emitters. Any IR reflective object in front of the display will reflect
the light back through the display where it can be picked-up by the detector. The result of all the
emitter / detector pairs in the grid is essentially a low resolution image of the scene in front of the
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display in the infrared spectrum. Several interpolation and smoothing techniques are discussed
in the paper in order to attain an image suitable to reliably detect hands and other IR-reflective
objects. Furthermore, Thinsight is capable of two-way communication with devices in front of
the display via suitably modulated IR light. For example, data could be transmitted using the
established IrDa protocol from the display to handheld devices. In the other direction a remote
pointing device equipped with an IR LED can be used to send data (e.g., specific commands)
to the display. This is even possible at the same time as sensing multi-touch input. The initial
prototype was restricted in its size, so that only a small fraction of the display was active. In
a later publication [IBH+08] this initial proof-of-concept was extended to a larger form factor
where the entire visible area of a 21” LCD panel was able to sense touch input. Beyond scaling
the sensing technique to a larger screen-size the authors present several interaction techniques
making use of the system’s unique capabilities. Applications demonstrated included a painting
application working with fingers and reflective brushes and palettes. Besides passive objects
where presence detection is sufficient, also detection of object class based on shape heuristics
is demonstrated (e.g., the color palette). Finally, object instance identification based on passive,
reflective or active, IR-emitting markers (see Figure 6.2 c) has been shown.
Sidesight [BIH08] uses a similar sensing scheme enabling touch input around devices wit
a small screen such as mobile phones. The idea is to avoid occluding information shown on
the display while providing users with richer interaction techniques that make use of the space
around the device. The system uses infrared proximity sensors embedded along the sides of the
device to detect fingers and to track their position. A proof of concept image manipulation and
menu selection application showcases the interactions enabled by the technology.
6.1.2 Vision-Based Multi-Touch Sensing
A second strategy to implement multi-touch capable hardware is to use cameras and computer
vision techniques to detect fingertips and other objects. Vision-based systems can loosely be
grouped into two categories; “direct” systems, where cameras are aimed directly at the users
hands, and “indirect” systems where cameras (usually behind a projection screen) observe
changes in an image taken from the surface itself. Vision-based approaches have been tremen-
dously popular and proved to be powerful in many projects proposed in the literature. One reason
is that the sensor – a digital camera – is readily procurable and yields results quickly. A second
compelling advantage is the flexibility and power of computer vision techniques that can be har-
nessed in vision-based sensing.
Hand and Gesture Recognition
One of the earliest examples of computer vision techniques in natural hand gesture human
computer interaction are several projects by Myron Krueger and colleagues. In VIDEO-
PLACE [KGH85] users stand in front of a blank, wall-sized screen (see Figure 6.3 a). Camera
images are segmented by the system so to attain a silhouette of the users hand or even entire
body (see Figure 6.3 b + c). The outlines of captured objects are then projected back onto the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3: (a) The VIDEOPLACE [KGH85] installation. (b) users could interact with
virtual objects with their entire body. (c) Outlines of hands were segmented from the back-
ground and used in the interaction.
screen and augmented with computer graphics or used to interact with virtual objects. This tech-
nique and similar ones have been demonstrated in purely artistic contexts and applications such
as remote communication between two VIDEOPLACES.
Wellner’s Digital Desk [Wel93] is an early example of a vision based tabletop system. The
system uses frame differencing of thresholded images in order to segment fingers from a cluttered
background (a regular work desk see Figure 6.4 a). A microphone is then used to determine when
users tap the surface of the desk to indicate a “click”. Several interesting applications have been
shown that merged the physical items on the desk with virtual objects projected onto the table
from above, such as a virtual calculator displayed next to a printed spreadsheet. Figures from the
spreadsheet may be used as input to the digital calculator by simply pointing with a pen. The
Digital Desk still serves as a source of inspiration for many recent tabletop projects.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: (a) Wellner’s DigitalDesk setup on the left. Example applications include a pro-
jected calculator alongside a printed spreadsheet and copying printed information through
simple gestures. (b) PlayAnywhere’s compact and mobile setup. Bi-Manual map manipu-
lations enabled by optical flow motion estimation.
Wilson demonstrates several interesting advancements to the direct vision-based approach in
the PlayAnywhere [Wil05] system, a compact portable front-projected and vision-based tabletop
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prototype. A commercially available short throw projector is augmented with an IR illuminant
and an off-axis mounted camera equipped with a matching IR-pass filter. Several computer-vision
techniques are demonstrated to detect touch/no-touch events, detect and track visual barcodes
(position and orientation), track pages of regular paper as well as a novel algorithm to interact
with on-screen objects through the calculation of motion-flow rather than tracking of individual
fingertips (Figure 6.4 b). Touch detection is accomplished through IR shadow tracking. Changes
in the shape of shadows casted by fingers are heuristically evaluated. As a finger approaches
the surface the distance between finger and shadow decreases, ultimately the finger occludes its
own shadow. This approach only works for one finger per hand. In order to enable more fluid
interactions with virtual information using multiple fingers or even whole hands a novel algorithm
to calculate optical flow from the captured image is detailed. Instead of tracking discrete contact
points, simple statistics about changes in the image are calculated, and areas of motion at the
location of virtual objects are integrated into a continuous position and orientation transform.
The visual touchpad [ML04] system follows a similar idea but features more robust finger
tracking and an extensive set of gestures on and above the touchpad. The disparity of two, off-axis
cameras is used to track fingers and calculate the height above a low-cost “touchpad” (basically
a black cardboard rectangle). After background subtraction to isolate hand contours, the system
uses heuristics to label fingers and calculate their 2D orientation allowing for multi-touch in-
put as well as multi-finger gesture recognition. Several interaction techniques are demonstrated
that enable fluid and bi-manual interaction in photo manipulating, finger painting and text input
scenarios.
Indirect Multi-Touch Recognition
In the last few years a second approach to vision based sensing has enjoyed great popularity in the
research community and in commercially available products: “indirect” vision systems. The key
aspects here are an IR illumination scheme and a camera pointed at the projection screen from
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5: (a) HoloWall illumination and sensing scheme on top. Bi-manual and multi-user
interaction on bottom . (b) FTIR screen as seen by the camera. Two-handed multi-touch
interaction enabled by the approach. (c) The approach scales to large wall-sized displays.
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behind or underneath. Touch events are not detected via directly segmenting hands and fingertips
against the background and using second measurements (microphones, stereo disparity). Instead,
these systems use a diffusive projection screen and the reflectiveness of skin in the IR spectrum
to detect when the surface is being touched.
Matsushita and Rekimoto’s HoloWall [MR97] is an early and typical example for this ap-
proach. The HoloWall is a wall size interactive display. It consists of a regular sheet of glass
coated with a semi-opaque, diffuse projection screen. Behind the wall an IR light source and
a video camera equipped with an IR cut-off filter are installed (only letting light pass above a
wavelength of 840nm). A diffuse projection screen in front of the wall shields objects from
the camera’s view. Unless an IR reflective object - human skin is roughly 20% IR reflective -
is brought into close vicinity of the glass. Depending on the selected threshold, objects close
enough (0 to 30 cm) reflect some of the IR light back through the screen and therefore become
visible to the camera (Figure 6.5 a). Not only fingers but any IR reflective object can be sensed,
for example objects tagged with a 2D barcode can be located and identified. The system can de-
tect many contact points simultaneously and because of the camera’s location occlusion problems
are mitigated.
Also relying on sensing in the IR domain, Han demonstrated a simply albeit robust scheme
based on frustrated total internal reflection [Han05] (FTIR). When light encounters an interface
between media with different indices of refraction the light becomes refracted and remains within
the medium with the higher index of refraction. This phenomenon is the basis for all optical light-
guides. However, another material in contact with the interface between the two materials can
change the index of refraction and frustrate the total internal reflection, causing light to escape
the waveguide at this point.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: (a) Multiple tradeshow visitors interacting with a custom made, multi-touch
enabled tourist guide application. (b) The table in the show room at IFA 2007 in Berlin.
(c) A virtual tourist guide for the city of Berlin has been developed and deployed on the
multi-touch table.
The approach uses an IR edge-lit sheet of acrylic as waveguide. Fingers touching the panel
cause IR light to escape and reflect it back through the screen where a camera equipped with an
IR -pass filter detects this scattered light (Figure 6.5 c + d). Simple computer vision techniques
are used to detect fingertips and multiple contact points can be tracked at interactive rates across
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video frames. This system caught the attention of many researchers and DIY enthusiasts alike.
Due to its relative simplicity and ease of construction a multitude of devices in various form
factors and for different application domains have been built based on this approach. For example,
we have built our own multi-touch table based on FTIR together with a Berlin based company
(Foresee2). The table was exhibited in a public showroom at the IFA tradeshow in September
2007 (see Figure 6.6). One limitation of the FTIR approach is the requirement for touching
objects to be soft and slightly wet, such as skin. Therefore the system cannot detect objects made
from hard material (e.g., a coffee mug) or detect visual markers such as barcodes. Furthermore
the approach requires some form of compliant surface that allows to project virtual imagery onto
the waveguide without getting in the way of the FTIR effect.
6.1.3 Other Tabletop Hardware
SMART’s DViT [Mar95, SMA03] uses four IR cameras to detect the location of up to two finger-
tips or pens in contact with a large vertical screen. This limitation can make collaboration on the
same screen difficult - from the users perspective this limitation appears arbitrary. Furthermore,
contacts close to each other or right on one of the diagonals are often not tracked correctly. The
device is marketed as vertical, kiosk-style display and SMART have not released software ex-
plicitly making use of the multi-touch capabilities. Nonetheless, SMART’s DViT technology has
been used in a number of research applications including Interface Currents [HCS06] and also
our own work detailed in Chapters 3 and 4. Furthermore the DViT Technology plays an important
role in the i-LAND project [SlH+99] and particularly the InteracTable c©and the DynaWall c©(see
also Figure 6.7 a).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: (a) SmartBoards and other direct-touch enabled surfaces in the i-Land
project.(b) GelForce sensing principle and visualizations of the force-field produced by tan-
gible objects and multiple hands interacting with the sensor.
In contrast to most vision-based touch systems, which can only determine the position, shape,
or area of contact, the GelForce system of Vlack et al. [VMK+05, KVM+05] measures the trac-
2http://www.foresee.biz
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tion force applied to the touchpad. The system tracks a dense array of colored markers embedded
in a block of clear silicone to determine the traction field. Since the system detects deformation
due to both pressure on the surface as well as lateral forces, it can be used for both isotonic
and isometric input. This ability makes the device appropriate for both position and rate control
(Figure 6.7 b).
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6.2 Liquid Displacement Sensing
In this section we describe a new technique for rapidly prototyping multi-touch and object sens-
ing surfaces, which carries some unique properties when compared to existing approaches. It
works by liquid displacement inside a malleable projection surface. A latex pouch is filled with
a mixture of water and black ink. The pouch serves both as projection screen and transducer for
user input. The black liquid hides the white latex surface from the camera when nothing touches
the surface. Touching objects displace the liquid and press the latex onto an acrylic or glass plate
placed underneath the surface. This reveals the shape of the touching object in bright white to
a camera mounted behind the surface. This provides both touch and pressure information and a
distinct organic quality when touched.
The system is easy to build and produces an extremely clean signal revealing multiple fingers,
whole hands and objects that can be processed using computer vision techniques. This approach
provides an even easier mechanism to build interactive surfaces than techniques such as frustrated
total internal reflection (FTIR) [Han05], requiring no Infrared (IR) lighting, no mounting of
LEDs, and no soldering to build. In this chapter we provide an overview of the technique, some
of its unique capabilities, and uncover some of the trade-offs between viscosity of liquid, surface
malleability, air pressure and the volume of liquid used. Our aim is to allow practitioners to build
and experiment with such systems more readily.
Contribution Statement: Our experiences from building and iterating several
tabltop prototypes based on the liquid displacement principle are discussed in
[HKI08]. I am the first author of this paper and I have initiated and driven the
project. David Kim helped me in building all of the iterations and contributed
many original ideas to the project. Shahram Izadi had significant input on the
design of the system as well as on writing the paper.
6.2.1 LDS Principle and Implementation
Figure 6.9 gives an overview of our setup. A camera and visible light source(s) are placed un-
derneath a sheet of acrylic or glass. In our prototype we used a 800x600mm, 5mm thick sheet
of acrylic, other transparent materials such as common glass would work as well. Black liquid
is poured onto this surface, and white latex rubber (approx. 0.4 mm thick), silicone sealant and
an alloy frame are used to form a pouch to contain the liquid and stop it from leaking. In our
experiments we used common black printer ink as the liquid.
The light is predominately absorbed by the black liquid so that almost no signal is picked up
by the camera when nothing is touching the surface. Whenever objects press onto the surface,
liquid is displaced and the white latex is moved toward the acrylic, causing light to be reflected
at points where the user is touching. The shape of the touching object becomes visible from
the underneath and can be imaged by the camera. The contrast between object contours and the
background is high as light is reflected to a much higher degree by the white latex.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.8: The capabilities of a liquid displacement table. (a) the user pressing a hand,
cellphone and tape roll onto the surface to interact. Here the objects cause the black liquid
to be displaced as the white latex is pressed onto a sheet of acrylic. This produces a bright
white imprint of the objects, which is captured by a camera placed underneath the surface.
(b) the raw unprocessed images as captured by the camera. These are also projected onto
the surface from above. Note that the approach requires near zero force to interact, and
that objects can be sensed at speed in full motion. (c) The raw image is extremely clean and
requires little post-processing; sensor data from the user pressing fingertips and whole-
hands onto the surface.
As shown in Figure 6.8, from this signal minimal computer vision algorithms are needed
to compute touch. Only lens correction, connected component analysis are needed to compute
fingertip locations. The high contrast between touching fingers and the surrounding black liquid
makes binarization, smoothing and rectification steps unnecessary. Further, the ability to capture
object outlines through the surface allows contour-based algorithms such as the Sobel filter to be
utilized.
6.2.2 Surface Material Properties
Building a sensor with the approach outlined above is straightforward and can be carried out with
limited cost and expertise (see Figure 6.10). In this section we uncover some of the trade-offs that
different material configurations can cause for the sensing fidelity. In particular, surface elasticity,
air pressure, liquid viscosity and volume of the liquid. We have experimented with many of these
aspects in order to find a ’sweet spot’ that gives us the right balance of sensing precision, display
capabilities and feel. Figure 6.11 gives an overview of the properties discussed in the following
paragraphs.
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Figure 6.9: Sensing overview. Black liquid absorbs light and hides the white latex surface
from the camera when nothing touches the surface. Touching objects (e.g., fingers) displace
the liquid, press the latex onto the acrylic or glass, causing more light to reflect, revealing
the shape of the touching object in bright white to the camera underneath.
Surface Malleability Surface malleability depends largely on the material used for the
pouch and its thickness. In order to detect fingers and other objects the material needs to be
relatively thin (we used 0.4 mm thick latex) and elastic. If the material is too thick or rigid, ob-
ject outlines can become imprecise. Furthermore, object outlines in close proximity can become
fused (Figure 6.12 (a)). Using a material that is too thin for the pouch will not block light shining
onto the surface from top and therefore reduce the image contrast and sharpness of the sensor
image. Further, thin or elastic material will deform according to the liquid motion and cause
rippling effects distortions in the projection (Figure 6.12 (b+c)).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.10: Building steps. (a) Placing the latex sheet on top of the acrylic. (b) Pouring
the black liquid into the latex pouch. (c) Final table setup with aluminum frame and silicon
sealed panel.
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Figure 6.11: Various properties to consider when building tables based on our approach
such as surface malleability and tension but also liquid type, volume and color.
Surface Tension In addition to the material qualities, surface malleability is affected by
the amount of tension used in stretching the material. More tension can reduce the rippling
and fusing effects. However, too much tension again reduces precision in sensing contours. Too
much tension prevents the liquid from filling concave holes in or between objects, for example the
archway of a palm pressed onto the table. Too little tension however, causes a delay in relaxation
of the surface (deformation hysteresis) and also leads to motion blur in the camera image (Figure
6.13, a). We achieved the best results with a mild tension that allowed depressing the surface
with nearly zero force but prevented the material to ripple or cause motion blur.
Viscosity, Color and Tint The rippling, deformation hysteresis, motion blur and fusing
effects are also directly dependent on liquid viscosity. We use water dyed printer ink but other
fluids are applicable as well. Also using substrates, such as gels is an option. In general terms,
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.12: Bridging and rippling effect. (a) Finger tips close to each other are sometimes
fused together. (b) Ripples caused by a user’s touch. (c) Distortion caused by rippling effect.
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viscosity is the resistance of liquids to flow. High viscosity fluids (e.g., crude oil) flow slower
than low viscosity fluids (e.g., water). In consequence high viscosity fluids can be used to reduce
the rippling and fusing effects. However, due to their resistance to flow they can increase motion
blur (Figure 6.13, a). We are still experimenting with viscosity but have found printer ink to be a
sufficient first step.
Equally important as viscosity are liquid color and opacity. Using a black, completely opaque
liquid has the advantage of crisp object contours and high contrast between areas being touched
and the background. However, other colors and levels of opacity are permissible, which can give
more detailed depth-based contours (e.g. see Figure 6.14 (a)).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: Motion blur caused by adhesion. (a) Finger tips and hands in motion appear
blurry. (b) Added tension in the surface and internal pouch pressure can mitigate this
problem.
Liquid Volume Precision in pressure sensing and amount of derived pressure information
largely depends on the volume of the liquid. The HapticLens [Sin97] project demonstrated how
the liquid displacement principle can be leveraged to extract relief information of objects de-
pressing a malleable surface (albeit not table sized). Increasing the liquid depth and implicitly
the liquid volume greatly extends the ability to measure pressure as shown in Figure 6.14.
Using a thick layer of partially transparent liquid allows simple approximations of pressure
using pixel intensity. However, while the resulting imagery seems promising, the increased liquid
volume can lead to high deformation of the projection surface increasing the rippling effect. As
described earlier, the water bed effect can be countered with higher surface tension and an ele-
vated brim but problems with surface deformation when touched persist, especially when several
objects touch the surface at once.
Internal Pouch Pressure A final parameter to consider is the internal pressure of the pouch.
Pressurizing the pouch makes it slightly harder to depress the surface but increases the tendency
of the liquid to fill cavities and concave elements of touching object, hence reducing fusing and
motion blur effects (Figure 6.13, b). Contours of objects appear more defined as the internal pres-
sure forces the surface material to nestle against the depressing object. Another option to control
the rippling and motion blur effects is to pressurize the pouch with air in addition to a thin layer
of liquid, so that an air gap persists between the liquid and projection screen. In combination with
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modest surface tension this prevents the surface from producing visible ripples almost entirely.
Motion blur is also suppressed effectively as the internal pressure counters adhesion between the
acrylic and pouch material, thus speeding up contact relaxation.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.14: Effect of liquid volume, opacity and color. (a) Raw image from pressure sen-
sitive version of our setup. (b) Mapping pixel intensity to a false color pressure map. (c)
Height map generated from pixel intensity values.
6.2.3 Summary
We have presented a new approach for rapidly prototyping multi-touch and object sensing sur-
faces. It works by liquid displacement inside a malleable projection surface. Our approach allows
recognition of shapes and outlines of many different objects touching the surface with high pre-
cision. The approach is near zero force, and works without additional IR illumination. This frees
practitioners from the need of cumbersome soldering or mounting of IR sources. Like FTIR
we generate a high signal-to-noise ratio, producing distinctly sharp images from the camera, and
easing the processing phase. Our approach has the following qualities:
• Soft and malleable surface that provides an organic feel when touched.
• Recognition of shapes and outlines of objects touching the surface with high precision.
• Works without additional IR illumination. This frees developers from the need of cumber-
some soldering or mounting of IR sources.
• Provides a high signal-to-noise ratio in the image, which can be used for touch detection,
contour and shape-based algorithms, and also pressure sensing. Our hope is that given the
simplicity of the approach it will prove useful to researchers and DIY enthusiasts alike,
allowing rapid experimentation with direct input tabletops.
There are of course trade-offs with the approach. Being a camera-based system means that
significant amount of free space is required behind the panel. Furthermore, the non-segmented
pouch does require the panel to be positioned horizontally. Using a liquid filled cell structure
might enable other non-horizontal and non-planar designs. Finally, the current design does not
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allow for rear-projected setups creating extra space requirements for a projector mounted above
the surface. Occlusion of projected content by users’ hands becomes a problem due to this
limitation as well.
When comparing the raw data (Figure 6.15) other sensing solutions discussed in this chapter
we can see that our approach compliments the existing range of approaches. The signal is fairly
unique, enabling advanced techniques such as pressure sensing or even some 3D shape recon-
struction to be captured from imprints of hands and other objects. However, while all sensing
approaches have their specifics one aspect spans across all approaches pictured in Figure 6.15:
They are capable of sensing multiple fingertips, whole-hands and the outline thereof. These
capabilities allow for flexible and rich interactions with the digital.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.15: (a) FTIR: produces a relatively clean image but requires processing. Only
soft, organic objects such as fingers can be sensed. No hover or depth information avail-
able. (b) Diffuse Illumination: Raw image requires more processing but a narrow range of
hover can be covered. Because light is shone through the surface physical objects reflect IR
light and can be tracked. (c) Capacitive: proximity map sampled from sensor plates and
image generated via bicubic interpolation. Provides accurate proximity measurements to
sense objects on-surface and slightly above. Physical objects can not be tracked (at least
not without augmentation). (d) Liquid Displacement Sensing: Raw data from two sensor
configurations. Signal with very high signal-to-noise ratio. Arbitrary objects can be sensed
including their outlines and, in the second configuration, pressure information can be esti-
mated.
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6.3 Chapter Summary
6.3.1 Pros and Cons of Sensing Approaches
As discussed earlier in this chapter, approaches to multi-touch sensing can loosely be catego-
rized into two categories. Both categories have advantages and disadvantages inherent to their
functional principle. Embedded sensing, and in particular capacitive sensing, is a reliable and
durable technology due to decades of engineering and refinements (i.e., its history in single-
touch devices). Capacitance sensors can be embedded in a variety of materials both opaque
(e.g., SmartSkin) and transparent (e.g., Apple iPhone) which makes this technology suitable for
screen- and projection-based setups. Furthermore, systems based on this setup can detect objects
not only in contact with the screen but also from a distance (useful for applications that require a
hover state). Touch/no-touch discrimination can be achieved wit a high reliability through choice
of an appropriate threshold. Finally, applying a projected capacitance scheme as in Diamond-
Touch enables unique identification and discrimination of multiple users. The biggest drawback
of this approach is the limited flexibility. Physical objects can not be sensed (unless equipped
with conductive antennas) nor can gloved hands or fingers be sensed. Depending on the par-
ticular implementation the type of signal and information that is available for post-processing
can be limiting as well. Most capacitance sensors only report the location of a contact point,
sometimes enriched by pressure information, but can not provide object shape information. In
summary, these approaches lend themselves best to scenarios were precision and reliability are
more important than flexibility. For example, when simple (multi-)touch detection is enough.
For vision-based systems the opposite can be said. Their biggest advantage is flexibility due
to a myriad of computer vision techniques that can be used to process and make sense of the raw
signal. In many implementations not only points of contact can be sensed but also shape, type
and even instance of objects touching the surface (using barcodes). As many systems discussed
in Section 6.1.2 demonstrate, vision-based tabletops can be the basis for many applications that
go beyond what we are used to from traditional user interfaces. Including the merging of physi-
cal and digital information, fluid multi-touch and whole-hand interactions, gaming and tangible
interactions to name just a few. However, this flexibility comes with a variety of drawbacks that
should be considered. For example, vision-based systems are in general not as robust as other
touch sensing approaches because they are subject to changes in lighting conditions and other
calibration issues which is an important hurdle to overcome for systems targeted at the mass
market or even systems that require continuous up-time in uncontrollable environments such as
public kiosks or museum installations. Camera speed, resolution and image quality all play into
the equation and can be problematic. Many commodity cameras are too slow to sense rapid
motion and other high-fidelity interactions (typical framerates are 30-60Hz while mice report up-
dates at several hundred Hz). Very fine-grained interactions can be limited due to the relatively
small resolution (which, to make matters worse, usually is inverse proportional to the framerate)
or bad image quality (e.g., caused by poor sensor sensitivity). Also, computer vision techniques
in general, have high computational costs and take away precious CPU and more recently GPU
cycles from other tasks such as rendering.
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In conclusion vision-based systems are better suited in applications where sensing flexibility
is a key concern. Particularly when experimenting with new, non-standardized interaction tech-
niques. If the capability to sense multiple cursors at once is all that is required or if reliable user
identification is unavoidable capacitance-based systems might be the better choice.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.16: (a) FTIR principle: In an edge-lit sheet of acrylic, IR light is totally inter-
nally reflected unless frustrated by a finger in contact with the medium. Scattered light is
picked up by the camera underneath. (b) Diffuse Illumination principle: Projection screen
equipped with a diffuser is lit by IR light sources from behind. Only objects in close vicinity
to the screen reflect IR light back toward the camera. (c) Liquid Displacement principle:
Black liquid absorbs light and hides the white latex surface from the camera when nothing
touches the surface. Touching objects (e.g., fingers) displace the liquid, press the latex onto
the acrylic or glass, causing more light to reflect, revealing the shape of the touching object
in bright white to the camera underneath.
Many different interactive tabletop technologies have surfaced over the years and vision-
based systems have proved particular power and flexibility, allowing for sensing capabilities that
surpass those of regular touchpads (e.g., sensing of multiple fingers and other objects). Most
systems discussed in this section place cameras and illumination behind the projection surface
(mitigating occlusion problems). The projection screen itself usually is coated with some sort of
diffuser in order to reveal projected graphics to the human eye. Optical sensing usually happens
in the IR light spectrum to avoid interference from ambient lighting and the projected image.
In general two illumination schemes have proved themselves particularly well suited; diffuse
illumination and FTIR (see Figure 6.16 a,b) many examples exist in research and commercially
available products begin to appear for both approaches [Mic08, SMA09, Per06]. Furthermore, we
have presented an alternative approach to vision-based multi-touch and object sensing surfaces
(cf. Section 6.2 and Figure 6.16 c).
6.3.2 How Hardware Matters
In the previous sections we gave a detailed overview of available hardware approaches – both
from the literature (Section 6.1) and our own approach (Section 6.2). This detailed discussion of
hardware solutions might seem excessive for a thesis with the goal of proposing a new model for
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tabletop interaction. However, the author is convinced that tabletop computing is a sub-field of
human computer interaction where an in-depth understanding of available hardware choices and
understanding of new developments is crucial. Never before (maybe except recent developments
in mobile phone user interfaces) were hardware and software developments so interwoven as
they are in interactive surface computing. For example, consider the recent transgression from
single- to multi-core CPUs. While this new hardware paradigm has significant impact on the
performance and also on programming paradigms – the direct impact on how users interact with
a multi-core system versus a single-core equipped system has not changed (at least not as a direct
consequence). In contrast, tabletop hardware advancements (or limitations) influence the way
humans can interact with the digital directly and inevitably.
This begins with the size of the table itself as Ryall et al. [RFSM04] observed in a study
comparing group performance in identical tasks performed on differently sized versions of the
DiamondTouch table. But it also matters how an image is produced; while front projected
systems allow for table designs that have enough space underneath the projection screen for
multiple users to sit around the table and rest their legs underneath the table, they suffer from
occlusion problems due to objects in the optical path (e.g., hands, heads). Back projected systems
mitigate the occlusion problem nicely but require more space under the projection screen which
makes them more suitable for settings in which people stand around the table. This again has an
impact on how people interact with a system. One can imagine that standing around a table would
encourage more lightweight interactions while seated arrangements could allow for longer more
in-depth work such as reading or drawing. Finally the sensing capabilities of the chosen approach
may be most important aspect. The interaction possible on a system that only recognizes one or
two touch points or pens does not lend itself toward the same interaction techniques as a system
that is capable of sensing multiple fingers, whole hands and other physical objects simultaneously.
Equally important might be whether a system can recognize multiple contacts, like many vision-
based systems, or multiple users such as the DiamondTouch table.
The influence is not unidirectional; while new developments appear in the hardware arena at
a fast pace we as a community also continuously refine what interacting with interactive surfaces
means. Therefore, we constantly refine the requirements for the design of tabletop hardware
and impose new challenges for the designers of such hardware. For example, only a few years
ago many doubted that being capable of sensing multiple points of contact was indeed necessary
or beneficial (most techniques to do so are known for decades). The onset of products (e.g.,
Microsoft Surface, iPhone, DiamondTouch) that integrate multi-touch capabilities and graphical
interfaces specifically designed for such hardware helped to create a new perspective on this issue.
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The following table summarizes some of the sensing aspects to consider when choosing a
hardware category or platform:
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Figure 6.17: Overview over most important sensing aspects of systems discussed in previous
section.
Table 6.17 gives an overview over the systems discussed in the previous sections and how they
perform in respect to the factors listed above. Equally important for the resulting user experience
are the output capabilities of tabletop systems:
Occlusions: the display may be occluded or have shadows cast upon (e.g., front or top projected
systems suffer from this problem)
Lighting: is the display still legible under various lighting conditions (projected and vision-
based systems will usually work better under controlled lighting conditions)
Viewpoint independance: does the display support a large field of view and is it orientation
independent (viewable from all sides)?
Resolution: is the display capable of displaying information at a reasonable resolution (e.g.,
impacting text legibility) - LCD based solutions will usually fare better.
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Clearly these novel hardware developments enable new interaction styles that go beyond the
cursor based interaction we are used to from regular desktops. Furthermore, our own explorations
of digital tabletop interaction were severely constraint by the limitations of the input hardware,
especially when considering our criteria of flexibility and physicality. After discussing the sensing
side of the various approaches presented in this chapter, enabling the sensing fidelity we deem
necessary, in the following chapter we introduce our new model for tabletop interaction that
makes use of the rich kind of input data provided by vision-based interactive surfaces.
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Chapter 7
Bringing Physics to the Surface
Up to this point we have discussed existing approaches to tabletop interaction. From the literature
we have distilled two particularly popular interaction styles; gesture-based and tangible interac-
tion. Studying our own prototypes based on these paradigms in Chapters 3, 4 revealed several
issues and short-comings of these approaches. Foremost, the lack of flexibility which sometimes
frustrated users. We have also observed that limitations inflicted by the hardware was a limit-
ing factor in many situations. We could clearly observe that, especially novice, users wanted to
interact with the system in richer ways than what could be sensed.
In Section 6.2 we proposed our own tabletop prototype capable of sensing rich user input.
Furthermore, both the research community [MR97, Rek02, Wil05, Wil04, Han05] and industry
[Mic08, DL01, SMA09] have demonstrated and sometimes productized setups capable of similar
sensing fidelity. In this Chapter we want to explore how this rich sensing data can be applied to
novel interaction techniques and ultimately propose a new model for tabletop interaction.
In our earlier explorations (cf. 3.5) we could observe how the more physical inspired gestures
such as flicking of post-its were received more favorable (and memorized better) than the iconic,
abstract gestures. We have also experienced how the scripted nature of these “pseudo-physical”
interactions can be problematic. Users that were under the assumption that virtual objects behave
according to the laws of physics or at least similar to real world objects often tried to perform
other physical manipulations – these had not been anticipated by the developer in advance and
as result were not possible. Therefore the main goal of this chapter is to develop an interac-
tion model that allows for interactions with the virtual realm through manipulations similar to
those performed on real world objects without the limitations imposed by scripted or pre-defined
behavior of on screen objects.
Recently, sophisticated physics simulation packages have become accessible and found
widespread use in many 3D computer games. These physics simulations are capable of mod-
eling complex mechanical structures and model their behavior realistically in 3D graphical ap-
plications. In our interaction model we make use of the capabilities of these physics simulations
and explore the intersection of rich surface input data and virtual worlds augmented by realistic,
open-ended and non-scripted behavior of virtual objects.
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Modeling rich 2D sensor data within a 3D physics simulation is non-trivial and we highlight
and discuss several of the challenges we encountered when developing our interaction model.
Based on our previous experiences we wanted our model to support the following aspects:
• Enable rich physical gestures through manipulations similar to the real world.
• Using sophisticated physics simulations to add real world dynamics to virtual objects and
enable users to interact through the exertion of forces such as friction and collisions.
• Support of multiple simultaneous contact points (not just fingertips) and and also real (tan-
gible) objects.
• A technique that works within the bounds of the physics simulation and makes use of the
sophisticated constraint solver build into many available software packages.
• A generic model that works with different virtual objects irrespective of their shape or
material (e.g., boxes, spheres, cloth)
This enables a variety of fine-grained and casual interactions, supporting finger-based, whole-
hand, and tangible input. We demonstrate how our technique can be used to add real-world
dynamics to interactive surfaces such as a vision-based tabletop, creating a fluid and natural
experience. Our approach hides from application developers many of the complexities inherent in
using physics engines, allowing the creation of applications without preprogrammed interaction
behavior or gesture recognition.
Contribution Statement: The evolution of the interaction model described in this
chapter has been published as peer reviewed full paper [WIH+08]. Most of this
work has been done at two Microsoft Research labs in Cambridge, UK and Red-
mond, USA. Many of the discussed models have been designed and implemented
while I was an research intern in the Cambridge Lab. Together with my man-
ager Shahram Izadi I designed and implemented a version of the direct forces (cf.
7.2.1), joints (cf. 7.2.2) and discreet-proxy (cf. 7.3.1) model. The particle proxy
model was designed and implemented by Andy Wilson in Redmond (initially in-
dependent). Armando Garcia-Mendoza re-implemented large parts of this work to
produce a final version incorporating all variations of the technique. All co-authors
contributed to the design, execution and evaluation of the study as well as to the
submitted paper.
7.1 Motivation
Emerging interactive surface technologies allow users to interact with the digital world by directly
touching and manipulating on-screen content. People who use such systems often comment that
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this ability to touch digital content adds a physical or tangible quality to the interaction, mak-
ing the virtual feel more real. Many interactive surface -based applications attempt to further
highlight this “pseudo-physicality” by carefully designing interface objects that exhibit a sense
of real-world behavior. One example is the common rotate and translate behavior found in many
table-top applications, where the interaction is analogous to moving a sheet of paper on a flat
surface with one or more fingers [KCST05, LPS+06]. Although such an interaction may feel
realistic, it is very much preprogrammed. For example, the way in which a digital photo rotates
or translates is defined by specific interaction logic. Such techniques thus possess an inherent
scripted nature which may break down once the user interacts with the system in ways unantici-
pated by the developer.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.1: Some examples of physics-enabled interactions supported by our technique.
(a) Gathering and moving multiple objects using both hands and multiple fingers simul-
taneously. (b) Interacting with a ball through collision and friction forces. (c) Folding a
cloth-like 3D mesh and tearing it apart.
In this Chapter we take a different approach for supporting pseudo-physical interactions on
surface technologies – systems that are often capable of sensing multiple touch points and possi-
bly even more sophisticated shape information. Specifically, we utilize physics engines used in
computer games that simulate Newtonian physics, thus enabling interaction with digital objects
by modeling quantities such as force, mass, velocity, and friction. Such engines allow the user
to control and manipulate virtual objects through sets of parameters more analogous to those of
real-world interactions.
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While physics engines are comprehensive, they are also complex to master. Many coefficients
and parameters are exposed to application developers, and controlling the simulation via user
input is non-trivial, particularly when considering more than a single contact point. We present a
simple yet powerful technique for modeling rich data, sensed from surface technologies, as input
within the physics simulation. Our approach models one or more contact points, such as those
sensed from a multi-touch surface [DL01, Han05], and also scales to represent more sophisticated
shapes such as outlines of the whole hand or tangible objects on the surface [Mic08, Wil05,
Rek02]. This allows the user to interact with objects by friction forces and collisions, but avoids
exposing users and application programmers to the complexities of the physics engine.
We demonstrate the applicability of the technique using a commercially available games
physics engine and a prototype vision-based interactive surface. We highlight some of the in-
teractions such an approach affords, for example gathering multiple digital objects or fine control
of a virtual ball using friction and collision forces, as shown in Figure 7.1. Our system creates
natural and fluid physics-based interactions “for free” – i.e., without the need either to explicitly
program this behavior into the system or to recognize gestures. We also demonstrate the ability
of advanced physics simulators to enable user interaction with more complex materials such as
soft bodies and cloth, as shown in Figure 7.1.
We have experimented with various alternatives for simulating surface input within the
physics world, the trade-offs of which are discussed in this chapter. Our aim is to allow prac-
titioners to understand the nuances of these alternatives so that they may further explore the
intersection between interactive surfaces and physics. We also discuss both early experiences
using our technique and some of its limitations.
7.1.1 Related Work
Much work has recently been published on interactive surfaces, and particularly on direct input
tabletops [DL01, Han05, Wil05]. Some of this work examines physics like interactions. For ex-
ample, Kruger et al. [KCST05] explored simple notions of friction and motion to allow an object
to be translated and rotated using a single point of contact. Other systems [Gei98, RGS+06] have
implemented gestures such as flicking, throwing, and pushing to add velocity and inertia to on-
screen objects. Beyond tabletops, a number of interactive systems have explored the physicality
of objects as a principle around which interaction is organized. Electronic files stack like real
documents [MSW92], move out of the way as if they have a solid form [RCL+98], peel back
like paper [Dra04], and move as if alive [CU93]. Rather than employing a full physics model,
such systems use pseudo-physics in minimal ways to support subtle interaction possibilities. The
present work looks to address a richer set of physics-enabled behavior, and focuses on problems
related to input.
Various attempts to provide richer and more realistic 3D interactions have also been explored
in the context of interactive tabletops [GW07]. Ståhl et al. [SWS+02] describe a tabletop where
objects float to the surface when accessed and sink back to the ground when no longer used.
Hancock et al. present a set of methods to compensate for off-axis viewing [HC07] on multi-user
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tabletops, as well as techniques for shallow-depth interaction [HCC07]. These systems allow
basic manipulation of 3D objects but do not model interactions based on a physics simulation.
Realistic dynamics simulation has a long history in graphics and animation communities.
Baraff [Bar89] gives an overview of the main concepts for calculation of rigid-body dynam-
ics. More recently, real-time collision detection and response with stable friction calculations
became feasible [Bar94]. Erleben et al. [ESHD05] provide an overview of current techniques
and advancements that led to the development of sophisticated physics engines for simulation
and gaming, such as PhysX, Havok, Newton, and ODE. However, these techniques have yet to
reach the user interface and interaction research communities broadly.
One notable exception is BumpTop [AB06], which uses a physics engine to add real-world
dynamics to the Tablet PC desktop. It supports notions such as collisions, mass, and inertia, and
higher level constructs such as piling. The work nicely demonstrates some of the capabilities of
a modern physics engine. However, the approach is based on a single point of input and menu
based selection. Compared to the rich means available for manipulating physical objects, this
single-point input model can be limiting.
Multiple inputs are considered in the application of an early physics engine by Baraff with the
Responsive Workbench [FTB+00]. This system simulates a 3D bimanual assembly task using
two 6 DOF input devices and a stereoscopic display. An object may be manipulated with one
hand by placing eight springs connected to the corners of a virtual cube rigidly attached to the
user’s hand. Bimanual interactions are supported by the superposition of forces from both hands.
Thus, when one hand is released, the object snaps to the position and orientation of the other.
Interactive surface s, particularly vision-based systems [Mic08, Wil05, Han05, Wil07], allow the
capture of rich sensor data that not only includes multi-touch data and detailed shape information,
such as images of the users’ entire hands or other tangible objects near the surface. We present a
technique for modeling this rich and diverse sensor input, representing these effectively as friction
and contact forces in the physics simulation. These capabilities augment and extend the single
contact model utilized in BumpTop and the bimanual approach in Responsive Workbench,
supporting single-touch, multi-touch, contour-based, and tangible input using a single technique.
7.1.2 Interactive Surface Input
A contact on an interactive surface (e.g., a fingertip touching the surface) is most easily repre-
sented as a discrete 2D point. In the case of vision-based interactive surfaces, neighboring sensor
pixels are usually grouped into continuous regions or connected components [CCL04], with the
idea that each component corresponds to a contact. The center of the component is then easily
calculated. This approach thus reduces each contact to a point-based representation, regardless
of shape.
This point representation of contacts allows application developers to think in terms of fa-
miliar point rectangle hit testing algorithms typical of traditional cursor-based systems, but it
imposes significant limits on interaction. First, point based hit testing may fail to catch the user
touching a virtual object if the contact is not compact, as when the user places a large part of
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their hand on surface. In this case, the center point may lie outside the target object. Secondly,
tracking point-based contacts to deduce motion can lead to difficult problems related to corre-
spondence. For example, consider two fingers that move so near to each other that they now
appear as a single contact. The choice of which of the original contacts to eliminate can result in
different motion interpretations. Finally, reducing contacts to points prevents users from drawing
on the full spectrum of manipulation styles found in everyday life. Consider the multiple grasping
strategies illustrated in Figure 7.2, for example. Each gives a different feeling of control in the
real world. Ultimately, it seems that point-based systems encourage the exclusive use of index
fingers on interactive surfaces.
Figure 7.2: Different grasping strategies to rotate an object such as a book resting on a
surface.
One approach for preserving more information about contact shape is to determine the bound-
ing box of the contact, or the major and minor axes of an ellipse model that approximately fits
the shape. These approaches work well for compact contacts (e.g., fingertips) and certain hand
poses [WB03], but less so for complex shapes and their motion. Alternatively, the shape may be
represented more precisely as a polygon mesh by calculating each contact’s contour, represented
as a closed path [GW06]. Another technique is to take pixels lying near the contour by computing
the spatial gradient using a Sobel filter [GW06].
These approaches allow us to support even more sophisticated representations of user in-
put. We would like to combine this broad fidelity of input with advanced physics simulations
to expand the vocabulary with which we can manipulate digital objects. Our aim is to make
manipulation of digital objects less scripted, using rich and varied interaction techniques and
strategies.
7.1.3 Physics Simulations
Today’s physics engines enable the creation of real-world mechanics and behavior in graphical
applications while hiding computational complexity. They employ many physics concepts such
as acceleration, momentum, forces, friction, and collisions. In addition to rigid bodies, many
systems model particles (for smoke, dust, and so forth), fluids, hair, and cloths. Virtual joints
and springs give “rag doll” characters and vehicles appropriate articulation, and materials can be
programmed with specific properties so that ice is slick, for example. The present work primarily
concerns contact forces, such as those due to collisions and friction between simulated bodies.
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The handling of collisions is typically divided into collision detection, the determination of
whether two rigid bodies are in contact, and collision response, the application of appropriate
forces if they are in contact. For example, the collision of a cube falling on the floor may be
detected by considering the intersection of the faces defining the cube with those of the floor.
The change in motion of the cube as a result (the response) is a function of mass, inertia, velocity,
the point of contact with the floor, and other factors.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: The effect of friction forces (a) Dynamic friction: N is the normal force prevent-
ing the red block from penetrating the floor; W weight force with which the block is pushed
downwards by gravity; F is a force exerted onto the block to move it to the left; Ff is the
friction opposing this motion because the magnitude Ff < F the block moves. (b) Static
friction Ff prevents the red block from sliding down the slope.
Friction forces resist motion when the surface of one body stays in contact with the surface of
another. If two surfaces are moving with respect to each other, kinetic friction opposes the forces
moving the bodies (Figure 7.3 a). If two surfaces are at rest relative to each other, static friction
opposes forces that would otherwise lead to the motion of one of the bodies (Figure 7.3 b).
7.2 Surface Input within a Physics Simulation
In order to interact appropriately with virtual objects in a physics engine, surface contacts must
be represented within the simulation. These engines have enormous potential and flexibility.
Accordingly, there are many strategies for modeling surface input in the physics world. We
briefly describe these strategies here, and give more detail later.
Direct forces: A force is applied where a contact point touches a virtual object. The force direc-
tion and magnitude is calculated from the contact’s velocity and size if available.
Virtual joints and springs Each contact is connected to the virtual object it touches by a rigid
link or spring, so that the object is dragged along with the contact.
Proxy objects: Contact points are represented as rigid bodies such as cubes or spheres. These
bodies are an approximation of the contacts, and interact with other virtual objects by
collisions and friction forces.
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Particles: Where additional information about a contact’s shape is available, multiple rigid bod-
ies – or particles – are combined to approximate the shape and motion of the contact more
accurately. This allows for better modeling of interaction with the whole hand or other
contacts such as tangible objects.
Deformable 2D/3D mesh: Another approach for modeling more sophisticated shapes is to con-
struct 2D or even 3D meshes if appropriate sensors are available.
It would seem that a deformable 3D mesh of the hand would achieve the highest degree of
fidelity. But a number of difficulties exist with this approach. First, most interactive surfaces
provide sensing at or near the surface only, not full 3D shape. Similarly, because the manipulated
object exists only on the (flat) display surface, the 3D shape of the hand, if captured, would not
conform to the object and so would not reflect the shape of a real hand grasping a real object.
Finally, constructing such an animated mesh is difficult, requiring robust tracking of features and
accurate deformation of the 3D object. Therefore, initially we do not consider this as an option
in our exploration of the presented technique. However, in Chapter 9 we discuss two setups that
approximate this “ideal” solution more closely.
That leaves us with a key question that motivates the rest of this chapter: How does one best
use surface input to interact with advanced physics simulations in useful ways? We describe
our rationale and experiences in implementing and evaluating the above alternatives. The main
contribution is a novel interaction technique that retains most of the benefits of mesh-based repre-
sentations – in particular, a high fidelity of interaction – but is considerably easier for application
programmers to implement.
7.2.1 Applying Forces Directly
A typical strategy for moving an object on an interactive surface in response to touch is to contin-
ually update its position to match the touching contacts’ position. Generally we will refer to this
manner of moving objects by setting its position and orientation directly generally as kinematic
control.
Within a physics simulation, however, the most common way for an application to control the
movement of a rigid body is to apply one or more forces. For example, a spaceship in a game
might have thrusters on either side of its body. The ship may be propelled forward by applying
forward force at the location of both thrusters. If one of the forces is applied in the opposite
direction, the ship will turn. Rotation is the by product of torque, which occurs when forces are
applied off-center (of mass) because different “parts” of the body are moving at different speeds.
From a programmer’s point of view, this approach is very different than moving the ship by
setting its position. To effect kinematic control within a physics simulation, we must calculate
the precise force and torque required to move the object into its target position (Figure 7.4 a).
This method of positioning an object ensures correct collision response with other bodies in the
simulation. In comparison, directly setting the position of the body within a simulation can lead
to unstable and unpredictable results. Absolute positioning might be analogous to teleporting a
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real object from one location to another. Issues such as interpenetration whereby objects become
partially embedded in each other, can arise. A natural strategy for moving an object to follow a
contact on an interactive surface is therefore to consider that each contact imparts a friction force
to the body it touches according to the contact’s motion (and presumed mass). These multiple
friction forces may be applied to the body, as in the example of the spaceship. Unfortunately,
to calculate the forces necessary to match a contact’s movement, all other external forces acting
on the body must be taken into account and counteracted (Figure 7.4 b+c). These may include
friction forces and collision responses that are difficult or impossible for application developers
to obtain.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.4: Applying forces directly. (a) To move an object from A to B we must apply a
force of correct magnitude to the object. (b) Hidden (from the developer) forces such as
collisions with other objects can lead to unwanted results. (c) To calculate counteracting
forces all other external forces need to be taken into account. This can be complex and
sometimes force values are difficult to obtain.
This difficulty extends to considering forces corresponding to surface contacts. In the case of
multiple contacts, the correct friction forces corresponding to each contact must be determined
simultaneously. Consider the case where one or more of the contacts exhibits static friction.
Recall that static friction exerts a force that counteracts forces that would otherwise lead to a
body’s motion. For example, if one contact “pins” an object so that it will rotate due to the
motion of another contact (e.g, Figure 7.2, a), the application of correct friction force due to one
of the contacts requires knowing the friction force due to the other.
In fact, at the heart of any physics engine is a sophisticated constraint solver that addresses
this very problem. Without essentially constructing a new solver within the physics engine, or
without access to internals of the existing solver, it would seem impossible to correctly apply
contact forces directly. Even if it were possible to change the solver or embed another, such
an approach would go against the spirit of the present work, wherein an existing full featured
physics engine is leveraged rather than built from scratch.
One possible solution is to treat all frictions as kinetic. But this poses a problem in the
“pinning” example. Because kinematic friction forces only act in the presence of relative motion,
the counteracting force that keeps the “pinned” part of the object stationary must first move.
Thus, this approach results in a somewhat viscous and slightly unpredictable feel when moving
objects.
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7.2.2 Connecting to Objects with Joints and Springs
Another kinematic approach, used in systems such as BumpTop [AB06], is to connect virtual
objects and an input contact using a joint. Think of this as an invisible piece of rope of predefined
length that is tied to the object at a particular anchor point. The object is then pulled along using
this rope.
By attaching a joint off-center, the object is subject to both force and torque – allowing the
object to move and rotate using a single connection. In our earlier pinning example, one joint
attaching a stationary contact point to one corner of the object would serve as a pivot point. A
second joint attaching a second moving contact point to an opposing corner would cause the
object to spin around the first contact point.
This approach is not well suited for multiple simultaneous contact points, particularly those
pulling in opposite directions. While in the real world, multiple contacts pulling in opposite
directions on an object would result in the fingers sliding, or the object deforming or tearing,
neither behavior is supported by joint constraints on a rigid body. It is thus easy for multiple rigid
constraints to overconstrain the simulation, resulting in numerical instability and unpredictable
behavior.
Springs can in part alleviate some of these issues by providing more flex in the connection.
However, a trade-off exists between the elasticity of the spring and how responsive the connected
object is to contact motion (springs should be fairly short and rigid to allow for a faster response).
Problems of numerical stability and uncontrolled oscillations are likely [10]. Another approach
is to allow the joint or spring to break in these situations, but this can easily lead to situations
where objects fly out of the user’s reach.
7.3 Setting the Scene For a New Technique
We have so far described two techniques that one would typically employ in single-point physics-
enabled applications, and discussed the limitations of both in terms of modeling multiple con-
tacts. The modeling of such input is challenging but only part of the story with respect to the
limitations of these approaches.
First, as we described earlier, contacts are not always discrete 2D points, and it may be de-
sirable to match the shape of the contact input closely. It is unclear how one would model more
sophisticated shapes and contours with either of these initial approaches. Second, the above tech-
niques address the case where the user touches the object directly, thereby moving the object
by friction forces. Neither of these approaches addresses the movement of objects by collision
forces, i.e., from contact forces applied to the side of the object (as in Figure 7.2, b).
The next section presents a technique which handles friction and collision forces in the same
framework and is easily extended to handle shapes of arbitrary contour. In doing so, it addresses
many of the difficulties of the previous techniques.
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7.3.1 Discrete Proxy Objects
The idea of proxy objects is to incorporate into the physics simulation a rigid body for each
surface contact. These bodies are kinematically controlled to match the position of the surface
contacts and can be thought of as incarnations of contact points within the physics simulation.
Because they are regular rigid bodies, they may interact with other rigid bodies in the usual ways:
either by collision or friction.
The proxy approach carries various benefits such as hiding the complexity of force calcula-
tions (in fact, hiding almost all physics aspects) from the programmer, while avoiding the dif-
ficulties of the previously described approaches. It leverages collision as well as friction forces
(both static and kinetic) to model rich interactions such as pushing, grabbing, pinching, and drag-
ging. Proxy objects interact with other objects in the simulation through the means provided by
the engine. Finally, this approach avoids unnecessary strain on the solver (e.g., inserting extreme
force values) and resulting unstable simulation states.
Proxy objects are created and positioned for each point of contact. Most simply, a single
shape primitive such as a cube or sphere may be used for each contact. When a contact initially
appears, a ray casting calculation is performed to determine the 3D position of the proxy so that
it touches the underlying object, as shown in Figure 7.5. An interesting alternative to using a
sphere or cube as a proxy shape is to create a thin capsule, box, or cylinder which stretches from
the 3D camera near plane to the surface of the touched object (see Figure 7.6). This kind of proxy
will collide not only with objects resting on the same plane as the touched object (or “floor”), but
also objects that are in mid-air, or stacked on other objects. Such behavior may correspond more
closely to user expectations.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.5: Positioning of proxy objects works as follows: (a) Foreach surface contact a dis-
crete proxy object is created. (b) A ray-casting operation returns intersection points with
other virtual objects or the ground plane. (c) Proxy objects are positioned at these inter-
sections. Surface motion is mapped to lateral motion of the proxy objects. Proxy objects
interact with other virtual objects through collision and friction forces.
As the sensing system provides updates to a contact position, the corresponding proxy object
is kinematically controlled to match the updated position. This is done, as described earlier, by
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applying the necessary forces to bring the proxy object (of known mass) to the updated position
of the contact. This scheme allows users to leverage collision forces to push objects around or
grab objects by touching them from two opposing sides.
A small change in the kinematic control enables the proxy object to exert friction forces when
it lies on top of another rigid body (as when the user touches the top surface of a virtual object,
for example). In particular, only forces tangential to the touched object are applied to match the
contact position. As with regular dynamic bodies, gravity is still included as an external force.
In the case where gravity is directed into the surface, the proxies thus exert downward force
onto other objects and cause friction forces. This hybrid kinematic-dynamic control of the object
can be implemented by direct addition of forces to the proxy rigid body, or by a prismatic joint
constraint on the body’s motion. The simulated weight of the finger on the object may be adjusted
by changing the mass of the proxy object, while the material properties of the virtual objects may
be adjusted by changing static and kinetic friction coefficients.
The main advantage of the proxy object technique is that it leverages the built-in capability
of the physics engine to simulate both friction and collision contact forces. Most significantly,
because the calculation of contact forces is handled entirely by the built-in physics engine solver,
the combined effect of simultaneous static and kinetic friction forces due to multiple proxy objects
is handled correctly. These friction forces enable users to translate and rotate objects (through
opposing forces) that they touch directly.
7.3.2 Particle Proxies
Thus far we have approximated each touch point as a single proxy object. This permits a simple,
fast implementation, and lends itself to sensing systems that report only contact position and no
shape information, as well as applications that favor interaction with the fingertip or stylus.
Some interactive surfaces provide shape information, such as an oriented ellipse, bounding
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.6: Particle proxies approximating the shape of various objects: (a) Interaction on
the surface; applying friction from the top and collisions from the side to grip a virtual
block. (b) Screenshot of the 3D scene. Long red objects are multiple particle objects ap-
proximating the shape of the surface contact. (c) Particle proxies accommodate arbitrarily
shaped objects including non-flat objects such as this sphere.
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box, or full polygonal contour. The idea of the particle proxy is to model the contact shape with a
multitude of proxy objects (“particles”) placed along the contour of the contact (see Figure 7.6).
Particles are added and removed as contours change size and shape. A practical implementation
involves creating a new set of proxy objects for the contour at the beginning of each simulation
frame, and destroying all proxy objects after the physics simulation has been updated. Even
though the proxies will be destroyed after the physics update, each enacts collision and friction
forces during the update.
The advantage of the particle proxy approach is twofold. First, collisions appear to be more
correct because they more closely follow the shape of the contact. This is particularly important
when using the flat or side of the hand, tangible objects, or generally any contacts other than
fingertips (see Figure 7.7). Similarly, the distribution and magnitude of friction forces on the
top of an object are more accurately modeled. For example, the flat of the hand may exert more
friction than the tip of a finger (Figure 7.2, c) by virtue of having more particles assigned to it.
Likewise, a single contact turning in place can exert friction forces to rotate an object. Unlike the
single proxy model, each particle is placed (ray cast) separately, so that a contact can conform to
irregularly-shaped 3D virtual objects (Figure 7.6).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.7: Particle proxies method overview. (a) Photograph of user interaction; shown
are two hands a notebook and a cup. (b) Sobel image shows contours of surface contacts. (c)
For each pixel on the contacts’ contour a particle (red) is projected into the scene. Particles
interact with virtual objects through friction and collision forces.
As in the single proxy object model, each particle is kinematically controlled to match the
movement of the contact to which it belongs. Generally, the velocity of a point on the contour
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can be computed by examining the contact’s contour in the previous frame. This calculation may
be simple, as with an ellipse model, or more complex, as with a polygonal contour.
7.3.3 From Tracking to Flow
One difficulty in basing velocity calculations on tracked contacts is that tracking can fail, partic-
ularly when the user is using less constrained grasping postures such as the edge or flat of a hand
rather than the more cursor like index finger. In these cases, components can split and merge
in ways that do not correspond to how we see the physical input, leading to erroneous velocity
calculations, and ultimately in the case of our physics simulation to unpredictable motion. An al-
ternative approach is to calculate the motion of the particle independently of any tracked contact
information. For example, local features of the image may instead be tracked from the previous
frame to calculate velocity. Simple block matching of the sort used in optical flow [BFB94] is
one such technique (see Figure 7.8).
When using local motion estimates, the tracking of discrete contact objects and exact contours
may then be avoided altogether by placing proxy particles at image locations with high spatial
gradient (e.g., Sobel filter [GW06]). These pixels will lie on contact contours. The particle proxy
technique is summarized as:
compute Sobel image from surface input
for each pixel with high spatial gradient:
ray cast into scene to determine initial particle position
add particle rigid body to physics simulation
compute contact motion at particle (e.g., from flow)
compute corresponding tangential motion in scene
apply force to particle to match scene motion
apply downward force (gravity) to particle
update physics simulation
destroy all particle rigid bodies
The instantaneous, piecewise nature of the shape and motion calculations of the flow based
particle proxy method possesses important advantages. First, the friction and contact forces lead
to more stable physics simulation results than if shape and motion were calculated from discrete
tracked objects. Second, because the technique makes few assumptions regarding the shape or
movement of contacts, it imposes few limits on the manipulations a user may perform, whether
leading to collisions, friction forces, or combination thereof.
7.4 New Physics-Based Interactions
Our goal in introducing more detailed surface input types into a physics simulation is to enable
a wide variety of manipulation styles drawn from real-world experience. While we have only
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Figure 7.8: Computing flow of a particle. Surface motion at point xt is computed by com-
paring successive edge images. Corresponding tangential motion in the scene is calculated
by projecting image point xt into the 3D scene, to obtain point pt . Point pt+1 is found by pro-
jecting image point xt+1 onto tangent plane formed by normal n and point pt . For brevity
only one particle is shown while a fingertip in contact with surface would be approximated
by many.
begun to explore some of the possibilities that these techniques afford, here we consider a few
which we believe are noteworthy.
Manipulation Fidelity The ability to exploit detailed shape and motion information has
broad consequences when considering the manipulation of even the simplest objects. Free mov-
ing virtual objects can be moved by any one of a variety of strategies that combine collisions
against the contours of hands and fingers with static and kinetic frictions. Because all three kinds
of forces can be employed simultaneously, the overall impression is one of unusually high fi-
delity. An interesting example is the manipulation of a ball that is free to roll on the surface: it
may be compelled to roll, spin, stop, or bounce in a surprisingly precise fashion, using a single
light touch, multiple touches, or the flat of the hand for stopping power (Figure 7.1). Physical
objects can also be integrated at no cost, allowing a variety of interesting tangible behaviors (see
Figure 7 for some examples).
The ability to sense and process contours, as well as distribute friction forces piecewise across
the virtual space, enables the manipulation of many objects at once, much as one might move a
group of small objects spread across a table (see Figure 7.1, a). Users may use the edges of their
hands (or even arms) to collide against many objects at once, or use the flats of multiple hands
to apply friction forces. For interactive surfaces able to sense physical objects, an interesting
possibility is to use a ruler to move and align multiple objects.
3D Manipulations Modeling virtual objects and input in 3D enables interesting yet familiar
interactions. For example, a flat object resting on a larger flat object may be moved by tapping its
side or applying friction. Depending on the masses and frictions involved, it may be necessary to
hold the larger object in place. It is thus important for the designer to tune masses, frictions, and
appearances to match user expectations.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.9: Interactions enabled by our model. (a) Sliding cambered cards on top of each
other by pushing on by the side and holding the other in place. (b) A physical card is used
to gather several pieces at once. (c) Pinning down a virtual cloth with a wooden torus.
If the interaction is limited to collision forces from the side and friction forces from the top,
however, the manner in which a user may place the smaller object on top of another is unclear.
Ramps, seesaws, and other constructions are possible, if somewhat contrived. In certain cases
it may be possible to flip one object onto another through the application of sufficient friction
forces to one side of the object.
When the objects to be stacked are thin, such as cards representing documents [RCL+98,
AB06], one approach is to give the top and bottom surfaces of each object a cambered shape that
allows the user to raise one side by pressing down on the other. The user may then move another
like sized card under the tilted card (Figure 7.9, a). This behavior corresponds to our awareness
that in the real world even “flat” objects such as cards and paper have some 3D shape that is often
intuitively exploited to manipulate them.
Cloth and Soft Bodies We have used rigid bodies such as boxes and spheres to explain
our interaction techniques. However, in the real world many objects are not rigid but are instead
soft, malleable, and can deform or dissolve when forces are exerted on them. Examples include
rubber, cloths, and paper.
In addition to rigid body dynamics, most available physics simulations offer some form of
support for soft body, cloth, and fluid simulation. As all interactions in our model are conducted
through collision or friction forces, the model can be applied to arbitrary virtual objects. For
example, it is possible to crumple a piece of cloth with a grasping interaction using all the fingers
of one hand. The crumpled cloth can then be straightened by pushing down with the flat hand.
Figure 7.10: Tearing a cloth apart by applying forces in opposing directions.
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One can even tear paper like objects apart by applying forces in opposing directions on two
corners (Figure 7.10).
Another possible application would allow soft volumetric bodies to be squished so as to fit
into cavities or compressed so as to slide underneath other objects. Soft materials could also be
used for terrains; deformation could be triggered by users digging their fingers into the terrain,
using their whole hands to form valleys, or using a cupping gesture to create elevations. More
open-ended and free-form interactions with particle systems (e.g., simulating sand) and fluids
can be imagined in a gaming context.
7.5 User Study
To further understand and evaluate the utility of the techniques described in this paper, an ex-
ploratory experiment was performed. The following questions were addressed:
• Are users able to comprehend and exploit the openness of interaction that the physics model
affords?
• Is the interaction of sufficient fidelity?
• Is it discoverable and predictable?
• Do users notice and value the added fidelity, or do they just expect kinematic control?
• Ultimately, how do users express their expectations in the physics-enabled manipulation?
The study exposed 6 participants to 3 simple physics-enabled tasks (as shown in Figure 7.11),
and analyzed various behavioral and experiential aspects of interaction during task completion.
The 3 male and 3 female participants came from a range of backgrounds, and all had normal (or
corrected to normal) vision and no mobility impairments. The experiment was conducted on an
early prototype of Microsoft Surface [Mic08], using the Nvidia PhysX gaming physics engine
[Nvi08].
The experiment utilized a 3x3x2 within-subjects (repeated measures) design. Each participant
worked through the three puzzles in each of three interaction techniques: Joints, Proxies, and
Particles. Pilot testing included a fourth condition, Direct Forces, but this was dropped during
further testing (as explained below). For techniques that do not intrinsically support collisions,
a simple collision model based on kinematic objects was applied, allowing interactions from the
top and the sides of an object. In addition, we hypothesized that the presence of visual feedback
showing users precisely where their input is applied might improve the discoverability of each
technique. Visual feedback of Joints was represented as red lines drawn from the contact point to
the anchor point on the object (these disappeared if the joint was broken); Proxies as red cubes
at each center point where contact was sensed; and Particles as smaller red cubes per pixel in the
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contour image. We ran each technique with and without visual feedback as our third independent
variable.
The task setup (see Figure 7.11) was as follows.
• In Task 1, each of four spheres and rectangles were placed exactly on matching targets;
each object disappeared upon proper placement.
• In Task 2, an assortment of objects of different shapes, sizes, and masses were sorted onto
the left or right portions of the screen depending on their color.
• In Task 3, a cylindrical object was steered from a set starting position (far top right of
photo) to a target (shown in red) by passing several waypoints (shown in blue) without
dropping the object from a platform (which caused the task to restart).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.11: (a) Task 1: Exact positioning of boxes and spheres (b) Task 2: Sorting by color.
(c) Task 3: Steering a sphere (red) across narrow bridges (blue).
The tasks were presented in the same order to each participant, whereas the order of interac-
tion techniques was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin-square design. Experimen-
tation occurred in two main phases (with visual feedback of the input and without), presentation
of which was, again, counterbalanced across participants. During the experiment, participants
were not given any direct instruction, but had several attempts to try out each new puzzle. Par-
ticipants performed each task twice (excluding any training), under experimental conditions, to
provide an average completion time for each condition. Participants were interviewed informally
after completing their session.
7.5.1 Early Issues with Direct Forces
Initially, the Direct Forces technique was implemented by applying a smooth velocity at a given
contact point on the object, computed as a measure of the displacement between the contact’s
current and last positions (i.e., kinetic friction). This seemed a fair approximation for modeling
surface input as direct forces. However, our pilots questioned the efficacy of this technique.
Specifically, users found it difficult to complete tasks that involved accurately positioning objects;
i.e., moving and then stopping an object at the target location. Moving the object could be
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performed reasonably, but to stop it the user needed to counteract the motion in the opposite
direction. This often led to excessive velocity applied in the reverse direction, causing objects to
“overshoot” the target. Consequently, performance with this technique was so poor that we felt
it needed no further evaluation. Based on these issues and feedback from the pilots, we excluded
this technique from analysis.
7.5.2 Initial Results and Observations
Although this was only an initial exploration, we observed many promising interactions and
forms of gesture within the study. Users seemed aware of the potential of this new type of
environment and exploited the physics-based system’s facilitation of experimentation, and we
observed many new interaction strategies.
Kinematic Control and the Curse of the Single Finger Figure 7.12 shows the com-
pletion times for all tasks. Joints provide kinematic control that closely mimics drag-and-drop
behavior, and thus facilitate easy positioning of objects. This is reflected in the results. After
some experimentation, there was a moment when users discovered that the object was under fa-
miliar kinematic control. Users commented that “my hands are like magnets” or “I can press
hard and stick my fingers.” Of course, pressure and magnetism were not factors at play here (in
fact, post study interviews revealed that participants were unsure of the general principle behind
the Joints technique). Nevertheless, users performed the task rapidly after discovering the object
was somehow fixed to their fingers.
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Figure 7.12: Task completion times. FB denotes conditions in which feedback of user’s
input was provided.
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However, the quantitative results tell only part of the story. During the study we also observed
many limitations with the kinematic approach. The discovery of this type of essentially drag-and-
drop behavior in the Joints condition led users to predominately interact with a single finger and
with a single object at a time. Even rotations of an object were predominantly undertaken using
a single finger [KCST05].
Experimentation with multi fingered or bimanual techniques was therefore rare in the Joints
condition. During informal interviews, users commented that the condition was “limited” and
“less satisfying” than the other techniques even though they performed the tasks rapidly. Al-
though it is too preliminary to draw significant conclusions, it does suggest the need to measure
more than task completion time when evaluating such physics-based techniques.
Users also had a poor understanding of how collisions were supported in a kinematic approach
such as Joints. We observed many instances where accidental collisions caused by hit testing on
the side as opposed to the top of the object would cause an object to move away from the user and
cause a great deal of confusion. This makes us revisit whether a kinematic plus collision model
makes any sense to the user at all: Why indeed should an object only be sticky when you touch
its top as opposed to its sides? This actually led some users to infer that objects were magnetized
in a way that supported both attraction (when touching the top) and repulsion (when colliding
with the sides).
Using Feedback to Go Beyond Kinematic Control As shown in the results, feedback
did not play a significant role in the Joints condition, as one might expect given the familiarity
of the approach. Feedback played a more significant role for Particles in Task 1. After some
training time, users discovered they could interact with more than just their fingertips. Bimanual
“cupping” and “throwing and catching” techniques were devised to rapidly move objects to target
positions (Figure 7.13). These strategies, and the general level of fine control, enabled users in the
Particle condition to obtain completion times comparable to more kinematic approaches. During
interviews, users reflected positively about the interactions Particles afforded.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.13: Using contours of the hand to move (a) multiple boxes. (b) Providing a barrier
to smoothly change direction of a sphere over the target area. (c) Fine-grained manipula-
tions to complete sorting task.
However, these types of contour based bimanual interactions could not be utilized with Proxy
objects – although participants did try. In fact, in many cases, a hand gesture on the surface
would be poorly approximated as a single proxy (the center of mass of the contact shape), causing
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objects to slip through a hand or causing other peculiar hit testing behavior. Multiple fingers were
used to reorient boxes effectively, but overall, bimanual control was rare.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.14: Throwing and catching an object from a greater distance using both hands.
While the “drag and drop” nature of Task 1 clearly favored kinematic control such as that
offered by the Joints approach, Task 2 offered a clear advantage to concurrent manipulation of
multiple objects for rapid sorting. As might therefore be expected, use of both Proxy and Particles
techniques, which seemingly promoted multi-touch interaction, led to faster completion times in
this task (Figure 7.15).
Coming to Grips with Non-planar Objects Another specific trade-off in our design was
that the rigid body cubes in the Proxy condition only provided an effective means for interacting
with flat objects. They provided little grip of spherical objects (or more complex 3D meshes).
This was clearly evident in the final task where the Proxy cubes struggled to keep the cylindrical
object under control, as shown in Figure 7.11. In this task, we found users often reverted to
point-based interaction to control the small non-planar object; the use of contours was infrequent.
However, our initial results suggest that Particles still outperform Proxy objects for these purely
point-based interactions. This suggests that for scenarios where touch-only input is available, the
Particle model subsumes the single Proxy object model.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.15: Two-handed and multi-fingered strategies adopted in the proxy and particle
conditions. (a) Coarsely moving objects using both hands. (b) Two-fingered rotation by
applying torque to align a box. (c) Fine-grained movement of two objects using a single
finger of each hand.
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7.6 Observations and Implications
The results of the user study and general experimentation suggest that while the more familiar
kinematic approaches (somewhat inevitably) offer more predictable control in some situations,
the particle proxy approach can offer comparable performance while providing new modes of
interaction (such as cupping the ball in Figure 7.13). That our study participants were able to
devise new manipulation strategies from limited feedback and training is encouraging. With
more time, we expect users to further draw on their experience with real-world manipulations.
There are a number of ways in which our interactive surface simulation does not match the
physics of the real world. In suggesting that we abandon familiar, kinematic point-based control
in favor of strongly physics-based techniques, an important consideration is whether users are
able to negotiate these differences.
First, while in the real world one might apply more or less force to control friction, our
system has no sense of how hard the user is pressing. When using particle proxies, the amount
of friction applied is instead proportional to the number of proxies applied to the object, which
itself is related to the surface area of the touch. For example, a single finger moving across
an object will apply less friction than multiple fingers. Not surprisingly, this distinction was
generally lost on study participants, who often tried to press harder to bring an object under their
control. Similarly, our users would sometimes apply multiple fingers to an object when they
wanted precise movement. Because of the inevitable imprecision of the simulation, the object
would move too unpredictably for fine control. In many of these cases, it would have been better
to use a light (small) touch rather than a full grip.
Second, grasping a virtual object by placing contacts on either side can be difficult if not
impossible in many of our techniques. Such manipulations require persistent resting contacts to
be placed on virtual objects. The particle-based approach, in which each proxy is created every
frame, places the proxy corresponding to a grasping finger on top of the object, thus defeating
attempts to grasp it. The single proxy object approach uses persistent proxies, and so allows
grasping of an object resting on the floor. It may be possible to extend the particle approach
to allow proxies to persist at a given depth when it seems appropriate, or to explore a hybrid
approach in which both the particle and single proxy techniques are used simultaneously.
Grasping may be difficult to replicate for more fundamental reasons. Virtual objects exert
no counteracting force against the fingers, so it is difficult to know how “hard” the fingers are
pressing on an object. Grasping an object in order to lift it out of the plane may be challenging to
depict directly on an interactive surface with a 2D display. Similarly, the sensation of moving the
hand across an interactive display surface is the same regardless of the simulated material, and
whether the contact exerts static or kinetic friction.
Clearly one need not completely replicate the physics of object manipulation in order to
construct useful applications exhibiting physics-inspired behavior. The appropriate degree to
which the techniques in this paper are applied depends on the application. A game might naturally
exploit detailed physics throughout, while a graphical layout application might be selective. Joint
constraints provided by physics engines may be used to constrain motion, for example, to ease
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alignment tasks. While joints can be used to simulate the real-world counterparts of traditional
GUI sliders, dials, buttons, and the like (as suggested by [GW06]), some aspects of traditional
interactions do not naturally lend themselves to a physics implementation. Changing the size of
an object dynamically, for example, does not lend itself to rigid-body simulation.
7.7 Summary
We have introduced a number of techniques to incorporate interactive surface input primitives
into a real-time physics simulation. Our techniques take advantage of the fidelity of sensing pro-
vided by vision-based interactive surfaces, with the goal of enabling in a virtual domain the range
of object manipulation strategies available to us in the real world. Thereby forming a new model
for tabletop interaction that incorporates the physical aspects often accredited to direct-touch in-
teraction and successful in other interaction styles with a flexibility and open-ended nature not
possible with previous approaches. Our model allows for and encourages rich interactions with
virtual objects, using not only multiple fingertips but novel, often in-situ designed interactions
such as the cupping, throwing and raking gestures discussed in Section 7.5.2.
Our user-study and general observations have revealed that users are receptive for this new
model of interaction. In general they had little problems in interacting with the virtual realm.
However, kinematic more traditional interaction styles were still prevalent especially during ini-
tial contact with the system. We expect that users, as they become more familiar with the capa-
bilities of the approach, will further draw on their real world knowledge and thus develop richer
interaction strategies. However, this requires further study possibly in a long-term field study.
Of course the approach has several limitations and issues such as the lack of tactile feedback
and collision response (cf. Section 7.5.2). Novel materials might be able to mitigate this problem
through passive tactile feedback [HH09b] or novel, active (actuated) displays providing dynamic,
computer controllable tactile feedback in addition to vision based multi-touch input [HH09a].
Another issue and possibly a more important issue is the mismatch of input and output fi-
delity. Even though the input data from vision-based interactive surfaces is rich it is, in most
cases, limited to 2D – sometimes augmented with a narrow band of hover [SMA03] or pressure
sensitivity [SGHB07, HKI08]. In contrast, in our interaction model the virtual world we interact
with is three dimensional. Our mapping (especially the particle approach) allows for coarse 3D
interactions (cf. Section 7.4) but these interactions are severely limited because scene motion is
constrained to two dimensions. Virtual objects can be manipulated in various ways (see Figure
7.2) but these manipulations are limited to interacting with objects by touching them on their
sides or touching them from top to drag them. On real tables we routinely pick objects up flip
them around and put them into containers, all of which are interactions not possible with our
current model. Therefore, interacting with the 3D scene sometimes can feel as if interacting with
objects protected by a layer of transparent film while poking objects with fingers or chop-sticks.
The next two chapters of this dissertation we begin to address this issue by exploring sev-
eral hardware and software solutions, in order to provide users with means to control objects in
3D. Chapter 8 discusses several novel display technologies that enable sensing beyond the usual
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surface constraint tabletop input. Chapter 9 introduces our approach to enabling interaction with
3D virtual worlds rendered on an interactive tabletop. The proposed solutions aim at providing
interaction techniques that allow users to lift objects off the surface and control their position in
3D using as-direct-as possible interactions without instrumenting the user in any way.
Chapter 8
Sensing at a Distance
In Chapter 7 we introduced our new model for tabletop interaction. A model that fuses a sophis-
ticated gaming physics simulation with rich sensor data from interactive surfaces. The model
allows for fine-grained and flexible interactions with the virtual through a variety of real-world
strategies because it does not constrain the behavior of virtual objects through pre-programmed
or scripted behavior. Instead we have presented a set of techniques that model interactive surface
input data so that users can interact with virtual objects through quantities such as force, mass,
velocity and friction in an open-ended manner.
Early observations of system usage yielded promising results. Users were in general open
to the new interaction model and, after getting used to its possibilities, started to explore several
novel interaction strategies, including bi-manual, shape-based and multi-fingered interactions.
However, a major limitation of the model became apparent during our experiments. Because
the sensed input is bound to the two-dimensional (2D) display surface, interacting with three-
dimensional (3D) content can be cumbersome or even impossible. If we consider how important
the third dimension is for interactions on real tables (e.g., stacking, turning of pages) this problem
puts our goal of providing an interaction model that is both physicality and flexible somewhat into
perspective.
Recent emerging display technologies enable to project an image on the display surface and
to simultaneously image through the surface to sense users’ hands and other objects at a distance.
These technologies could be used to extend the interaction space of interactive tabletops from
purely surface bound 2D interaction to more holistic 2D on-surface and 3D above the surface
interactions. A space that is naturally included in interactions with regular tables (e.g., leafing
through a book, piling objects for storage and loose organization) and therefore an interesting
direction for further research. We will discuss some of the recent projects and developments
using these emerging technologies in the context of surface computing.
One category of these novel display technologies are holographic materials such as the DNP
HoloScreen [DNP]. The Holoscreen is a rear projection screen coated with a holographic film
that only displays images that are rear-projected from a certain angle (30◦-35◦). Light with an
incident angle outside of that range passes right through the display. This material allows to
project imagery onto what appears to be a regular sheet of acrylic (Figure 8.1 a). Furthermore,
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cameras can be placed behind the projection screen in order to capture the scene in front of
the display. Another interesting quality of the material is its near transparency in the infrared
spectrum (independent of incident angle) which makes the material a promising candidate for IR
based multi-touch sensing.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.1: (a) Holoscreen displaying a video in a shop window. (b) Image after lens cor-
rection as seen by the two cameras. Applying perspective correction to rectify both views
allows for obtaining a fused image that only shows objects close to or on the image plane. (c)
Projection of both camera images using different color channels on top. Estimated motion
rendered in a time-lapse drawing application.
In the TouchLight [Wil04] system Wilson demonstrates the utility of the projection screen
as large vertical interactive surface. Here the DNP HoloScreen is used to display virtual imagery.
Two off-axis cameras mounted behind the viewing plane are used to detect hands and objects
on the projection screen. To decide whether an object is on the surface or not proximity to
the viewing plane is computed by relating stereo disparity - the change in image position of a
particular object when viewed from different positions (Figure 8.1 b). Since the projection screen
is transparent, not only objects in close vicinity to the plane can be detected but also objects
further away. An interactive drawing applicatiopn with decaying strokes and cycling colors is
presented as sample application (Figure 8.1 c). Furthermore, the setup allows for high-resolution
imaging on or through the screen. For example, documents present on the surface can be detected
and “scanned” in order to create digital copies immediately available for further manipulation.
Another possible application may be live video conferencing with direct eye-contact normally
not possible with a usual separate screen-camera setup.
Our second prototype for in-the-air interactions discussed in Section 9.6 explores a DNP
HoloScreen mounted horizontally in a tabletop setup in combination with an advanced depth
sensing camera. This setup allows for accurate per-pixel depth estimation and therefore rich,
high DOF sensing of the users’ hands on and above the table.
A related material is directional view-controlling film (Lumisty film [Sum04]). This material
diffuses light with a certain incident angle while being transparent to light with a different incident
angle (see Figure 8.2 a). In coordination with an adequate projector layout this allows for precise
control over orientation and visibility of information. The Lumisight Table [MIO+04] allows
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for sensing of multiple hands and physical objects via vision-based sensing. In addition the
system includes a unique optical engineering approach as it allows to display a) one group image
visible to all users surrounding the table but correctly oriented for each user, and b) displaying
of private information only visible to a specific user in addition to the shared view. The setup
uses multiple projectors and two layers of Lumisty film. Input is sensed using two cameras; one
operating in the visible light spectrum and one in the IR domain. Lumisty film is transparent
for light coming from orthogonal incident angles therefore the cameras can detect objects on top
of the table’s surface. Hands (or palms) are tracked in the visible light spectrum using a color
differencing technique. Since only one camera is used the presence of hands can be detected
but no information is available whether the hand is on or above the surface. This information is
used for a so-called shadowing interaction technique. Users can position their hand over buttons
to interact with them but don’t need to touch them. The infrared camera detects other physical
objects equipped with retro-reflective, passive markers. An IR illuminant is used to reveal these
markers to the camera.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.2: Lumisty view control film and its application in tabletop computing.(a) Viewing
angle and visibility of light passing through Lumisty film. (b) Displaying different images
on the table’s surface and objects above it. (c) Using tracked objects to reveal otherwise
hidden information on secondary movable display surfaces in UlteriorScape.
Many tabletop systems use tangible input as the primary or a complementary input style
and many different ways to sense these objects have been presented. Often the tangible objects
remain passive and serve as input devices only. The Tablescape Plus system [KNM07] offers
a different take on tangibles on tabletops. Based on the Lumisight table [MIO+04] the system
is capable of displaying different images on the table’s surface and on the surface of smaller
and mobile surfaces positioned vertically on the tabletop. These smaller projection screens are
identified and tracked by a camera mounted underneath the main surface using IR illumination
and retro-reflective AR-toolkit markers [KB99]. The position and orientation information is used
to correctly scale and align projected information in order to ensure legibility of text and graphics
(see Figure 8.2 b). Furthermore, this information is used to turn the projection platforms into
input devices. Different information can be displayed depending on position and orientation.
For example, the tabletop can be turned into an interactive doll play where miniature figures
are displayed on the mobile screens performing different actions depending on the platforms
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location. In another example the mobile screens are used to display cut views of 3D objects
while a bird’s-eye view of the same object is displayed on the table’s surface.
UlteriorScape [KN08] is a direct descendant of both the Lumisight [MIO+04] table and the
Tablescape Plus [KNM07] system. While Tablescape Plus is a single user system UlteriorScape
adds multi user capabilities to the mix. The system is capable of showing different views to
individual users located around the table as well as using movable objects on the tabletop as
additional projection screens (Figure 8.2 c). The setup uses an additional projector, mounted
perpendicular to the main projection screen, and a fresnel lens to enable projecting through the
main screen (allowing to project onto objects further away from the surface than possible in
Tablescape Plus). Several applications demonstrate the systems functionality. Including a map
application (Figure 8.2 c) that reveals additional layers upon placement of any diffuse object.
The previously discussed materials, Lumisty film and the Holoscreen, are both passive. Their
ability to control which light rays are scattered (and therefore become visible) and which pass
through the screen depends on the incident angle of projected light. In some situations this may be
a problem because the screen is not equally well viewable from all sides of the setup - or different
information might be visible from varying viewpoints. However, there are materials available
that allow to actively control whether they are transparent or opaque at the flip of a switch. Better
known as privacy glass, polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PD-LC) is a material containing liquid
crystal molecules which are normally randomly oriented and therefore the glass appears frosted.
Applying a voltage across two parallel, transparent substrates on either side of the screen creates
an electric field which causes the molecules to align along the electric field’s potential. In this
state the material is almost entirely transparent and appears as regular, transparent glass.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.3: (a) Effect of the electronically switchable diffuser. (b) Any diffuse Material
can be used as passive projection screen revealing the second image projected through the
surface. Active objects (emitting an IR pattern) can be tracked through the surface and
projected onto.
Based on a similar material (PSCT-LC [LC-07]) SecondLight [IHT+08] is a novel tabletop
prototype that also allows to image and project through the display surface. Rather than using
a static diffuser at the table’s surface an electronically controlled projection screen is used (Fig-
ure 8.3 a). The screen can be switched between clear and diffuse states at high rates. This allows
to rear-project a seemingly stable image during the diffuse states and project through the surface
in the clear states. The second image may be projected onto objects on or above the surface
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(Figure 8.3 b). In combination with an adequate timing scheme (synchronizing the screen and
projectors) this can be achieved without any light-bleed or other interference between the two
images, as is the case with other solutions based on Lumisty film. Furthermore, a thin sheet of
IR edge-lit acrylic is mounted on-top of the switchable diffuser allowing for multi-touch sens-
ing based on the FTIR principle. Finally, a second camera mounted underneath the surface may
image through the surface to identify and track objects or even users within the space above the
surface while the screen is in its clear state (Figure 8.3 c). These unique capabilities enable a
variety of standard tabletop “on-surface” interaction techniques including multi-touch and tangi-
ble interaction but also enable new interaction techniques that make use of the space above the
surface. SecondLight serves as hardware platform in our explorations of above-the-surface 3D
interactions discussed in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9
Interactions in the Air - Adding More
Depth to Interactive Tabletops
The goal of the work described in this chapter is to overcome the constraints opposed by the
sensing limitations of traditional digital tabletops, ultimately we want to extend our physics-
based interaction model into the third dimension. We present a new technique that combines
the previously discussed “on-surface” interactions with the ability to, conceptually, pick virtual
objects up from the tabletop and manipulate their 3D position and their orientation before placing
or dropping them back onto the surface. Our goal has been to define a technique that feels as
natural and as direct as possible, giving users the sense they are actually lifting the objects off the
surface.
Recent emerging display technologies allow for projecting a stable image onto the display
surface and at the same time for imaging the users hand at a distance (cf. Chapter 8). We explore
how these technologies can be used to create 3D interaction techniques that unlock the space
above digital tables for interaction. Our approach is threefold:
• We discuss two tabletop prototypes both using novel projection screen materials to allow
sensing at significant depths beyond the display surface.
• Existing and new computer vision algorithms are employed to sense and interpret user
interaction above the display surface.
• An evolution of shadow-based feedback mechanisms is introduced, in order to improve the
“directness” of the enabled in-the-air interactions.
The novel combination of these technologies opens up the ability for the user to interact
within the 3D space above the surface. Although this work is still a work-in-progress we close
this chapter with a discussion of our initial experiences and observations with the system and
feedback elicited from informal user observations.
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Contribution Statement: A paper based on this Chapter has been accepted for
publication at UIST ’09 [HIW+09]. Most of this work has been done at the two
Microsoft Research labs in Cambridge, UK and Redmond, USA. Many of the
discussed models have been designed and implemented while I was a research in-
tern in the Cambridge Lab. I am the lead author on that paper. Together with
Shahram Izadi I initiated this project and designed and implemented many as-
pects of the first prototype including the depth estimation, shadow generation and
height-based rendering techniques. Shahram Izadi, Steve Hodges and others cre-
ated the original SecondLight platform [IHT+08]. I made several modifications to
that hardware platform. Andy Wilson designed and implemented the second pro-
totype including novel computer vision algorithms for the depth-camera enabled
sensing. He also originally invented the algorithm to detect the pinching gesture
[Wil06]. We used the code base from our previous work on physics-based inter-
action which was primarily implemented by Armando Garcia-Mendoza. Andreas
Butz contributed many ideas throughout the planning and implementation phases
(e.g., height-based rendering styles). All authors contributed to the writing of the
submitted paper.
9.1 Motivation
Interactive surfaces [DL01, Han05, Mic08, Wil05, Wil04] and multi-touch tables in particular
have received much attention in recent years. They allow us to directly manipulate digital in-
formation using the dexterity of multiple fingertips and even whole hands. As a result, these
interfaces are often deemed more natural than their desktop counterparts. However, for all their
compelling qualities, interaction with such surfaces is inherently constrained to the planar, 2D
surface of the display. For many tabletop interactions this constraint may not appear to be a
problem, particularly when direct manipulation with 2D content is desired. Recent research is
however beginning to motivate the need for rendering 3D content on tabletops [HCC07, HC07].
One recent research direction is our own work exploring the notion of 3D physics-based tabletop
user interfaces (UIs) [WIH+08]. Here the traditional UI elements are replaced with 3D objects,
with properties such as depth, mass and friction, which are modeled by a physics simulation.
Arguably, these systems are even more natural than traditional interfaces. However, because the
interaction – the sensed input and the corresponding displayed output – is still bound to the 2D
surface, there is a fundamental limitation in manipulating objects using the third dimension.
This makes some of the simplest real-world actions such as stacking objects or placing them
in containers difficult if not impossible using these interfaces. For example, in Figure 9.1 we show
a ball and cup rendered in such a physics-based tabletop UI. The simplest and most natural way to
get the ball into the cup would be to pick it up, but this simply is not possible when interaction is
bound to the surface. This is just one illustrative example, but it highlights that when considering
full 3D interaction, tabletops are far from natural. To draw a comparison with the real-world, the
current interaction fidelity offered by such systems is analogous to manipulating physical objects
only by pushing them. Instinctively we would want to pick them up, tilt and angle them and so
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on.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.1: An example demonstrating the limitations of current tabletops for 3D interac-
tion. (a) Here we wish to pick the ball up and place it in the cup. (b + c) However, such a
natural interaction is difficult when interactions are bound to the surface.
It is not just these types of physics-based interfaces that could benefit from such 3D interac-
tions. In fact many 2D tabletops have a sense of 3D – for example notions of Z-ordering, stacking
and layering are commonplace.
In this chapter we present new techniques that combine on-surface interactions with the ability
to conceptually pick virtual objects up from the tabletop, manipulate their three dimensional
position and potentially their orientation, and place or drop them back onto the surface. Our
goal has been to define a technique that feels as natural and as direct as possible, giving users
the sense they are actually lifting the objects off the surface. Hereby we mean interactions with
the virtual that feel as close as possible to interacting with real objects (natural) and that are
triggered by the same or similar interactions as in the real-world (direct). For example, a pick-up
interaction should happen via grasping and then lifting of the hand/forearm to control the objects
3D position.
We chart the evolution of this work by describing two rear projection-vision prototypes we
have built, based on a switchable diffuser [IHT+08] and a holographic projection screen [Wil04].
In both cases it is possible to rear-project an image onto the tabletop surface whilst simultane-
ously using a rear-mounted camera to detect the user’s fingers and hands as they interact in the
space above the surface. We have also experimented with two different types of camera sys-
tem: a regular camera used in conjunction with a system of diffuse infrared (IR) illumination
which allows us to both estimate the depth of hands in the image and to robustly detect a simple
pinch gesture; and a true depth-sensing camera which generates more noisy data in our setup but
nonetheless supports even higher degrees-of-freedom (DOF) interactions.
The novel combination of these technologies opens up the ability for the user to interact
within the 3D space above the surface. However, a key challenge is the loss of directness when
a user moves from interacting on the surface to the space above it. To combat this we present
the evolution of a new shadow-based feedback technique. Preliminary feedback from a system
that uses a naïve algorithm to generate shadows highlights the utility of the approach and points
to some limitations. As a result of this, we have developed a much more sophisticated technique
for rendering real-time computer generated shadows on the surface based on the true 3D sensing
above the surface.
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9.2 A Discussion of 3D Tabletop Interaction
3D carries many different connotations; some may immediately think of stereo displays which
give users a perception of real depth [CPS+97], some may think more about sensing 3D gestures
and others about a 3D rendering of content on a flat display. In the interactive tabletops and
surfaces literature 3D has very specific meanings, which we elaborate upon in this section.
A great deal of research on 3D interaction has been conducted over the decades, from var-
ious fields such as Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and interactive and tangible
surfaces (for an overview see [BKLP04]). It is difficult to touch upon all of these systems and
concepts in this chapter. However, Grossman and Wigdor [GW07] provide an excellent overview
and taxonomy of interactive 3D in the context of tabletop applications.
Perhaps one of the most important aspects in thinking about 3D on the tabletop is the sep-
aration of the multi-touch and gestural input, the display technologies used for output and the
graphics itself.
Multi-touch and Gestural Input Input can be thought of as the user’s physical actions in
a defined space, which can be sensed by the system. For a standard tabletop this might be the
display surface itself, where the user’s fingertips can be sensed in 2D.
In defining the input capabilities of a system, it is often useful to consider the degrees-of-
freedom (DOF) that can be sensed. For standard multi-touch screens, each fingertip offers 2DOF
in terms of its position, plus a third (which could be interpreted as yaw) if orientation of the
finger can be calculated. Certain surface technologies [MIO+04, Rek02] can sense the hover and
pressure input, which can provide further, albeit limited, DOFs. We refer to these types of input
as constrained 3D (following [GW07]) because they only support Z-based input in limited ways.
One way of extending the input space above the table is to instrument the user, for example
using gloves augmented with sensors [BVBC04, CJK+92] or using tracked styluses [ABM+97,
CPS+97]. However, this adds an artificial feeling to the interaction, moving away from the natural
tabletop interaction typically afforded. A less intrusive approach is to place stereo [ML04] or
depth cameras [Wil07] above the display surface. There are issues with such techniques however,
including the space requirements, objects occluding the camera, and practicality of real-world
deployment. Systems such as [IHT+08, KN08, KNM07, Wil04] have demonstrated the use of
special projection screens, such as switchable diffusers or holographic materials, which open up
the possibility to image the user at greater distances away from the surface using rear mounted
cameras. These can be used for extended depth sensing, but to date these systems have not
supported finger, hand and arm tracking for 3D user input.
Again it is important to recognize the differences regarding fidelity of 3D input. Most ap-
proaches sense depth as an estimation of distance of an object (such as a user’s hand) in relation
to the screen [ML04]. This gives 4DOF interaction when combined with regular on-surface in-
teractions, allowing for Z-based input. To determine pitch and roll to support true 6DOF input
more elaborate computer vision or sensing techniques are required.
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Display Technologies For most tabletops the display used for rendering digital content to
the user is a 2D planar device such as a LCD or projection screen. In past tabletop research,
stereoscopic displays with shutter glasses [ABM+97, CPS+97], or AR and VR head-mounted
displays [NMKT05] have been used to generate 3D output. These techniques require the user to
be instrumented
There are emerging display technologies that allow for uninstrumented 3D output. One cat-
egory is auto-stereoscopic displays [PPK00, SMG+05], which can project stereo image pairs
into the users left and right eyes directly, without the need to wear shutter glasses. These dis-
plays tend to be single-user and heavily viewpoint dependent, making their use for tabletops
less appealing. Volumetric displays [Fav05] do not have this limitation – because they render
“voxels” (volumetric pixels) in a 3D physical volume they can be used simultaneously by differ-
ent users with different viewpoints. However, whilst they support some forms of 3D interaction
[GWB05, GB08] it is not possible for users to place fingers or hands inside the rendered volume
or support direct manipulation.
Other display possibilities include projection of 2D imagery onto the surfaces of physical
objects that are placed on the surface or held above it [IHT+08, KN08, KNM07], a term referred
to as constrained 3D [GW07] or tabletop spatially augmented reality [RWC99]. Both front-
[IRP+04, PRI02, UI99b, Wil07] and rear-projection tabletops [IHT+08, KN08, KNM07] have
been demonstrated with these possibilities.
The Graphics The graphics rendered on the display are typically 2D, which is perhaps not
surprising given typical sensing and display technologies. However, many 2D GUIs have some
notions of constrained 3D through the Z-ordering they use to layer 2D widgets.
For 3D graphics, one important factor for the user is the perceived display space. In [GW07]
this is defined as “the possible spatial locations for which displayed imagery can exist based on
stereoscopic depth cues”. However, even for a standard 2D display rendering 3D content (what
is typically termed as 3D onto 2D) this notion of perceived display space is an important one. For
example, depending on the virtual camera position, graphical projection and other depth imagery,
it is possible to create the perception of a 3D volume inside the tabletop.
3D Tabletop Interaction Techniques In this section we give an overview of the existing
work exploring 3D on tabletops, and attempt to categorize them based on the definitions intro-
duced previously. We first introduce two further concepts that allow us to reason more deeply
about these systems:
Input and output coupling: This defines the extent to which the input and output are spatially
coupled. For regular multi-touch tabletops [DL01, Han05, Mic08, Rek02, Wil05] there is
a tight coupling between input and output spaces. That is information is touched directly
and output is rendered at the same location and in direct response to user input.
Input to graphics mapping: This defines how naturally the sensed input maps onto manipula-
tions with the UI (which in these examples is 3D or constrained 3D). This is an important
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consideration, particularly when fidelity of output and input differ. In a scenario where
high DOF input data is available a literal mapping would be when a virtual rotation about
Y would be performed by the user through a rotation of the wrist about the forearm (“roll”).
Perhaps the highest fidelity of 3D tabletop interaction comes in the form of stereoscopic sys-
tems, such as [ABM+97, CPS+97] which combine 3D sensing via sensor augmented data gloves
and styluses, 3D displays and a 3D UI. Here there is a straightforward mapping and coupling
between the elements. However this comes at a cost in that the user must be instrumented. As
[GW07] mentions “such devices can be uncomfortable, reduce the ubiquity of the system (as
they will no longer be walk-up-and-use), and can cause the user to lose the context of their sur-
rounding environment or collaborators.” Crucially these systems as well as AR and VR-based
tabletops move away from the notion of interacting naturally with the tabletop. Based on these
issues we specifically desire to explore un-instrumented 3D interactions with tabletops.
Hancock et al. [HCC07] demonstrate a set of one-, two- and three-fingered touch techniques
to manipulate 3D objects in an uninstrumented manner. They use a regular multi-touch tabletop
with 2D input sensing and display, but 3D graphics. A major contribution of the work is the
mapping of 2D input to 3D manipulations. Given the differences in fidelity of input and output,
interaction techniques are defined to map from 2D translations on the surface to 5 and 6DOF
manipulations. Although the results of a study showed that these interactions can be readily
learned, they cannot be considered natural, in that they do not directly resemble the ways we
manipulate objects in the real-world.
Davidson and Han [DH08] present a pressure-based technique for manipulating the Z-order
of objects on a large interactive surface. A regular 2D display is used, but the sensing and UI can
be considered as constrained 3D. The pressure data provides an additional DOF to give the user
a more natural mapping for pushing objects below one another.
Subramanian et al. [SAL06] define a multi-layer interaction technique using a 3D tracked
stylus for input above a tabletop with 2D output and a constrained 3D UI. Here the user can
maintain multiple layers of visual content and move between layers by moving their pen in the
space above the tabletop. This system uses a single stylus to interact, leading to symbolic gestures
for switching between layers. We are interested in more natural touch and whole hand gestures
for interacting on and above the tabletop surface.
Tangible user interfaces have also explored extending tabletop interaction space into the phys-
ical 3D environment [FIB95, IU97]. Some use physical objects as props to interact with digital
UIs [MIO+04, UI97, UI99b], others top-project virtual imagery onto 3D objects and surfaces
[IRP+04, PRI02]. Other work has explored rear-projected setups to display information on
tracked, moveable objects above the surface [IHT+08, KN08, KNM07]. Although, these of-
fer powerful real-world metaphors, our aim is to give users a more direct sense of interacting
with the virtual in 3D, without using specialize tracked objects as interaction proxies.
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 Input Output Data Instrumentation Coupled Mapping 
 2D 2D+ 3D 2D 2D+ 3D 2D 2D+ 3D User Table Y N L S 
Stereoscopic 
Tables   û   û   û û  û  û  
Hancock et al. û   û     û  û û   û 
Davidson et al.  û  û    û   û û  û  
Subramanian et al.   û  û   û  û   û  û 
Tangible tabletops   û  û    û  û û  û  
Physics û   û     û  û û   û 
Wilson (Depth Cam)   û  û    û  û û  û  
DepthShadows û û û û û û
Figure 9.2: Comparison of approaches to 3D on digital tabletops. Last row shows uncharted
space explored in this chapter.
9.3 Natural Interactions Beyond the Surface
This motivation for exploring natural gestures for 3D interactions comes from our prior work
[WIH+08] (discussed in Chapter 7) which explored the use of physics engines to bring real-
world dynamics to interactions with standard 2D digital tabletops. We achieved this through a
novel mapping between surface input and the 3D UI. The sensed 2D input was projected into
the 3D scene as a series of rigid bodies that interacted with other 3D objects. This allowed a
literal mapping between input and manipulations for the 3DOFs sensed on the surface (x and y
translation and yaw). Although this provided a direct way to interact with 3D objects by pushing
on the sides or tops of them, the approach reached its limitations whenever objects needed to be
manipulated with higher DOFs. The 3D physics engine and renderer support these higher DOF
manipulations, but these were not naturally available to us through the surface input sensing.
The goal of the work reported here is to enable more natural 3D interactions with tabletops.
We are interested in enabling interactions with 4DOFs and higher without the need to instrument
the user in any way. Given the limitations of existing 3D display technologies in the context of
tabletop computing, we wish to support traditional 2D displays for output. We are particularly
interested in exploring integrated rear projection-vision form factors because of their ability to
mitigate some of the issues of top-down tabletop systems, including occlusion, bulky form-factors
and complexity of deployment.
This configuration carries some interesting characteristics that, as shown in table 9.2, have
yet to be explored in the context of 3D interaction. In particular our input is 3D but our output
limited to the 2D display. This provides an interesting challenge in compensating for the lack of
direct interaction when the user moves to interacting off the surface. The closest work to ours
[Wil07] is based on a depth-sensing camera and overhead projection, providing 3D input and
constrained 3D output, which means that output can be provided to the user even off the surface.
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9.3.1 In the Air Interactions
Our first system is a rear projection-vision system that uses a switchable diffuser to extend the
input space for interaction beyond the tabletop. A 3D scene is rendered as a birds-eye view on
the switchable projection screen. Users can interact with objects in the 3D using standard 3DOF
interactions defined in [WIH+08]. Additionally users can gesture directly above a virtual object
in the 3D scene, which allows the object to be picked up. Subsequent changes in the position of
the user’s hand in 4DOF will result in the virtual object being repositioned in 3D space. A release
gesture is recognized to drop the virtual object back down were upon it can be manipulated using
rich on-surface touch interactions.
To implement this technique we use a modified version of the SecondLight system [IHT+08].
This uses frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) for sensing multi-touch [Han:2005:FTIR].
Our setup introduces five main changes to the standard SecondLight setup:
1. In place of the layer of edge-lit clear acrylic in front of the display surface, we use a
similar material known as EndLighten [Pro09] which provides a certain amount of diffuse
illumination across its surface in addition to supporting FTIR multi-touch sensing.
2. The EndLighten is simultaneously edge-lit with two wavelengths of infrared light, namely
850nm and 950nm.
3. A system of diffuse 950nm illumination is introduced by mounting strips of IR LEDs be-
hind the Endlighten display surface.
4. A second infrared sensitive camera is also mounted directly behind the display surface.
This camera is fitted with a 950nm pass filter, whilst the first is fitted with an 850nm pass
filter.
5. Only one projector is used, so that the SecondLight unit is only capable of on-surface
projection.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.3: (a) Detection of thumb and forefinger pinch gesture. A computer vision algo-
rithm observes hole enclosed by fingers. (b) Pixel intensity based height estimation. Objects
close to the surface appear very bright. Objects further away are increasingly dimmer.
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The first camera in this modified system images IR light reflected from touching fingers,
whereas the second images IR reflected from the diffuse illumination of environment by the
EndLighten and LEDs under the display. This second camera is used for gesture recognition and
sensing the depth of the user’s hand.
To detect when users want to pick-up objects (and later release them) we use a robust and
real-time computer vision algorithm which detects when the user brings their thumb and index
finger together in a “pinch” gesture, as reported in [Wil06] and shown in (Figure 9.3 a). The
algorithm uses a simple connected components analysis to identify the hole that is formed when
the thumb and index finger are touching. The algorithm reports the 2D center of mass of the hole
plus the major and minor axis to determine the orientation. Upon detection we perform a raycast
operation from the 2D position of the hole and determine which virtual object the ray intersects
with first (if an object intersects at all). We then pick up the object by defining a virtual joint
within the physics engine from the object to a proxy created directly above it. This joint ensures
that we have kinematic control over the object, allowing us to position it in the 3D scene, without
it being affected by gravity and other friction effects. The joint is destroyed once the tracked hole
disappears from the image, which results in the object returning to a dynamic state and falling
back down towards the ground.
Whenever a pinch gesture is detected, the average intensity of a region of pixels around the
hole is calculated. This gives a simple measure of depth of the user’s hand. Hands in close
proximity to the screen (and hence the IR light sources) will have brighter pixels in the camera
image, and this begins to fall off as the hand moves away from the IR light sources as shown in
Figure 9.3 (b).
These different technologies come together to allow the user to pinch over a virtual object,
control the height of object by lifting their hand up or down (whilst maintaining the pinch ges-
ture), reposition the object, and release the object back down into the 3D scene, as highlighted in
Figure 9.4.
9.3.2 Depth Shadows
Interacting with virtual objects rendered on the surface in this way opens up 4DOF interaction
capabilities on and above the surface. However, there is also a key challenge when facilitating
Figure 9.4: Using the combined depth sensing and pinch to place an object into a virtual
container. Height of virtual objects is directly controlled by distance of user’s hand to the
screen.
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Figure 9.5: Depth Shadows are conceptually shadows cast from the user’s hand into the 3D
scene to allow closer coupling between input and output spaces.
this type of interaction – the user’s hands and rendered content are only in direct visual contact
when interacting directly on the surface. A key challenge arises in the loss of directness when a
user moves from interacting on the surface to above it.
Returning to our earlier discussion around perceived display space, it becomes clear that we
are conceptually creating a 3D volume inside the tabletop. Clearly the user’s hands sit outside of
this virtual space, separated by the actual physical bounds of the display. Using raycasting and the
virtual joint metaphor means that users have even a greater sense that their hands are decoupled
from the 3D volume rendered on the tabletop. To try and compensate for this decoupling, we
describe a shadow-based technique that helps connect the user’s hand in the real-world with the
objects in the 3D scene. We do this by conceptually casting a shadow of the user’s hand into the
3D scene, fusing this with the shadows cast by the virtual objects in the scene. This provides
a real-world metaphor to map between actions in the physical space and interactions inside the
virtual 3D scene, as shown in Figure 9.5. These shadows can also function as additional depth
cues for the user when adjusting an object’s position along the Z-axis.
We use a GPU based shadow mapping approach to create a realistically shaded scene. In
a first render pass the scene is drawn from the light’s position. Only the z-test is performed,
resulting in a depth-map of the scene. In a second render pass the scene is drawn to screen this
time from the cameras point-of-view. For each pixel the 3D position is converted into light-space
coordinates and its distance to the light is compared to the corresponding value in the depth map.
For most pixels this distance will be equal unless an object blocks the line of sight from the
current pixel to the light. In these cases the pixel is in the shadow of another object. Additionally
we smooth the edges of shadowed areas using the percentage-closer filtering (PCF) algorithm
[RSC87].
Generating a shadow of the user’s hands could potentially require additional sensing and
illumination. However, we are already imaging the hands of the user from the second tabletop
camera used for gesture recognition and depth estimation, and there are several viable options to
create realistic renderings of hand shadows in the 3D scene from this camera image.
A “naïve” solution would be to render the raw, binarized camera image onto the ground
plane of the scene or as overlay on top of the entire scene – a technique often used in tabletop
remote collaboration setups (see [Kir07] for an overview). Our aim however is to heighten the
user’s perception that they are interacting directly in the 3D scene. With this in mind, a more
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.6: (a) Virtual shadow cast by the users hand. Hands geometrical correctly shadow
virtual objects underneath them. (b) Virtual shadows are aligned with real hand.
elegant solution involves computing the 3D geometry of the user’s hand based on the height
values calculated from pixel brightness in the raw image and introducing this 3D mesh into the
scene. A shadow mapping technique could then be used to generate shadows for both the user’s
hand and other virtual objects in the scene. In practice however this mesh is difficult to generate
using diffuse illumination alone. The main issue here is that pixel intensity fall-off is relatively
accurate when hands move mostly along the Z-axis but the brightness of the captured image
is not uniform throughout the space above the table. This problem is mitigated in our depth
estimation by averaging pixel intensity over a region around the detected holes. In order to create
a detailed 3D mesh this solution would not be viable because accurate depth information would
be necessary on a per-pixel level.
An alternative approach is to first generate a shadow map for all virtual objects in the scene
and then fuse this with the raw image from the camera. To do this we leverage the pixel intensity
to compute an estimated Z-value for each pixel. Transforming this position into light-space
coordinates produces a depth-map of the users hand as seen by the light. This depth-map can
then be merged with the shadow-map by comparing the Z-value for each pixel. The larger Z-
value is stored in the final shadow-map. Figures 9.6, 9.7 illustrate the hand-shadows generated
by this approach.
Why Shadows for 3D Tabletop Interaction? Researchers have explored the use of shad-
ows to support a number of interactive systems. In [HZR+92] the notion of shadows were used
as depth cues and as a means to open up additional DOFs for 3D manipulations on the desk-
top. Shoemaker et al. [STB07] present the idea of real shadows as a mechanism for reaching
across large displays. Shadows have perhaps been most extensively used for remote collabo-
ration, where renderings of hands and arms of remote participants act as additional feedback
mechanism for remote awareness (for an excellent literature overview see [Kir07]).
The use of shadows for 3D tabletop interaction has yet to be fully explored however, and it
presents many compelling aspects. Perhaps most importantly, it gives users a natural feedback
mechanism for representing their hands in the virtual scene (see Figure 9.7).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9.7: Combining depth sensing, pinch and virtual hand shadows to place an object
into a virtual container. (a) Sequence as seen by the user. (b) Screenshots of the same
interaction.
We are often unaware of our shadows when interacting in the real-world, and so they offer
a subtle, non-intrusive form of feedback. However, the feedback can also be rich. For instance,
how the hand shadows end up being cast in the scene and in relation to other virtual objects and
shadows gives users additional depth cues allowing them to get a better sense of the 3D nature of
the scene they are interacting in. For example, a user knows their hand is over a virtual object if
the shadow is cast onto the top of it (Figure 9.6 a) whereas if the object occludes the shadow the
hand is clearly underneath.
9.3.3 Conveying Depth
To provide additional depth feedback and potentially strengthen the coupling between the input
and output spaces we have also explored several techniques to add additional depth cues to the
3D scene.
The first technique compares the height value of each pixel on the surface of any object in
the scene with a configurable threshold. Once the threshold is surpassed the object is gradually
de-saturated. Objects that are high in the scene are rendered entirely black as shown in Figure
9.8, a. The remaining two techniques modify the opaqueness of objects rather than their color.
Once the entire object is higher than the threshold only the shadow of the object is rendered. In a
variation of this technique fades pixel opacity in and out gradually, illustrated in Figure 9.8, b.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9.8: (a) Object color is de-saturated based on height. (b) Objects turn into their own
shadow as they are lifted off the surface.
9.4 Interaction and Application Scenarios
We have really only just begun to explore the interactions that are enabled by our shadow and
in-air techniques. The focus of our work to date, and this chapter, is the core underlying concepts
and technical implementations. However, in this section we touch briefly on some of the inter-
active possibilities.
Layering and Stacking Fundamentally our technique allows users to pick objects up from
the surface and directly control their position in 3D. In traditional GUIs, fine control of object
layering involves dedicated, often abstract UI elements such as a layer palette (e.g. Adobe Pho-
toshop) or context menu elements (e.g. Microsoft Powerpoint) Our technique allows for a more
literal layering control. Objects representing documents or photographs can be stacked on top of
each other in piles and selectively removed as required.
Our technique may also be applied in application domains that directly involve or benefit from
3D data such as gaming, medical visualizations and CAD applications. In the architectural do-
main our technique may be used to construct complex 3D models by picking-up various building
blocks and then placing them on top of each other, akin to using Lego
TM
.
We are of course excited by the potential that our work brings to physics-based tabletop
interactions. Figure 9.9 shows some simple examples of stacking and finer grained layering
control in this context. We can make use of the additional degrees of freedom to mimic popular
storage strategies applied in the real-world: using containers such as shoeboxes, bowls shelves
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.9: (a) Moving objects over and underneath other objects. (b) Creating piles of
related objects for organization.
for storage of digital content. It is also possible to in interact with non-rigid objects in a much
richer way, for example stretching pouring fluids out of containers.
It is also important to note that our technique can also handle multiple hands interacting at
the same time. The algorithms can identify and track several hands simultaneously as long as the
pinch holes are not occluded. This allows users to pass objects, such as a virtual document, to
one another using the free space above the surface (Figure 9.10).
Interaction with Soft Bodies In addition to rigid-body dynamics, many third-party physics
engines are capable of simulating non-rigid dynamics such as cloth and fluids. Up to now we have
only discussed examples involving rigid bodies but our technique also works with soft-bodies
such as cloth, rubber sheets or paper-like documents.
A user may grasp such objects with one or two hands to move objects around and to manipu-
late them in rich ways. For example, two hands may be used to stretch or tear a cloth or crumple
it up into a soft ball. Our technique also allows users to control the height of the attachment point
(the part of the soft body they are holding onto), enabling users to drape cloth over rigid-bodies
to quickly experiment with different clothing in a 3D game editor for example.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.10: Bi-manual in-the-air interactions (a) Object is held by the left hand; both
hands approach each other. (b) Left hand releases pinch gesture right hand grabs the ob-
ject. (c) Object is held by right hand.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.11: (a) Bi-manual stretching of cloth. (b) Draping a textured cloth over a solid
cube.
9.5 Initial Reflections
We have demonstrated our prototype to literally hundreds of colleagues on various occasions,
using several scenarios where depth-based interactions are mandatory or greatly eased the task at
hand. During these occasions we had the opportunity to enable and disable the shadow rendering
and depth-based feedback mechanism described in this chapter. While this use of our system can
in no way be considered a formal user evaluation, we have nonetheless had the opportunity to
observe hundreds of users interacting with it, often with little or no instructions at all. Here we
report some of the observations we found noteworthy.
In our demonstrations users have commented that the shadows gave them a greater sense of
interacting with the virtual objects. We have yet to evaluate this quantitatively. From observ-
ing users it does become apparent that the shadow technique greatly improves the usability of
the system. While users could pick-up objects following detailed instructions and with practice
when the shadow rendering was turned off, the technique proved to be difficult and cumbersome.
It was difficult for users to discover how to operate the system with shadows disabled. However,
enabling the shadow rendering made a big difference. In this condition users were able to learn
the technique by either observing other users perform the pick-up (and release) gestures or some-
times by simply exploring different gestures to lift objects off the surface. The shadows provide
an additional cue for depth and a way of rationalizing about what the system is sensing. This
seemed useful in particular when using the pinch gesture, where if the user saw a broken hand
shadow on the surface they assumed the gesture would not work.
It is also interesting to note that our shadows are inverted in that they get smaller the further
away the hand is from the screen. Users we have demoed to seem less aware of this in aspect, and
have commented that it might feel unusual to have the hand shadow get larger as it moves away
from the surface. In some senses, the further the hand gets from the device the less the feedback
should be portrayed on the screen. Of course, this is just a hypothesis, one we hope to evaluate
in the future.
Another observation was that users did not necessarily think the pinching gesture were the
most intuitive choice. Grabbing gestures, for example using all fingers of one hand to grip the
object from its sides, were observed more frequently, which are not sensed by our system. Some
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users tried to perform a pinching gesture but in the wrong orientation such that the system could
not observe an apparent “hole”.
Some of the users had problems in judging how high objects were away from the surface.
Enabling the object to fade as it moved off the ground plane certainly improved the users’ depth
cues. However, some of our demonstrations, for example, steering objects through a 3D maze,
required fine-grained depth adjustments. Here some users had difficulties controlling the object’s
height when only the shadow was rendered (and the object had faded away).
Finally, users often asked for additional degrees of freedom in the 3D manipulation. In partic-
ular carrying out 3D orientation such as tilting objects or reorienting more complex shapes (such
as the cup) when these had become knocked over – this is something that is difficult to achieve
just with 4DOF.
9.6 Exploring a New 3D Tabletop Configuration
To address some of these issues we have recently begun to explore another tabletop configuration,
which augments some of the in-the-air interactions in our previous prototype. One of the main
rationales for this work was to more accurately emulate grasping, rather than the iconic pinch
gesture, and also to think about how to enable the other available DOFs. Early experience with
this system shows the promise of some of these new features as well as fresh challenges.
Hardware Configuration For display, we use a DNP HoloScreen, a holographic diffuser
mounted on an acrylic carrier, in combination with a NEC WT610 short throw projector. As in
[Wil04] the HoloScreen material was chosen because it is nearly transparent to IR light, while
the projector was chosen to meet the projection angle requirement of the HoloScreen material.
Our HoloScreen measures 40” diagonal (compared to 20” for SecondLight).
Figure 9.12: Overview of our second tabletop hardware configuration.
We also use a 3DV ZSense depth camera [Wil07] to image objects above the table. The
ZSense is placed behind the HoloScreen, in a vertical configuration. For the holographic nature
of the HoloScreen not to interfere with the operation of the ZSense, the camera must be placed off
axis to prevent any IR illumination reflecting directly back from the underside of the acrylic. Like
SecondLight, the combination of camera, display material and projector results in a completely
self contained waist-high table, illustrated in Figure 9.12.
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From Range-sensing to World Coordinates The 3DV ZSense camera uses pulsed in-
frared laser light and a very fast solid-state shutter to construct a per-pixel depth map of the scene
(320x240, 30Hz). One of the main features of the camera is the ability to compute the world
coordinates of any point within its configurable near and far clipping planes Dnear and D f ar. An
8-bit value d at depth map location (x, y) may be converted to depth in real units (cm):
D = Dnear +
255−d
255
∗ (D f ar−Dnear).
Consider the vector V originating at the center of the camera and passing through (x,y, f ),
with focal length f , x and y in cm (the pixel width is known). World coordinate (X ,Y,Z) is then
D units along V : (X ,Y,Z) = D · V‖V‖ .
(a) (b)
Figure 9.13: (a) Raw ZSense depth image. (b) Conversion to world coordinates.
More correct hand shadows Our SecondLight-based prototype creates hand shadow ef-
fects by attenuating the light falling on the scene on a per-pixel basis according to the observed
image of hands above the table. This approximation of shadows has limits: for example, a hand
will shadow objects that are known to be above it. As we explore more realistic grasping models,
such limitations may be troublesome.
Our second prototype improves the simulation of shadows by constructing a mesh from world
coordinate values computed as above. This mesh is rendered when computing the shadowmap,
but is not rendered with the shadowed scene. An example is shown in Figure 9.14.
Grasping Model The pinch detection technique has important advantages described earlier,
but as a gross simplification of human grasping behavior it can be a poor model, particularly
when the user is unaware of its restrictions.
With our second prototype we are exploring a more accurate model of grasping behavior that,
rather than raycasting the center of holes formed by pinching, determines when the user touches
an object in multiple places. Touching an object is determined by hit testing the geometry of each
object with the world coordinates of the user’s fingertips.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.14: 3D mesh and shadows. (a) Illustration of computed world coordinate mesh
used in shadowing algorithm. (b) Table top view shows left hand fully above the blocks,
right hand penetrating green block.
While it is tempting to perform all calculations (e.g., finding fingertips) in world coordinates,
it is important to note that depth estimates are noisier than the (x, y) location of an object that
appears against a far background (such as a hand above the table). This is in part due to the
ZSense’s approach of computing independent depth estimates for each pixel location. For this
reason, it is often better to precisely locate the depth discontinuity due to the edges of such an
object using traditional image processing techniques on the 8-bit depth map, followed by area
averaging of depth values and finally conversion to world coordinates.
Accordingly, we detect fingertips by analyzing the depth map only. While there are many
ways to perform such shape detection (e.g., [ML04]) we proceed by finding the contour of every
connected component in the binarized version of the depth map [CCL04]. Each external contour
is then walked twice: first to compute a Hough transform histogram to select circular shapes of
typical finger radius, and second to locate the points on the contour corresponding to the maxima
of the histogram. Multiple such maxima are eliminated via a standard nonmaximal suppression
technique, where maxima are considered overlapping if they lie within some arclength distance
along the contour (see Figure 9.15). The depth value of each remaining fingertip location is com-
puted by sampling a neighborhood in the depth map. This is then converted to world coordinates,
tracked from frame to frame and smoothed by a Kalman filter.
A user’s attempt to grasp an object is detected by first determining which fingertips (if any)
are contained within the 3D shape of each dynamic body in the scene. If a body not previ-
ously under grasping control is found to contain exactly two fingertips, it enters grasping control.
Thenceforth, the body remains under grasping control if the same fingertips are contained with
the body, regardless of the number of fingers in the body. The body is dropped when either of the
original fingertips leaves the body, as when, for example, the user opens their grasp (see Figure
9.15, b).
This grasping model does not consider where each fingertip touches or penetrates the body as
it would if it were a true simulation of grasping behavior. However, it improves upon the pinch
detection and raycasting approach by respecting the geometry of the grasped body while using a
similar gesture, and by performing 3D picking. With this model, it is possible to grasp an object
that is sitting under another object.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.15: (a) Contour detection (green) and finger tracking. (b) Grasping with fingertips.
5 DOF Interactions Once under grasping control, the body may be manipulated in 3D by
analyzing the combined motion of the two grasping fingertips. Translation in three dimensions,
yaw about Z and roll about the wrist are easily computed from the motion of two points. Pitch
cannot be computed in this way, but rather via a least-squares fit to a plane of a number of pixels
in the neighborhood of the grasp.
While the contour-based detection of fingertips allows easy determination of whether two fin-
gertips are on the same hand, bimanual manipulations may be performed when the two fingertips
are on different hands.
More fidelity requires more control The more detailed modeling of shadows, grasping
and manipulations suggests a higher fidelity interaction than possible with our first prototype.
Indeed, a number of interactions are possible that were not before: precisely orienting an object
and grasping an object at a given height are two examples.
However, the same improvements in fidelity demand that the user be more aware of the 3D
position of their grasp and the objects they are attempting to manipulate. Initial early experience
with this tabletop system suggests that the rendered shadows are extremely important, perhaps
more so than in the earlier prototype. The more accurate modeling of shadows may be helpful in
certain situations.
Errors in finger tracking can make objects harder to grasp or cause objects to fall from grasp.
In particular, when the grasped object is small or the grasp is too tight, the fingertip contours will
merge and disappear. To combat this effect we have experimented with increasing the effective
size of the object for hit testing. Another option is to fall back to the pinch gesture in this case
(it is easily identified as an internal contour). Perhaps rather than rely on fragile finger tracking,
an approach based on contour or mesh tracking is feasible. Ultimately we would like to more
closely simulate the physics of grasping, after the style of [WIH+08].
Grasping in 3D also depends on the user’s ability to see more than the tops of objects. This
in turn depends on the choice of graphics projection transformation. A standard perspective
transformation allows the sides of an object to appear if it is not near the center of the table.
Moving the camera to one side addresses this limitation, but makes it impossible for the simulated
table and the physical table surface to coincide. We suggest an “off-center” perspective projection
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(also known as “perspective control lens” in photography) to restore this correspondence, so that
objects on the table plane will appear at the correct location on the physical table, while objects
with height exhibit perspective effects.
9.7 Observations and Implications
Our second system was developed to address some of the shortcomings of the first, which were
uncovered by observing literally hundreds of users interacting with it. However, it turns out
that both systems have their own strengths and weaknesses and we therefore thought it valuable
to present both setups in some detail in this chapter. Perhaps the most obvious difference be-
tween the two systems is the input fidelity afforded by each. The SecondLight setup can only
approximate the distance of objects above the surface, and it only provides 4DOF input which
was one of the main limitations according to user feedback. Switching to our second prototype,
and in particular the ZSense camera, provides higher DOFs and enables exciting new interaction
techniques that we have only just begun to explore.
However, the added sensing flexibility of the system comes at a cost – foremost speed and
robustness. The ZSense camera provides calibrated depth data but only at 30Hz and a lower res-
olution. The image provided by the two tabletops also differs significantly in terms of noise. The
ZSense depth image requires extensive smoothing and processing further reducing the tracking
frame rate. So there is a clear trade-off between system responsiveness and input fidelity.
These differences in sensing fidelity also impact the interaction style. In SecondLight, ray-
casting into the scene upon detecting a pinch gesture always picks the topmost object. The more
accurate depth data in our new tabletop allows for more precise 3D grasping such as pulling
objects from the middle of a pile. While this is sufficient for most basic 3D tasks the interaction
still remains somewhat indirect as if the user was manipulating the scene through a glass window.
Although somewhat limited in terms of 3D interaction fidelity we feel that this interaction style
could easily be mapped to other scenarios, especially applications that use extended 2D data (2D
plus z-layering). The more accurate depth data in our second prototype allows for precise 3D
grasping which makes the interaction feel more direct and the coupling of input and output is
more literal. Therefore we feel that this interaction style is the more appropriate model for true
3D interactions.
However, the SecondLight platform has some compelling qualities absent from our new table-
top. Firstly, the on-surface image is much higher quality in terms of viewing angle, than it is with
the holoscreen. Also, the possibility of projecting a second image through the display, which is
much more practical with a switched diffuser, is interesting. Whilst we haven’t explored this in
our current work, projecting onto the user’s hands to provide coarse information about objects
under manipulation is an interesting avenue of exploration.
Finally, on surface interactions are readily available in the SecondLight setup via FTIR multi-
touch sensing this enables interesting combinations of fine-grained interactions 2D data and a
seamless transition to 3D manipulations. Currently the depth camera setup does not sense on
surface interactions at all. Wilson has demonstrated how the HoloScreen can be turned into a
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multi-touch screen in earlier work [Wil04]. We plan to add on-surface sensing capabilities to our
current setup to further explore the combination of on- and above the surface interactions.
9.8 Summary
We have implemented and demonstrated two prototype systems, motivated by a desire to use
the space above an interactive tabletop to enable richer depth-based interactions, without com-
promising an integrated hardware form factor. Thereby we have extended our interaction model
proposed in Chapter 7. The work discussed here extends the sensed interaction space from pure
“on-surface” interaction to “above-the-surface” interaction. We have demonstrated a couple of
enabled interactions previously cumbersome or impossible. In addition to the two novel tabletop
prototypes we have designed a mapping of high-DOF input to 3D data (displayed on a traditional
2D screen). Of course we have only begun to explore this space and further study is necessary
to judge the utility of our approach. To this end, we feel that our approach holds the potential
to effectively extend the interaction space of interactive surfaces from a 2D plane to a 2D-3D
continuum. Thus further blurring the line between the display and the environment it exists in.
We feel that this work builds on the existing literature through a number of distinct contribu-
tions:
• We present a number of extensions to SecondLight to support sensing up to half a meter
beyond the tabletop.
• We have developed a novel shadow-based technique to provide feedback during mid-air
interactions.
• We have built a second tabletop system based on a depth camera and holoscreen.
• We have implemented a tabletop system with high DOF interactions without requiring any
user instrumentation.
Currently our work builds on our physics-based UI to emphasize the naturalness of the inter-
action afforded. However, we feel that the techniques described here can be generalized to other
3D systems and even to 2D tabletop UIs with notions of Z-ordering and layering.
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Part IV
Conclusion and Future Work
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This last part concludes this dissertation. In Part I we introduced the reader to the general
field of tabletop computing and specified the problem statement for this dissertation. This intro-
ductory discussion was then followed by a discussion of related work. Part II discusses our own
explorations into common tabletop interaction paradigms. In this part we also analyzed the suit-
ability of these approaches as generic interaction model for tabletop computing. Part III builds
on the insights from the previous parts and introduces a new model for tabletop interaction in
Chapter 7. This model is then extended to allow for richer, more direct manipulations of 3D data
using novel display technologies and computer vision algorithms Chapter 9.
In this final Part IV we summarize in Section 10.1 all the aspects discussed in detail earlier
on. Section 10.2 draws conclusions across all previous parts of the dissertation. in order to
structure this discussion we revisit the two main questions postulated in the introduction: what
is the interface? and where is the interface? Finally we discuss directions for future work in the
areas of tabletop hardware, interaction models and 3D interaction on tabletops.
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Chapter 10
General Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the areas of our research described in this thesis. We discuss advance-
ments in the field of interactive tabletop computing presented by this dissertation – to do so we
compare problems and issues described in Chapter 1 with the proposed solutions outlined in the
following Chapters. We also discuss how well our studies and analyses of proposed prototypes
helped answering the two main questions what is the interface? and where is the interface? We
then highlight areas for future work not covered in this thesis and new challenges and areas for
research that have been opened up by the work described herein.
10.1 Summary
The work described in this thesis has two main components of interest to the field: First, an
analysis of existing interaction techniques, based on literature review (Chapter 2) and studies of
our own prototypes (Chapters 3, 4, 5). Second, a new model for tabletop interaction (Chapter 7)
and an extension of this model, allowing for as-direct-as-possible interactions with 3D data from
above the display surface.
In the introduction (Chapter 1) we have outlined many of the compelling qualities that digital
tabletops feature. The horizontal display and table-shaped form make this class of computing
devices a compelling one because amongst other things, they naturally enable users to sit around
the device and interact with the digital while also engaging in face-to-face conversations with
other group members. The ability to interact with the digital through direct touch, and in some
cases physical interaction handles, adds a direct almost natural quality to the mix. We have shown
that these devices bring with them not only many appealing qualities but novel challenges and
uncertainties.
We have also highlighted that the field of interactive tabletop computing is still in its infancy
and therefore many developments are still in flux. If we look at the way we interact with the
more traditional desktop PC a well defined (and more refined) model for interaction exists, with
its main ingredients being Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers (WIMP). This model became
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dominant because the hardware platform became standardized and input typically happens via
mice and keyboards. For tabletops this clearly defined model has yet to emerge. One reason is
that a standardization process on the hardware front has yet to happen. Many different approaches
to user input sensing have been proposed, demonstrated and studied (cf. Section 6.1). One
important aspect, is that tabletop hardware has become increasingly capable of sensing rich user
input.
Our analysis of related work in Chapter 2 has identified two major interaction styles that have
begun to emerge for tabletop computing. First, the use of pen- or finger-trace gestures to invoke
commands and thus control the behavior of on-screen objects and the state of entire applications
(Chapter 2.2.2). Second, the combination of physical objects with direct-touch input (Chapter
2.2.3).
In Part II we have discussed and analyzed our own explorations into these interactions styles.
Chapter 3 details the motivations, design and study of BrainStorm. A system designed to support
collaborative problem solving using several interactive surfaces embedded into walls and a table.
The chapter explores the suitability of a gesture-based interaction style as general model for
tabletop computing.
Our analysis based on the criteria of physicality and flexibility (Section 3.5) has shown that
the real world resemblance of virtual objects in the system helped users to understand and learn
how to operate the system. However, interpreting Newtonian physics in an overly simple fashion
proved to be problematic because users developed expectations that they could apply strategies
learned in the real world to manipulate the virtual. However, when designing Brainstorm we
only implemented a set number of gestures that could be recognized by the system. Many ma-
nipulations possible in the real world were not translated into gestures. Albeit an extended ges-
ture recognition algorithm would somewhat mitigate this problem and reduce the observed user
frustration.
In some situations we believe there exists a more fundamental problem. When considering
the rich and flexible ways we manipulate real world objects using various strategies as we see
fit, it becomes apparent that this flexibility can not be matched by pre-programmed, scripted
behavior. In the real world subtle changes in manipulation can have different outcomes (e.g.,
imagine the broad repertoire of tricks good ball players possess). Often these subtle changes are
lost to a gesture recognition algorithm due to the need to reliably differentiate and classify various
gestures. Finally, recognized gestures need to be mapped to commands within the application.
This mapping often happens a-priori and remains fixed. This again stands in contrast to the
dynamic and flexible way humans manipulate objects in the real-world. Interaction breakdowns
can occur whenever users try to interact with the system in ways not anticipated.
In Chapter 4 we explore how tangible objects on interactive surfaces might help to address
the lack of flexibility observed with gesture-based approaches. Photohelix 4.2 is an application
designed to support the co-located browsing and sharing of pictures on a digital tabletop. A
physical handle is used to position and browse the entire picture collection while direct-touch
interaction is used to interact with individual pictures. We had various assumptions about the
benefits of using a physical handle for interaction (cf. Section 4.1). Our observations from a
number of lab-based user-studies yielded interesting results but could not confirm all of them
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(Section 4.5). We could observe that the physical affordances and 3D nature of the input device
allowed for richer and more flexible interactions than observed in the direct-touch condition.
These benefits however, are limited by problems with sensing and interpreting the manipulations
(not unlike those in the gesture-based interface). Here the problem is that the virtual objects do
not behave in a realistic manner and are not subject to the same laws as the physical interaction
handle – therefore the manipulation of the virtual is again limited by what was anticipated by the
designer in advance. Finally, we could not find particular strong evidence speaking in support
of other assumed benefits such as eyes-free manipulations and natural support for bi-manual
interaction.
Another problem that spanned across the two explorations became apparent during many
hours of system usage and observations during user studies. Both prototypes, Brainstorm 3 and
Photohelix 4, were built and deployed using the same hardware – DViT enabled Smartboards
[SMA03]. This hardware platform is only capable of tracking two simultaneous contact points.
Due to the construction principle (four IR cameras – one in each corner – and a ring of infrared
LEDs hidden in the bezel) objects on the surface (e.g., fingers) can easily occlude other objects.
In case two objects are aligned along one of the display diagonals they become difficult to disam-
biguate. These sensing limitations caused user frustration because the system would often report
wrong finger positions or not recognize fingers at all. More important the limitation to two con-
tact points (which was perceived as arbitrarily chosen by many users) posed severe constraints
on the interaction style. We could often observe that users – especially novice users – tried to
use more than one finger, sometimes both hands at a time to interact with on-screen objects. We
could also frequently observe how users tried to interact with other body parts than their fingers,
for example whole hands, the edge of the hand and even whole forearms (e.g., in an attempt to
stop sliding post-its in Brainstorm).
One of the main motivations for our later projects discussed in Part III was to overcome
these hardware limitations to enable richer interactions with the digital more akin to the ways we
manipulate objects in the real world. In Chapter 6 we discussed a variety of approaches to sense
this richer interaction. We have discussed approaches that embed some sort of sensing electronics
into the display surface itself (cf. Section 6.1.1). For example, electronics that sense changes in
capacitance or resistance but we have also seen approaches that embed infrared illumination and
sensing optics into or behind thin form factor displays. Another popular approach are sensors
based on a digital camera and computer vision algorithms. This approach is particularly popular
because setups are relatively easy to construct – necessary parts, such as digital cameras and
filters, are abundant and last but not least the possibility to leverage a wealth of existing computer
vision techniques makes this approach flexible and powerful. For example many vision-based
systems can track multiple fingertips and capture the shapes and outlines of arbitrary objects in
contact with the surface such as whole hands. These capabilities promise interaction styles that
mimic the ways we interact with the real world more closely.
In Section 6.2 we discuss our own approach to vision-based sensing of multiple simultaneous
surface contacts. It works by liquid displacement inside a malleable projection surface. Our
approach allows recognition of shapes and outlines of many different objects touching the surface
with high precision. Our approach compliments the existing range of approaches 6.1.2. The
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signal is fairly unique, enabling advanced techniques such as pressure sensing or even some
3D shape reconstruction to be captured from imprints of hands and other objects. Section 6.3
summarizes our experiences from building different interactive prototypes and discusses various
aspects of the systems described in the literature. It would stand to reason for tabletop computing1
hardware matters especially; to a degree where hardware and software are interlinked and need
to be considered in unison when designing and evaluating interaction styles and techniques.
Drawing both on hardware developments (cf. Chapter 6), that enable rich sensing of user
interaction, and on our observations and learnings from Part II we debuted our new model for
tabletop interaction in Chapter 7. This new model aims at providing more flexibility of inter-
action, allowing users to appropriate an re-purpose user interface elements and apply strategies
learned in the real world. Another goal was to maintain the positive aspects we could accredit
to physicality in our earlier prototypes. We demonstrated various ways to map rich input from
vision-based interactive surfaces within virtual worlds where object behavior is controlled by a
sophisticated physics simulation. The model enables a variety of open-ended, non-scripted in-
teractions allowing users to leverage their fine-grained manipulation skills in ways similar to the
real world. Allowing for and encouraging rich interactions with virtual objects, using not only
multiple fingertips but novel, often in-situ designed interactions such as cupping, throwing and
raking gestures. The technique allows users to interact with the virtual using multiple fingers,
whole hands and physical objects as handles for interaction. We have also discussed the evolu-
tion of our technique and shown how different incarnations could be used with other hardware
platforms than the one used in our setup. Our user study and general observations have revealed
that users are receptive to this new model of interaction. In general they had little problems in
interacting with the virtual realm. However, kinematic more traditional interaction styles were
still prevalent especially during initial contact with the system. We expect that users, as they
become more familiar with the capabilities of the approach, will further draw on their real world
knowledge and thus develop richer interaction strategies.
Our model makes digital tabletop interaction even more “natural”. However, because the
interaction – the sensed input and the displayed output – is still bound to the surface, there is
a fundamental limitation in manipulating objects using the third dimension. To address this
issue, we started with a discussion of several emerging projection screen materials in Chapter
8. Materials that allow for simultaneous projection onto the surface and for imaging through the
surface – thus enabling us to sense the users interactions at much greater depth than possible in
standard tabletop setups.
Finally, in Chapter 9 we discussed our approach to creating a continuous interaction space –
allowing for rich, natural interaction on the surface and above the surface. We presented several
ways to enable in-the-air interactions that allow users to interact with 3D data (rendered on a
2D display) in a as-direct-as possible fashion without the need for user instrumentation. The
chapter introduces two novel, vision-based back projection tabletop setups that allow for sensing
of on and above the surface interaction. Existing and new computer vision techniques have been
proposed to estimate the position of hands in 3D. Our technique demonstrates how this can be
achieved using an electronically switchable diffuser, a monocular camera, IR illumination and
1but possibly for all areas of non-desktop HCI
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pixel intensity based depth estimation in our first setup. The second tabletop configuration shows
how in-the-air interactions can be facilitated using a holographic projection screen and a per-pixel
depth sensing camera.
In addition, various rendering techniques have been proposed to provide better feedback when
interacting with 3D data on the surface from above the surface. We have also showcased some of
the interactions enabled by our techniques. Clearly we have only begun to explore the possibili-
ties unlocked by the gained interaction fidelity. While we have explored the high DOF interaction
techniques in a literal context – that is 3D input and 3D data – we are convinced that our, and
similar, techniques can be useful in a broad range of applications including 3D and (extended)
2D applications.
10.2 Conclusion
Going back to our problem statement presented in Section 1.2 the main goal of this thesis was
to define a new model for tabletop interaction. When launching into the research for this disser-
tation many hardware and software solutions had been proposed and studied such as pen-based,
multi-touch and tangible interaction. These interaction techniques, however have often been de-
signed in an ad-hoc manner and studied in isolation. We wanted to gain a better more structured
understanding of the design space. In order to achieve this goal we followed a threefold approach.
First: a literature analysis with special focus on tabletop interaction styles. Second: explorations
into the identified two main interaction styles (gesture-based and tangibles). Third: proposal,
evaluation and refinement of our own model for tabletop interaction.
In order to structure and focus our investigation of tabletop interaction styles we aspired to
provide answers to the following two questions:
What is the Interface? Real world interactions benefit from tactile and other rich sensory
feedback. As well as from our aptitude to manipulate objects in various ways. This physicality is
only poorly represented by most direct-touch interfaces. Often it is assumed that digital tabletops
are inherently flat and made of glass or acrylic. Also it is often assumed that multi-touch simply
means having the equivalent of multiple cursors controlled by several fingertips simultaneously.
In this thesis we have shown that interacting through direct-touch carries much richer meaning
and interfaces for this emerging class of computing devices. It may be required to think of user
interfaces for digital tabletops not as an evolution of the standard desktop interaction paradigm,
but one that has a whole new set of unique parameters.
In Part II we have seen that both tangible and direct-touch based interaction have promising
aspects and limitations as interaction styles. Both promise a natural and graspable interaction
experience, both are accredited with a low learning threshold and both offer support for co-
located collaborative work and social interaction. Our aim was to explore this rich design space
as a whole in order to provide a better understanding how to best use them. We would argue
that our criteria of flexibility and physicality has been helpful to generalize some of the findings
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specific to our implementations to a broader understanding of the design space. Especially with
regards to uncovering the limited flexibility afforded by these interaction styles.
In particular we have seen that physical aspects play an important role in interactive surface
computing and can be supported through a variety of means. For example, those explored in
this thesis such as real world metaphors in the UI, tangible objects as well as virtual objects that
behave more realistically. Another way to provide users with physical affordances are means
to create richer feedback at the interface level be it through passive haptic feedback – partially
explored in our malleable interactive surface prototype (cf. Section 6.2 and in the literature
[VMK+05, KVM+05, Sin97, SGHB07] – or through active feedback via actuated tangible ob-
jects [PMAI02] or via dynamically changeable physical buttons on direct-touch enabled surfaces
[HH09a].
We have also seen that is important to compliment this physicality with a great deal of flexi-
bility in the interface. In our explorations it has been especially problematic combining pseudo-
physical behavior and appearance with scripted and therefore constrained interaction techniques.
Our new model for tabletop interaction has shown ways to create more open-ended and flexible
interaction techniques that allow for re-purposing and appropriation of user interface elements
through rich parameters such as friction, velocity and collisions known from the real-world. We
have also seen that this model was well received by users in a lab-based study. Clearly we
have only begun to explore this interaction model and many questions remain unanswered as of
now. For example, we have yet to build applications based on this model that go beyond literal
translations of object positions. We also have to consider how many aspects that go beyond the
physically possible can be modeled in with our approach. For example, copying, scaling and
zooming of documents is not very well represented in our model. In general it is worthwhile
considering how this model could be crossbred with more abstract, traditional interaction models
such as the WIMP paradigm.
Where is the Interface? Because tabletops have planar 2D displays it is often assumed that
applications and interaction should be 2D as well. Interaction with such surfaces is inherently
constrained to the planar, 2D surface of the display. For many tabletop interactions this constraint
may not appear to be a problem, particularly when direct manipulation with 2D content is de-
sired. Recent research is however beginning to motivate the need for rendering 3D content on
tabletops [HCC07, HC07]. Also during the evaluation of our own work on physics enabled table-
top applications [WIH+08] it became apparent that because the interaction – the sensed input
and the corresponding displayed output – is still bound to the 2D surface, there is a fundamental
limitation in manipulating objects using the third dimension.
We have outlined in Chapter 8 that emerging display technologies can enable sensing that
goes beyond these 2D limitations. In Chapter 9 we have started to explore the space above the
table as interaction space with equal value as the display surface. While we haven’t fully ex-
plored this space we are convinced that tabletop setups that allow for continuous interaction on
and above the surface are a compelling area for research and promise to be useful in many ex-
citing application domains such as architectural or medical imaging but also 3D gaming. In the
light of our initial exploration we would argue that we have done an initial step toward blurring
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the line between the (interactive) display and the environment it exists in. We think it is worth-
while thinking of the entire space surrounding interactive devices as potential interface with the
digital. This could involve physical (inherently 3D), possibly actuated, objects in combination
with tabletops supporting advanced sensing and feedback mechanisms [IHT+08, KN08, Wil07]
or via rich natural hand gestures sensed in-the-air as discussed in Chapter 9.
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Figure 10.1: Overview of publications describing key aspects of this dissertation.
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10.4 Future Work
Based on our experiences in developing and studying the systems described in this thesis we have
identified several areas for improvement and interesting directions for future work. Obviously
many of the systems discussed in Chapters 3, 4, 6.2, 7 and 9 are prototypes and each of them
could benefit from additional development iterations and extended functionality. However, in this
Chapter we want to highlight areas of interest for our own future research as well as interesting
aspects worth consideration for the general field of tabletop and interactive surface computing.
10.4.1 Tabletop Hardware and Form Factor
In Chapter 6 we have already given an extensive overview of various tabletop setups, approaches
to sensing and displaying of information. Throughout the entire Part III we have also seen how
interwoven hardware and software are. Novel sensing possibilities can enable new interactions
not possible before such as our in-the-air interactions which were enabled by our approaches to
depth estimation (sensing). These sensing developments themselves relied on emerging display
technologies to become available. Together, these changes to the “standard” tabletop computing
setup have a large impact on the user experience. We would therefore argue that in the future we
should not take the current status-quo of tabletop hardware as a given but actively think about
shortcomings of current solutions as well as possible extensions to them. When comparing some
of the more recent developments in interactive surface sensing [IHT+08, HIB+07, Wil07, KN08]
with the current generation of commercially available platforms [DL01, Mic08, SMA09] we can
already see that tabletop computing does not necessarily have to remain bound to the 2D display
surface in terms of input and output.
The advent of advanced depth sensing cameras such as the 3DV ZSense camera used in our
second prototype in Chapter 9 as well as stereo cameras open up completely new interaction
possibilities, including natural hand gestures and full-body interaction. Furthermore, interaction
using tangible objects could be significantly changed through sensing schemes based on these
cameras. They are more capable of capturing the 3D nature of tangible objects and therefore
might unlock more of the manipulation vocabulary afforded by them.
In addition to input and sensing aspects, providing richer visual feedback is an important area
for future work. First, many current tabletop setups still suffer from poor resolution and limited
screen-size (e.g., text legibility is often a problem) better display technologies might increase
the utility of tabletop computers for many application domains. Second, tabletop interaction has
often been studied in isolation but it would be interesting to look deeper into setups combining
several interactive surfaces but also small, mobile devices – especially in the context of emerging
hardware that allows the sensing, recognition and identification of and communication with other
devices [IHT+08, HIB+07, KN08].
Third, most tabletop setups today are flat and don’t provide much tactile feedback. This can
be a disadvantage in terms of eyes-free operation when compared to standard physical buttons.
Novel technologies that enable tactile feedback for direct-touch enabled devices would certainly
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be an interesting area for future work and some have already surfaced be it through sensing
of reconfigurable passive interaction props [WWJ+09] or active controllable physical buttons
[HH09a]. Finally haptic feedback could improve the sensation and therefore realism when inter-
acting with interfaces that contain virtual objects that behave in a more realistic fashion as dis-
cussed in Chapter 7. Feeling when a finger or hand collides with an object or being able to feel
when one’s fingers start to intersect an object while attempting to pinch or grab that object would
certainly improve the usability of our model. At the time of writing the necessary technology to
provide localized, independent haptic feedback at several on-screen locations simultaneously did
not exist.
10.4.2 Interaction Model
In this thesis we have proposed a new model for tabletop interaction. Although our lab-based
studies have yielded encouraging results the model is far from being finished (or proven to be of
real world utility).
One aspect to consider is how this model can be integrated into actual applications. Here the
main challenge is to find ways to model or interface our physics-based interactions with abstract
concepts only possible in the virtual (or laborious in the physical) such as creating infinite copies
of objects and sending them over great distances. Also, performing simple changes to object
appearance, frequent in painting, modeling or other content creation tools, such as re-coloring,
applying of textures or even scaling are not very well modeled in our current solution.
Another point of interest would be to investigate ways to integrate more traditional concepts
such as windows, buttons and sliders into our model. A possible solution for some of these
concepts would be to mechanically construct complex machinery from individual primitives. For
example, a slider could be built by using two virtual joints attached to the constraining limits and
several boxes to guide and constrain the motion of the actual sliding knob.
Finally, a long-term user study, potentially a field deployment, of a tabletop device with an
application based on our interaction model could be informative. It would be of great value to
observe whether users would adapt richer, more natural interaction styles over the single-finger,
kinematic style they are used to from desktop interaction. Furthermore, it would be interesting
to find out whether the novelty of realistically behaving virtual objects wears out and if the,
sometimes inevitable, imprecision of the approach would get into the way of users trying to
complete their current task efficiently.
10.4.3 3D on Tabletops
The in-the-air interactions discussed in Chapter 9 are the newest development undertaken during
this dissertation and are still very much a work-in-progress. Obviously sensing, rendering and in-
teraction techniques in both discussed setups could benefit from further iterations without adding
new features to the setup.
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More fundamentally, a controlled study comparing the various interaction and feedback tech-
niques is a next step in order to better understand the specifics, shortcomings and strength of our
solutions. In particular, a better understanding about which influence the shadow rendering has
on performance in 3D manipulation tasks would be of value. In addition to the two techniques
discussed in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.6 other feedback mechanisms are conceivable. For example,
the current “shadows” are not consistent with the lighting of the remaining scene where a virtual
light source is positioned centered above the scene. In such a setup hand shadows should increase
in size when hands travel away from the surface. In our implementation they become smaller,
hence they are technically inverted. However, none of our users seemed to pick-up on this issue
therefore it would be interesting to compare these two conditions. Other conditions could be re-
flections of the users hand (as if one was looking into a mirror) or stylized versions of the shadow
or 3D representation of the entire arm (e.g., a rendering of just the fingertips).
Furthermore, it may be worthwhile exploring ways to provide additional feedback about the
position of virtual objects within the physical space above the normal projection screen. One first
step may be to project the color of objects currently under control by the user onto the users’
hands – either from top or from underneath. For example, using the a switchable diffuser and
two synchronized projectors as in the original SecondLight setup [IHT+08]. Other compelling
scenarios may include auto-stereoscopic displays to provide even richer visual feedback.
When designing our model for tabletop interaction one of the main motivations was to get
rid of scripted behavior and predefined gestures. When addressing the limitations on interaction
imposed by the 2D sensing limitations on interactive surfaces, we have retreated to detecting
specific pick-up and drop-off gestures. Initial results from usage observations revealed that this
rigid approach – and the chosen gestures – weren’t necessarily the best solution. Often users had
difficulties performing the right gesture and tried to pick objects up using a variety of strategies.
The approach to track fingertips and test for (virtual) object penetration somewhat mitigates the
problem. Ultimately the goal would be to have a model free solution, that is an approach that
does not test for a specific logical condition to be fulfilled. Instead a model that enables users
to apply the necessary forces onto virtual objects in order to lift them off the surface and control
their position in 3D as well as “yaw”, “pitch” and “roll” would be the most literal solution. Ex-
tending the particle proxy model discussed in Section 7.3 certainly is a promising but challenging
possibility.
Finally, applying the gained degrees of freedom from our sensing approaches to actual appli-
cations that operate on 3D data would be interesting as alluded to earlier in this Chapter. However,
we would also argue that the additional control could be put to good use in applications that don’t
necessarily have to be 3D. For example, controlling z-layering in applications such as Photoshop
or Powerpoint might be controlled much easier and more intuitively using our techniques.
“Iucundi Acti Labores”
– Cicero
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